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stables and leave him reeking with foam people, any
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with
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guards. They
[hat a rumor is in circula- and blood
to assist in fighting the battles of Eng- should be demonstrations in each town
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would care for the handsome animal and
land and France” and many other argu- and city where these drives were comtheir
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loss are paid
wonder how the young prince had lacerars a week is, I believe, the
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horse as he did and how. he
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call the attention of the public that this able in this section of the country for an
report, it should be contra- have made the scars.
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apparently it finds credHer cousin’s husband was one of the
me.
country is engaged in the greatest strug- the condition of the streets, there was an
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that the persistent repetireport should not be tolemanates from a source
mpting to discredit the Red

aggrandizement.

With one of the servants she spent a
night in the tower “and such a night as

I'curred to me that possibly
people may wonder that it
h money to run the organizaey do not realize the amount
ne or the cost of material.
imes
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in one surgical
■ss two or three
pieces of
h piece costs $4.50. As we
isses a week this item alone
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she was old enough she enMichael’s hospital, where she
as

While there she

nurse.

a

the commotion caused by blowing up
ef “Big Ben” in the tower of Westminsaw

the sides of the street.
see

them

She after-

in the near-by

One of her lirst patients was the only
daughter of Penketh, the railroad king,
and with her she traveled everywhere.
While in Liverpool one Sunday Elizabeth, always a devout Catholic, was late
at mass in an Overton street chapel and
in her hurry she fell on the sidewalk,
bruising her hand. As the knelt in the

possible in

church

strange

a

man

j

called her attention

to the bleeding hand and passed her a
|
large silk handkerchief to use on it After

serv ices

told her he

he walked home with her and
was

to Liverpool to light.
This made a
great impression on the young girl and
come
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ick of Portland

was

resided.
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reap the benefits that will come later.
Maine has been leading the country in

South Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. P. G.
Hurd of Northport are planning to leave ;
their farm and move to the city about1
April 1st, where Mr. Hurd has a fine po- j
sition in the shipyard....Miss Arline Wad- i
lin of the city was the week-end guest of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Wadlin,
in Northport.Miss Eulalia Greenlaw of
Northport left on the train Saturday for
Enfield, where she has a cepted a fine
position to teach school....Mrs. L. E.
Miller is on the sick list. She is attended by Dr. Elmer Small.

toward making a good start in every
town in the county.
tie advocated the getting together of
j
this will be reported by the Public Safety ] the men who had the movement in hand
organization to the proper Federal officers and an exchange of views and conwho will take such action as necessary cert work in the making of this drive
of the war, be it long or short, do everything in their power to co-operate with
the government, and anyone failing to do

j

described

of the best and strongest ever attempted in America. Personal work is
“At the meeting held in Waterville the only thing that counts and while it is
March 13th, a conference for increasing advisable to have special programs in
food production was held, at which every some of the towns it has been found that
It direct solicitation gives better results
county in the State was represented.
was urged that banking institutions and
The influence is
when done in pairs.
all who can make loans, extend to the better.
Each man assigned to this work
farmer the same degree of credit that is should remember that it is his duty to do
given to other industries. Farmers were it and that he should do it immediately.
also advised that the State will take no Reports must be made to the chairman in
part in purchasing and distributing seed the county each night. At the present time
or fertilizer this year.
The farmers are the people are not prepared to advance
urged to look for their supply to the local the money immediately, but the five
dealers and place their orders early to banks in the country are willing to stand
avoid any possible shortage when plant- behind them. They will advance a reaing time arrives.”
sonable sum o any desiring to buy, at the
right rate of interest. The banks have
Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore, who has been in been and are now willing to aid.
There are no special conditions to make
Burlington, Vt., for some time, the guest
of her parents, Dr. and Mrs. George E. the sale easier. The bonds are a 4 1-2
Morgan, plans to leave early in April for per cent bond and are really a wonderful
Chattanooga, Tenn., to be near her hus- bond. They carry the strongest obligaband, who is at Fort Oglethorpe. As tion in the world. The extra one-half
soon as Lieut Kilgore completes his mil- 1 per cent is the sure assurance of the sale.
itary training he will take a special It is the duty of every man in the county
course of chest diseases.
to come up and do his part. Tile war
has always seemed so far away we have
Capt. C. B. Swett returned last Satur- not realized it, but we must feel that the
day from a business trip to Rockland. ^ German
army is here and we must im__I
such propaganda

as

one

press it upon our communities.
Subscribers in Waldo county may make
their own choice of its five banks. New

PUBLIC

England must contribute $100,000,000 and
Each
this county must do its share.
town Will have

a

certain amount to raise.

greater amount canno't come from
Belfast this time. County agents and

The

committees .must see to it that other
counties do not come into our towns and
secure the subscriptions due us, as has
Burnham belongs
been done in the past.
to Waldo county and not to Somerset,
and Winterport to Waldo and not to Penobscot and the same of Lincolnville,
who formerly went to swell Knox. It
must be a canvas that must make returns.

The Third

Maine

Regiment.

Last week the Com pan}’ dri Ued Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenings at
the Opera House, that of Thursday evening under the direction of Gapt. Redlon
I

MANUFACTURING COMPANY.!

H. DeF. Lockwood,|TreaBurer.

Monday evening and among the
new enrollments were the following: Eli
Snyder, Harold Jackson, Gerald Howard,
William Gray, Rufus Pendleton, Clyde
N. Shorey, Folwell Moody, Alvin Engstrom, Percy Buzzell.
ing

N

on

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Guthrie have
gone to Boston for a two weeks’ vacation.

Mrs.

son

Alfred

|

attend the annual meeting of the Mainer
State Board of Trade.
Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown, Mrs. Essie P,
Carle and Miss Isabel Ginn left Tuesday'
to attend the sessions of the State Federation of Women’s Clubs in Augusta
Miss Alice Roswell is spending the B,
H. S. vacation with her mother in Boston.

She will also visit Miss Marjorie
Seminary, in Auburn-

Pratt at Lasalle

dale, Mass.
Miss Kathleen Morris, one of the faculty of the East Maine Conference Seminary at Bucksport, is spending a short
vacation with her pa rents, Mr. and Mrs,
H. J. Morris.
Mrs. Amos Clement, vice president of
the Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs,
was unable to attend the recent sessions,

!

in Augusta on account of illness. Whilestill confined to her room she is rapidly-

j convalescing.

Elizabeth

Miss Bernice Holt, who has been atShaw, High street, who also carries J
the Bliss Business College in
tending
and
Miss
novelties;
hoyse dresses, aprons
last Saturday for a
L. H.
Chase Block, Main Lewiston, returned
Ferguson,
say, almost as a fervent prayer: "Oh, if
with her parents, Mr. and
street; E. K. Brier & Co., Main street, short visit
we could only do something to end this
Mildred E. Sanborn, trimmer; Mrs. A. B. Mrs George Holt, before going to Brooks,
awful slaughter!” We can do something
where she has employment.
Wyllie, Cedar street.
to help, we have done something to help,
Miss Marian Waterman has arrived
The concert program by the Belfast
but we must do more than we have behome from Colby College to spend the
from
postponed
High
school,
February
fore, and the way in which we can do
with her parents, Mr
of sickness of assisting talent, Easter vacation
this is to pledge ourselves to save our on account
John R. Waterman. Their son
will be given at Odd Fellows Hal), Thurs- and Mrs.
money and buy our share of War Savings
also a student at Colby, will arday evening, April 4th. Miss Amy Mor- Frank,
S/amps.
home today, Thursday.
rive
Let us make Maine and the Nation gridge, soprano, of Dexter, will assist,
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison B.'Toothaker of
also Reginald Boardman, pianist, of Dark
proud of Waldo county.
this city are removing to Danvers, Mass.;
Yours sincerely, in the push for victory, Harbor, if ice conditions permit of his
and
being able to come. The program will where they are to make their home
M. L. Slugg,
of miscellaneous numbers by so- where he has a position in the Danvers
consist
Director for Waldo County.
was formerly
loists and chorus, and also a number of State Hospital, where he
employed.
from
the
selections
Martha.
The
opera
WALDO COUNTY
war.
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February 20, 1918.
To Members of all Local Boards:
Herewith are sent to you live copies of
the Act of Congress recently passed, the
Soldiers and Sailors’ Civil Relief Act.
Its aim is to protect persons in military
service from excessive hardship due to
the forfeiture of sundry claims and rights
or the maturing of legal obligations during their absence in military service, and
due to their inability to look after their
business and property interests left behind.
This Act was drafted «n the office of
the Judge Advocate General of the
Army, and received a thorough overhauling in the light of hearings before Senate
and House Committees, at which were
present representatives of the various
It therefore repreinterests affected.
sents the result of several months’ careful scrutiny by a large number of competent persons, in addition to the authority given by its consideration and enactment by the two Houses of Congress.
In view of the serious hardships likely
to be suffered in their affairs by thousands of, men who have made the great
act of sacrifice by entering military service and in view of the wisdom of forestalling that natural dissatisfaction which
might arise if such a measure of relief
had not been extended, it is hoped that
all members of Local Boards will take an
active interest in giving wide publicity to
this law.
You are requested to hand one of these
copies of the Act to each of the members of your Legal Advisory Board, and
to show them this letter.
Should the families of any persons in
military service be known to you to need
protection from the kind of loss or injury
covered by this Act, you are requested to
notify them to apply promptly to the
nearest court, where due relief can be
obtained.
Copies of the Act have been distributed
to all judges of superior courts; but, inasmuch as the various local judges and
magistrates have not all been reached in
this manner, it is requested that you hand
a cqpy of the Act to the principal magistrate in your neighborhood, for the purpose of his information. In this and other
ways, we trust that you will be able to
assist powerfully in giving prompt effect
to the beneficent provisions of the Act.
E. H. CROWDER,
Provost Marshal General.
Charles A. Pilsbury returned
Friday morning from Sydney
Mines, C. B., where she spent the winter. She also visited relatives in Halifax
and Windsor. She is now removing her
household goods from her residence,
which she recently sold to Amasa S.
Heal.
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noon.

given the credit of 100

been

per cent

At the opening of the afternoon
a most excellent address of welwas given
by Past Master White,

session

worth’s class in the Peirce school had

census.

Drafted Men’s Interests.

THE

Lellan school and Miss Alberta Wads-

come

in

with a response by Bro. C. A. Levansellar, Master of Frederick Ritchie
The annual meeting of the W. C. T. U. ;
Grange. A communication from the U
will be held with the president, Mrs. of M. in regard to Extension Work was
Annie M. Frost, Cedar street, Friday af- [ read and the following committee wa£In addition to the business sesternoon.
appointed on Extension Work, Sister
sion work will be done through the su- Alberta
Nickerson, Brothers A. D. Moody
perintendent of Flower Mission on gar- and H. P. White. Bro. Edward Evans
ments sent out by the National W. C. T. gave a report of the N. E M. P. A. conference held in Boston, and a thorough
U. for the grief-stricken and orphan chilexplanation of the work of this organizais
a
line
of
of
This
new
dren
Belgium.
tion, at the close of which a committee
work for Maine and by coming within was appointed preparatory to forming an
The
the “zone” limit we can secure cut gar- organization in this eommuhity
committee is J. W. Nickerson, A D.
ments and yarn for knitting socks, etc.
Moody, Donald Thayer, H. P. White and
Mrs. Frost has the work in charge as James Webster.
A highly instructive
State Supt. of Flower Mission and relief and entertaining program was carried
all agreeing that it had been a day
work in connection with the State gen- out,
well spent. The next meeting w.ll be
eral officers. The local work will be un- held
April 20th with dinner at noon
Ida E.
! der the efficient leadership of Mrs.
THE
SHIPPING SITUATION
1
Aborn, Supt., and it is hoped all members
the sale of

The Government

a

are

August

Sweden.

Mrs. Mildred C. Neal’s class in the Mc-

$467,660
on

was

Bickford, chairman, and Supt. E. E.
Honesty Grange gave an entertainRoderick, clerk. Messrs. Thomas W. ment and supper at the Grange hall FriLothrop, Chas. W. Jennys and Giles G. | day evening, March 22nd. The hall was
Abbott were elected a finance committee, i
packed to the platform. A very fine
It was voted to compensate Mrs. Leon
long program was given, every number
Armstrong for [conveying pupils from
showing marked ability and preparation
that neighborhood to the Pitcher school.
Over $68.00 was cleared. The proceeds
It was voted to close the High school
Red Cross so
were given to the local
summer term June 14th instead of June
ciety.
A, Wilson was elected
21st. Dr. E.
Comet Grange held a special monthly
school physician. It was voted to raise
meeting Saturday, March 23rd, entertainHerbert L. Bucklin’s salary as janitor to
ing Frederick Ritchie Grange of Waldo,
$65 per month. It was reported that
convening at 11 o’clock with dinner a

....

Above iigures

when calls for trans-Atlantic tickets

! seldom found. The buyer
Ferm of Northport who is

S.

....

Present figures would be larger.

from

The March meeting of the school committee was held last Monday e\ening.
The committee organized with Charles

....

23,383

Orrin J. Dickey last week sold a ticket
Belfast to Sweden, rather an unusual thing to do in these times of war,

proceeds will be devoted in the main to
use of the High School Athletic Association, and it is expected that the concert will be well patronized. The tickets
may be procured of members of the
school or at Pitcher’s Music Store.
the

Population. portionment.
$ 92,360
Belfast
4,618
Belmont
335
6,700
704
Brooks
14,080
733
Burnham
14,660
Frankfort
1,157
23,140
480
Freedom....
9,600
877
lslesboro.
17,540
416
Jackson
8,320
511
Knox.
10,220
650
Liberty
13,000
Lincolnviile..
20,400
1,020
Monroe
872
17,440
850
Montville
17,000
Morrill
353
7,060
518
Northport
10,360
690
Palermo
13,800
597
Prospect.
11,940
828
Searsmont
16,560
28.880
Searsport
1,444
Stockton Springs
1,103
22,060
467
Swanville
9,340
Thorndike
525
10,500
Trov.
768
15,360
Unitv.
899
17,980
Waldo.
386
7,720
Winterport
21,640
1,582

Mrs.

Mrs. Charles Atkinson of North Sears*
mont was a recent gusst of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward 'Evans, on Condon street. She
recently returned from a visit with her
son, Horace Barker. Atkinson, who is at
Camp Devens, a member of Battery D,
303rd F. A. She also visited in Salem
and Beverly, Mass.

Spinney, milliner;

To win the war, is not that the
dream and hope of every man, woman
and child in Waldo county? Do not we all

Freder-

guests of her parents,

Morris L. Slugg of this city and N. S,
were in Lewiston last week to

wonderful opportunities presented by saving through the War Saving method.
The people of Waldo county should
have an opportunity to know about the
War Savings Stamps, therefore it is the
duty of every man, woman and child,
who has the welfare of this county ^t
heart, to tell their neighbor of the wonderMillinery Openings. The millinery
fulness ot the plan and thus give our
openings will be held next Saturday,
people a share in the prosperity that March
30th, when the following Belfast
comes from getting into our county every
milliners will have fine displays of spring
War Saving Stamp that can be brought
millinery: The Progressive Store, H. H.
in
Coombs Co., High street, who also have
The sale of these stamps teaches thrift
a
large assortment of spring merchanand it helps us to do our little part in the
dise; Mrs. B. F. Wells, Main street, Mrs.
“Our
great work of helping
Boys” win F. G.
the

son

last

of Albion have been in Belfast the past
week, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas,

]

average, thus showing that some of our
people are not fully acquainted with the

are

Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon and

j

the sale of the stamps, per capita, and
Waldo county has been slightly below the

James returned

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hall.

Donahue

ANDROSCOGGIN RESERVOIR COMPANY,
All by Wallace H. White, Treasurer.
ST. CROIX PAPER COMPANY.
By Arthur L. Hobson, Treasurer.
CENTRAL MAINE POWER |COMPANY,
W. S. Wyman,
T^asurer,
ANDROSCOGGIN MILLS,
By P. Y. DeNormandie, Treasurer.
INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY,
By Philip T. Dodge, President.
ANDROSCOGGIN ELECTRICiCOMPANY,
By Willigm T. Cobb, President.
HILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
LEWISTON BLEACHERY & DYE tWORKS,
By h. B. Richardson, Treasurer.
PEPPERELL MANUFACTURING! COMPANY,
By William Amory, Treasurer.*
BATES MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

(Signedll By

about $15

L.

Mrs. P. H. Littlefield and

the ladies of the dis-

A large number were present and

leading musical event of many years and
a great treat to all music Tovers.

nv

(Signed)

trict.

to all the patriotic demands that hhsbeen
made upon it and are justly entitled to

of Co. A., in Portland and the others diof this public announcements are owners both of developediand undeveloped water powers jn Maine. They i
rected by Recruiting Officer Orrin J.
all in Maine and in the opportunities offered here for the successful conduct of legitimate enterprise.
They have j
irge industries, have created in some sections :flourishing communities, have contributed in no small measure to Dickey of this city. The men are fast
11
State-wide industrial activity and prosperity and to accomplish these thiDgs have raised much capital here at home, gaining in proficiency in the drill work
0
1 1 ought much here from outside of the
State. They are opposed to the principle and policy of State ownership and and each evening that there are drills,
"Hi of water powers and feel that the time has,come when their side of the case, their oon victions and their reasons j
seats in the gallery are filling and there
-liould be presented with vigor, accuracy and thoroughness.
a,n relieve themselves to be neither timid nor
many who come to the Opera House each
neither
more
nor
selfish
those
who
less
than
hold
Unduly aggressive,
unions upon this same subject, and believe that the
people of Maine will listen to their arguments in the spirit of j night for the purpose of watching the
,.kI with an open mind. There is but one way in which their story can be told effectively and with propriety and
men in the execution of the commands.
lgh the different mediums of publicity, particularly the press. They intend, therefore, to begin and conduct at
All the officers who have visited Bela
cpense
campaign of publicity throughout the entire Stale for the purpose of undertaking to demonstrate the
ioily, the impracticability and the absence of real necessity that in their judgment attends every phase of the plan fast have paid the men of this Company
l!:
ihe State of Maine to the unwise and dangerous policy of purchasing and developing the water powers within a high compliment for the excellent work
(
The argument in the case as they see it is not confined to one side, and having an equal solicitude and regard for
they have done in the short practice
conceive to be the true welfare of Maine, they propose to advance and defend their own views upon this subject
work.
/ r' decent and legitimate resource at their command.
No date has been selected for the elecrvices of Mr. William M Pennell of Portland have been secured to conduct the campaign herein outlined .and he will
'•
charge of placing thefacts before the public.
tion of the officers and the organization
RUMFORD FALLS POWER COMPANY,
of the Company, but it is expected that
(Signed) By Hugh J. Chisholm, President.
it will take place in the very near future.
OXFORD PAPER CO,
A number of cases of applicants are
J.
(Signed
By Hugh
'Chisholm, |President.
being considered and there will be a reGREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY,
port on these before the organization
(Signed) By Garret Schenck, President.
takes place. Lieut. Carl H. Stevens conUNION WATER POWER COMPANY,
ducted an examination at the City BuildUNION ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, |

(Signed)

Friday evening by

coun-

ty cannot afford to have happen.
The purchase of War Savings Stamps
is the finest opportunity that the people

|

uners

'Signed)

Mrs. James

Gannon

.early evident that a systematic effort is being inaugurated in Maine to make the question of the ownership and
f the undeveloped water powers in the State a vital public issue. It is urged that the State should own and
"c water powers with the certain result that industries would be stimulated and
increased, the consumption of coal
lessened, the advantages of electricity for heat, light and small power purposes brought within the reach of com! individuals now without their enjoyment, and all this at so small an
expense to the State and to the consumer
nomic wisdom of the proposed adventure should stand unchallenged and unopposed.
ion of this character and magnitude is bound to become one of
political significance in the end, for it is only by
Legislature that State ownership and development of water powers can become an accomplished fact. As an
lerefore, in arousing sentiment for this principle along familiar lines, some of its advocates have^already asked the
elieve that the corporations now owning the water powers are retarding the progress of Maine for selfish and
reasons alone, and that those individuals who have ventured to condemn or even
question the policy of State
.re wilfully ignorant or
improperly influenced. And it may be said with equal truth tfiat others of its advocates
H the criticism that their readiness to endorse and support the movement is actuated -wholly by the belief that
:rse will best promote their awn political fortunes.
But this question is larger than partisan politics, larger than
mbition, larger than the promises of private gain. The commercial welfare of the State may be at stake, and there
iany men whose final judgment-will be reached and registered not through prejudice, corporate influence or pride of
:,s°d upon superficial knowledge, but.only through a deliberate and careful study of all phases of the problem as those
*
;* v be presented for their consideration and review.
sides of this great issue can beflhown to the people of Maine without concealment or evasion; if its faults as well
can be discussed in good temper with
fairness, honesty and the single purpose to secure and state the faefs; the
that people irrespective of the aide with vwhich it may be in accord, should be accepted with
equanimity by all
as additional
evidence that the sober sense of the State can be safely trusted to protect and foster its future
rr

j

Saturday from visits in Boston and New
Hampshire.

the Unitarian church under the auspices
of the united choirs. This will be the

!

f

we as a

A very successful supper and sociable
given for the benefit of the Red
Cross at the Pitcher schoolhouse last

to take advantage of its benefits.
Waldo County has responded splendidly
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interest, apparently,%wlilch
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February was most encouraging, but during March there has been a lessening of
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The News of Belfast.
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soon as

wards went to

3f only one afeek is pledged and lived up
greatly encourage those in

an error made in
compiling
*f the county auxiliaries for
f February, and Sandypoint
d with the 479 oakum pads
Stockton Springs auxiliary.
auxiliary has specialized on
sings and has done excellent

come

j
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both rooms
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As

tered St.

on

C. Durham, secretary of
d Cross, requests The Joura special appeal to its ^eadmuch time

All night long the
tramping and calling out j

ster, by two men, their bombs having
been concealed in their cobbler’s benches
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toria’s K—

graduated
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were

| “W'ho is there?” If the response came
“K-” the guards would “God bless Vic-

illotment of sewing for the
a large one and we filled, it.
isl around $400.
v is
carefully spent and our
ork is excellent.
Louise Hazeltine.
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The sale of War Savings Stamps in
Waldo county for December, January and

of the county have had to derive something for themselves and should not fail

>

.1

|

Savings Stamps.

The Chapman Concert Co., with Vernon Stiles, the famous soloist, will appear in this city Tuesday, April 23rd, at

j

i

War

Liberty

_._FOUR

who

can

war

stamps.

will be

on

hand to launch this

The cry for more ships and still more
work for relief of suffering hu- ships is a penetrating one and the corre! important
manity. Don’t forget thimbles, etc.
spondents in England are not losing an\
chances of impressing the American m ad
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
East Belfast.
It is truethat
with the imperative need.
Flanders are receiving congratulations on our shipbuilding lias not thus far kept
the birth of a daughter, March 23rd, pace with the promises and tbit the extons will
Roberta Edna.Ernest Gross of Bath perts now figure that 4,000,000

!

spent the

be all that

week-end with his family on
Ave.Mrs. George Tucker

we

will be able to turn oat of

shipyards this year instead of the
6.000. 000 tons planned.
But 4,000,000 tons is a mighty achieve-

our

Searsport
(Lucy Leavitt) of Melrose, Mass., came
ment and it is believed that we will reach
last Thursday fora visit with her parents, ;
that amount. The launchings are now"
and Mrs. Geo. Leavitt.Mrs. Her- coming rapidly and for March w.ll lie
1 Mr.
bert Brown entertained the Ladies Aid double those of April, and Chairman
of the Shipping Board says that
j on her birthday, March 21st. fifteen guests Hurley
this ratio will be continued throughout
being present. The table was prettily the year.
decorated with potted violets and a most
The situation is steadily improving.
delicious lunch was served. The place Seventy-seven new yards, started since
country entered the war are do per
All will be at work becent completed.
fore the end of the year. .Their output
•
will depend on the willingness of workmany gifts, among
gold friendship pin from the Ladies’ Aid. ers to stay on the job. There is occasion
in the lorced reduction of the
The affair was a most enjoyable one and for anxiety
building estimate from 6,000,000 tons tc
Louise ;
a success in every way.Mrs.
but
encouragement is found in
4.000. 000,
Fletcher and children of Pittsfield, have the promise of ample yard facilities to be
been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. K. provided within a few months.—Bangor:
Commercial.
Fletcher, the past week.Esley Bowen
cards

were

ent.

Mrs.

comic hits
Brown

on

our

the ladies pres-

the recipient of
them being a solid

was

arrived last Thursday from the Soldier’s
Home at Togus, where he has passed the
winter and is now the guest of his daugh-

ter, Mrs. Ida Clark.Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Lindsey went to Boston Saturday. They
will return later to spend the summer

sWanvilll.

\

here.Mr. and Mrs. Walter Achorn are
rejoicing in the birth of a son, Newell

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Cunningham spent
Sunday in Prospect, the guests of her
sister, Miss Hattie Marden.
Lawrence Damm, a student in the Old
Town High school, arrived Saturday tcspend a week with his parents.

Eugene, March 19th.The Ladies’ Aid
Mrs. Maria Goodhue returned recently
held a quilting party at the home of Mrs. ; from Ipswich, Mass., where she spent the
A. K. Fletcher Friday.....Ernest Orchard winter with her daughter, Mrs. Prescott.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thayer are rehas vacated the tenement in the Roscoe
Black house and stored his furniture for ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
born Friday, March 22nd. Mrs. H.
the present. His family is at the home son,
F. M. Phillips is caring for Mrs. Thayer.
of Rev. Wm. Vaughan where Mrs. OrMrs. George T. Nickerson, with daughchard is employed as housekeeper....Mrs.
L. Towle left Wednesday for Boston ters Gertrude and Edna, returned MonMayor and Mrs. Clement W. Wescott F.
where she will spend the Easter school day from Bangor, where she had been the
returned last Friday from a brief visit in vacation with her daughter, Miss Isabel guest of her cousin, Mrs. E. L. CunningPortland.
ham, for several days.
Towle who teaches in Bridgeport, Conn.
home last

I

«

AIRPLANES.

The Republican Journal

The American airplane program is
BELFAST, THURSDAY,MARCH 28,1918 lamentably behind time in its results.
We have 1000 or more training planes
THURSDAY BY

PUBLISHED EVERY

Robert G. Ames, 38 Pitt
field, N. J.f died March
years, 4 months and 16
sickness of three weeks.
Oct. 26, 1837 at. Dixmont,
ter his parents moved
April 27, 1861 he enlisted

for use in our aviation camps but no

great supply of fighting planes are promThe
Journal Pub. Co. ised till about July first, and it is openly
charged that but one has yet been built.
A. I. BROWN, Editor.
The failure is charged to the activity of
the I. W. W. in the Pacific lumber camps
For one square, one
ADVER! ISING Terms.
and mills, where the needed quality and
tocfc length in column, 26 cents for one week
supply of timber was to be obtained.
*DC 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Republican

Subscriptiin Terms In advance. $2 00 a
$1.00 frrsix months; 60 cents for three
months.
fear;

If you have a thing to do—
Do it right;
Stick at it till you’re through—
Do it right;
Give good and honest work,
It pays to never shirk—
Do it right.

fLAMSONl
IhubbardI

no less grave reasons have
been hinted at, but we shall do well to
avoid rushing to hasty conclusions. It

Other and

I HATS I

will not be long before an investigation
will be started. The importance of control in the air is so great that the truth
of the rumors afloat must be proved or
disproved. The public will demand this
and if proved, “why is this’vwill be a

question which must be answered. If,
as stated, a large sum has been spent for
planes, we shall expect to know who got

CONCRETE SHIPS.
The first ocean going vessel ever built
conin the United States from reinforced

the money and What use was made of it.
If the I. W. W. is responsible it will be
very good training for our soldiers in the

By

Pacific port
to kill a
March 14th. This ship is the largest ves- cantonments to be dispatched
few thousand of them.
sel of this kind in the world, and is appropriately named Faith. This ship is SEN. HALE MOVES TO AMEND.
to be propelled by steam generated by
the burning of oil and is expected to
The war finance bill is under considera-

crete

was

make 10

or

at

launched

11 knots

an

a

Dwight

Owen Bros.

tion by the Senate. Among its proviing capacity is 5,000 tons dead weight. I sions is a paragraph which gives the War
The sides and bottom of the Faith are i Finance
Corporation authority to make
about 4 inches in thickness and the con- i
money advances to public utilities and
of
steel
tons
crete is reinforced by many
! businesses necessary to the war. To this
and iron welded with an irregular mesh
paragraph Senator Hale of Maine offered
The
and embedded in the concrete.
a very sensible amendment which reads
weight of this vessel is only a little great- as follows: “Provided that the corporaer than that of a steel vessel of the same
tion shall make monthly reports to the
Very little wood entered into
tonnage.
giving the name and place of
Congress,
the Faith, except that the main deck is business of the
firm, corporation, or assoof that material. Several concrete boats ciation to which such advances have been
are
and
have been built in this country
made under the provisions of this seclines of dopro' :ng serviceable in certain
tion, the amount advanced, and the semestic transportation, but the adaptation
curity accepted therefor.” Senator Hale
of concrete ships for ocean service has as evidently believes it to be unbusinessyet just fairly entered the experimental like, if not unsafe, to advance money to
period. If the experiment shows that corporations or individuals who are hiding
hese ships compare favorably with those behind a corporation name, unless the
on.u of wood or of steel, a very great
representatives of the people are to be
advance will have been made in solving given a chance to investigate.
hr ; roblem of adequate and consequentOUR SOLDIER VOTERS.
The
water transportation.
K

Result of a Trial at

Highmoor

Farm.

In the winter of 1915-16 an experiment
was undertaken on the care of manure.

A Maine

t,he earth and welcomed

a

horde which is

either actively or passively w-orking
against us. The figures of the last census
showed that there were y,000,000 German
now

eyual
born people in this country and
number of Austro-Hungarians. Many of
the Germans are loyal to our cause but a
an

large number of the Austro-Hungarians
members of the I. W. W., while
mean.many of the Germans here are the
The
est dogs ever fed by human hands.
are

in all respects desirable
Chinese
-citizens, they are not a people which
loses nationality by mixing their blood
are

not

Assets December 81, 1917.
Real Estate.$ 636,544 12
111.000 00
Mortgage loans.
200.000 00
Collateral loans,.
Stocks and Bonds.
13,723.186 50
Cash in Office and Bank. 1,548.856 49
Agents’ Balances. 1,728,604 88

WANTED

retired

on a

Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

FARM, MASS.

pension,

been with Swift & Co. 32 years,
4 months and 7 days.
Dec. 25, 1866 Mr.
Ames married Miss Phoebe M. Collins of

having

•

SWANVILLE center.
Mr. Gross, who

For

has been quite ill, is

of $31.10.

The value of the

an

all-day session

CENTER MONTVILLE.

food actually finds its way back to the
soil. The trials reported last year in
Bulletin 260 with the manure platform

Misses Fanny and Julia Frye have engaged Eugene Perry and wife to take

charge of their farm this spring.

and swine indicate that by a little care
In
most of this plant food can be saved.
the 2 years that the platform has been

Mrs. Alice Clement and son Roscoe of
Ellsworth made a few days’ visit recentW. Tibbetts
y with her sister, Mrs. J

instances this conserved plant food
will be the difference between keeping
livestock at a profit or.keeping them at a

many

j
:

J

loss.
CHAS. D. WOODS, Director.

DO NT BE BALD
How to Make Hair Grow Strong, thick
and Lustrous on Thin Spots.

If your hair is falling out don’t wait
another day but get from A. A. Howes
& Co. a package of Parisian Sage, the
really efficient hair invigorator. Don’t

ind family.
The names of three candidates were
sent in to Union Harvest Grange Saturiay night, March 16th, Herman Jackson,

iVesley Tibbetts and Norman Nash.
The Montville Red Cross branch sent
heir third box of knitted articles to Boson last week, containing 25 pairs socks,
>
5 helmets, 2 mufflers and 3

sweaters,

lairs wristlets.
Edward Clement, who had been visitng his brother, James Clement and famly, after an absence of 20 years, went to
/assalboro to visit his sister, Mrs. Willis
1
ilrosby, before returning to his home in

luxbury,

Mass.

FREE! SEND A POSTAL CARD AND ASK FOR
I

SAMPLE COPY of McCALL’S; or $10.00 PINMONEY Offer to Women: <r List of GIFTS given
without cost: or BICYCLE Offer t;> Boys and
Girls; or latest. PATTERN CATALOGUE; or Big
> AGENTS; or $160.00 Prize Offer to
< nsh Offer
your CHURCH.

for and from

Boston, wili

Bangor, Waterville, Portland anr
daily, except Sunday, as fol-

run

lows:
FROM

BELFAST
1
t 1
I 1
1

30
35
45
57
t2 09
2 15
2 24
42 33
2 45
5 35
5 38
5 49
3 19
5 55
9 20

Waido. *7 15
7 27
Brooks
Knox. 17 39
Thorndike. 7 46
Unity. 7 53
Winnecook. it 03
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
Bangor. 12 05
Clinton. 8 34
Fairfield. c8 44
Waterville. 8 49
Portland. 11 45
3 3t»
Boston, pm.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

storekeepers-^Samph;

KkfiJt QtJ&Aurts

Assets December 31. 1917.
Real Estate....
Mortgage loans..
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in Office and Hank.
Agents’ Balances,
Hills Receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

Gross Assets.
Deduct items not admitted..
Admitted Assets. $7..
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums... 3..All other Liabilities,.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities

38

Total

68
23
00
00
47

M

i.j
1.

Liabilities and surplus. ...$7
3wll

;

—

The

Total liabilities and surplus. $2 565,786 38

Palatine Insurance Company
of London, England.

Assets December 31, 1917
Real estate
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds..$2.
Cash in office and bank.. l.t;
4
Agents bilances.
Bill r» ceivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

3wl 1

..

The Home Insurance Company,
New York.
31, 1917.
5,500 00
Mortgage loans..$
36,736.565 18
Stocks and bonds..
3,639.066 92
Cash in office and hank.
Agents’ balances. 4.124,508 15
281,420 00
Interest and rents.
Assets December

Gross assets.

.!

3

Deduct items not admitted.

201,601 33

••

U, S.

AM

Boston.

310

9(0

Portland.

7 00

12 40

PM
AM

10 10

3
1
*3
3
4
4
4
4
.4
6
'5
t6
5

10 17
10 27
10 50
111 00
11 30
11 45
ill 65
12 36
|12 60
H 15
1 30

t8 45
8 54
Unity
T1 orndike. 9 02
Knox. 19 10
9 26
Brooks.
Waldo. 19 35
Citypoint. t9 45
Belfast, arrive.
9 50

t Flag station.
c—Stops to leave passengers.
Unlimited tickets for Boston are
$6.33 from Belfast.

M. L.

Total liabilities and surplus .$2
3wil

$44,048,651 58

3wll

AM

Winnecook.

•••

Total liabilities and surplus.

BELFAST

Waterville.* 7 15
Bangor. 6 50
tairfield. 7 21
Clinton. 7 31
Burnham, leave. 8 35

Admitted assets. $3,.
Liabilities, December 31, 1917.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
2.
All other liabilities
('ash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities. 1

unpaid losses. 2,(9 ,504 50
Unearned premiums.. 20,290,351 00
2,064,545 50
6.0(0,000 00
13.001,250 58

33
45
4t
63
10
20
29
37
45
00
10
20
26

branch.

The Franklin Fire Insurance Cor
of Philadelphia.

Sun Insurance Office.

Assets December 31, 1917.
Real estate. .$ 171,926 04
4,090,179 79
Stocks and bonds.
669,402 24
Cash in office and bank.

Agents’balances.•.

626 634 73
62 665 63
11.283 80

Gross assets.

6.621.991 23
315,200 97

Interest and renta..
All other assets.

Deduct items

not

admitted.

Assets December 31, 1917
estate.$ 14
Stocks and bonds. 2. It
Gash in office and hank.
2
4
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
Real

sold

Admitted assets..6,306,790 26
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
39S.193 74
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums. 3,077,924 <1
119.838 02
All other liabilities.
79
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,709,833

Total

liabilities and surplus-$5,306,790 26
Pattee, Agent, Belfast, Waldo
Clifford
Total

County. Maine.

st

HARRIS,

General Passenger A gem.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager, Portland Maine.

Company

GEO.t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Lau

*

liabilities and surplus.
3wll

<

j

.$2,9

Girard Fire & Marine Insurance Co

3W11

Philadelphia,

j

Pa.

Assets December 31, 1917.
The Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Company
Mortgage loans.$
Assets December 31, 1917.
Collateral loans.
$ 163.888 86 j
Real estate.
Stocks and bonds,. 2,1
126,500 00 Cash
Mortgage loans.
in office and bank.
1
2,913 09
Collateral loans.
Agents' balances.
Stocks and bonds. 7,438.381 65 Hills receivable.
644,853 12
Cash in office and bank.
Interest and rents.
Agents’ balances. 74<>,330 01 All other assets
25.623 24
Bills receivable.
109,266 57
Interest and rents.
Gross assets. 2,0
18,76185
All other assets...
Deduct items not admitted.
.•

St. Paul Fire 8C Marine Insurance
of St. Paul, Minn.

■

Gross assets. 2.9.
Admitted assets. ...$2,9
Liabilities December 31, 1917,
Net unpaid losses.
p
Unearned premiums. ],
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
61
6!
Surplus over all liabilities.

J.

now

fiodfe

aPpa^t'i3J,‘l

New York.

All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over ail liabibities.

....

CASTOR IA

H

United States Fire Insurance Con

2.569,957 57
4.171 19

Admitted assets.$2 565,786
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
227,114
Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiums. 1.606 256
37.000
All other liabilities.
.,
200,000
Deposit capital
495,415
Surplus over all liabilities.

Net

unpaid losses.$

50
45

i'otal

liabilities and surplus.$2,5;
R. W. Rogers, Agent, Belfast

capital,.
Surplus over all liabilities.

j

j
j

United States Casualty Comp:o
New York City.

SO Maiden Lane,
Assets

Philadelphia.

December 31, 1917,

estate.$
17
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 3,30
10
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances..
47
Premiums in c. urse of collection,.
2«
Interest apd rents.
Keal

31, 1917.
Real estate. $ 675,843 08
Mortgage loans.. 2,854,048 66
54,300 00
Collateral loans.
7,011,660 04
Slocks and bonds.
677,033 41
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances,. 1.104 780 63
157.296 63
Interest and rents,....#..
All other assets.
20,470 89
Assets December

Gross assets. 12,5*5,432 24
Deduct items not admitted.11 338,800 65

Total liabilities and surplus....$12,216,631 59
3wll

S

3wll

_3wll_

Admitted assets.$12,216,631 59
Liabilities December 31, 1D17.
765,173 42
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums. 6,880,257 51
123.614 26
All other liabilities.
Cash capital. 1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 3,467,586 40

I

9

Cash

liabilities and surplus.$8,084,933 64

of

j

|

Unearned premiums. 1,4
All other liabilities.

Joshua Treat, Jr., Agent, Insurance and
Real Estate, w interport, Me,
Fire Association

\

Admitted assets.$2,5.
Liabilities December 31, 1917,

Admitted assets. $8,084,933 64
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
588,799 70
Net unpaid losses..
Unearned premiums. 5.020,858 64
126,000 00
All other liabilities.
| Cash capital.
760,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,600 275 30
Total

j

•••

Gross assets...$9,270,518 39
1,185,584 75
Deduct items not admitte.d

...

$

B
■

and

3wll

(X)
09
54
00
00

Net

—1 have
say —“It’s the same old story
heard it before,” but try a bottle with-

^fthe

«

Gross assets,. 44 048,651 58
Admitt d ass ts.$44,048,651 58
Liabilities December SI, 1917.

—

tl/first

<

w

surplus.,» jr|
James Battee &'son, Agent, B.
;

31, 1917.

All other assets...

....

tion andTt?

||j

_>

PM

AM

depart........ 7 00
City point. t7 05
Belfast

TO

f

Net unpaid losses.. 1.
Unearned premiums,. 2.-.All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 1.

Gross assets.. 3 546.720 68
181.696 05
Deduct items not admitted.
assets..

t>

Net

Assets December 31, 1917.
Many thanks are due I. P. Griffles and
To Help the Farmers.
a very
Real estate.$
227,730 46
:ompany of Freedom, who gave
1,469,978 34
Parisian Sage is ; : imusing play at the grange hall for the Mortgage loans,
a penny.
In favorably reporting Rep. Baer’s bill out risking
Collateral loans,
102,970 00
1 lenefit of the Montville Red Cross. With
made little trouble.
to purchase seeds for farmers and mobil- guaranteed to grow hair, to stop falling
Stocks and bonds,
9,334,,432 10
were turned
$35
he
or
dance
and
itch
and
I Here are now more man iuu,uw omua- ize farm labor for the 1918 grain crop,
supper,
in
and
dandruff
Cash
office
cure
scslp
964,018 42
bank,
hair,
the House agriculture committee conced1,728,722 17
men working in France and we need half
refunded. It's a scientific prep- iver to that order after all bills were Agents’ balances,
money
ed that it was an unprecedented proposiBills receivable,
40,478 74
a
million here, to work on our farms.
aration that supplies all hair neede^ i •aid.
tion to meet unprecedented conditions.
Interest and rents,
100,076 36
bill
the
better.
This is not the time to be swayed by
committee
the
there is nothing
As amended by
All other assets,
127,009 76
racial prejudice. It is near the time for carries a total of $10,000,000, of which
Parisian Sage is in great demand by
ISLESBORU.
Ni)RTH
of
the
secretary
enable
is
to
and
Gross assets,
$7,500,000
$14,095,41635
planting and sowing We need labor
discriminating women because it is deliDeduct items not adagriculture for the 1918 crop to make ador greasy,
we shall need it more as the war confor
New
left
Keller
loans to farmers in spring cately perfumed, not sticky
F.
vances or
Mr. Maynard
mitted,
517,795 55
tinues. We wish it were possible to ex- wheat areas wherever he finds special and makes the hair soft, lustroue, and
visit of. several weeks at
a
after
fork
of
Admitted assets,
If
change the entire I. W. W. for the need for assistance in the purchase
$13,577,620 80
seem twice as heavy and attractive.
for seed purposes,
and beautify 1 lome.
*‘heathen Chinee.” We do not love him wheat, oats and barley
you want to save your hair
December
1917.
Liabilities
31,
and
seed
to
procure
or, where necessary
it by all means use Parisian Sage—you
Mrs. H. M. Coombs has returned from
hut he “velly good man workee allee j sell it to
Net unpaid losses,
farmers, and $3,500,000 is for will not be disappointed.
$ 1,509,984 68
Calvin
Mrs.
visit with her daughter
We can send him back to j voluntary mobilization and distribution
samee.
Unearned premiums,
6,627,190 37
1 fimball.
All other liabilities,
China later on. He will not seriously of farm labor for producing and harvest- |
Endurance Contest.
443,310 26
j ing the 1918 crops.
Cash
news
capital,
1,000,000 00
Islesboro relatives have received
I
object.
3,997,135 49
Warren Surplus over all liabilities,
An American religious newspaper, the , if the birth of a son, Frederick
“The
real
N.
Frederick
quesMrs.
says:
and
Congregationalism
| lugg, Jr., to Mr.
Total liabilities and surplus, $13,577,620 80
™s
tion of the moment is which of the com3wl2
tugg of Philadelphia. Mrs. Rugg was
batant groups can depend upon its people
i ormerly Miss Ogarita Rose of Rockland,
a period of discomit
out
through
stick
to
writ
right
rrusK
The world , laughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Rose.
Swallow your food whole without chewing it properly
fort and discouragement.
bring on indigesafter eatine a bie meal: keep doing it and you will probably
war has become a war of nerves, a confor
it
to
jour
king”train of ills. ofChewing yourIffood well prepare
test of endurance.” Shall we lag behind
digestion
process
stomach is
the enemy in a contest of this sort? A
r.
l,.
true
the
of
botttle
hastv eatine stop boltipg your food and get a
thousand times no ! We must become
of
H
ATWOODS MEDICINE at once to help bring your digestive
only the more resolute as the signs
or general
For Infants and Children
druggists
at
50
your
cents,
German resolution multiply. The Teuto good working order. Large bottle,
sua
free.
tonic will to power must be met by
For Over 30 Years
In
Use
BELFAST. MAINE.
MEDlaNE c0> Portiand, Maine.
perior American will to power—the grim
bears
all
with
Always
shall
we
light
determination that
Probate' practlo
Practice in all Courts.
the
our strength and resources till the hideous
of
is driven
Signature
Prussianism
militant
of
2ft
spectre
specialty.
from the earth.—Providence Journal.
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Asseis December 31, 1917.
estate..$ 410.000 CO
Stocks and bonds. 1,583,815 00
197.8.4 77
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances. 355.549 51
12,802 43
Interest and rents,..
9,975 fc6
All other assets.

j

lars, and it is doubtful if by present
methods of care one-half of this plant

used the swine have made a good return
on the investment and the added plant
food saved was all clear profit. And in

All other assets.

Heal

...

She put it in a pan and set it
the sideboard in the pantry. Shortly
after she heard a crash. On looking in

36,578 81
5,557 96

rents.

.Y&jB

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31, 1917.

320 00

Bills receivable.

sfj
jfl

Interest and rents.
All other assets..
Cross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,.

Caledonian Insurance Company
of tdinburgh, Scotland.

officers:

for him.

;

None
Real estate.
None ^
Mortgage loans.
None
Collateral loans.
j Stocks and bonds.$2,993,984 78
244.115 25
Cash in office and bank.
266,163 88
Agents’ balances.

Interest and

1

December 31, 1917

Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable..

3wll

Charles Clement of Searsport spent
the week-end recently at the homes of
E. A. Robertson and H. P. White.

un

Assets

December 31, 1917,

Assets

Corpora*

Real estate.
Mol (gage loans.
Collateral loans..
Stocks and bonds.$4 •
I Caen in office and bank. 1.4

3vvll

Stockton Springs, Maine.

--JM

ta-S

London, England,

Alliance Insurance Company,
3rd and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Smith

Swanville held its annual town meeting March 11th and elected the following

London Assurance

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,365,024 63
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast,
Bion B. Sanborn, Agent. Stockton Springs.

Miss Reynolds of Jackson was the
week-end guest recently of Miss Fannie
Brown
David Moody has been the guest for
N.

52
08
70
00
6 859 040 79

887,759
6,782 134
511.918,000 000

447.785
Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiums,. 1,049 621
Ail other liabilities... 367.618
750.000
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities. 750,000

Miss Hattie Allen has gone to Ballard

several days of his cousin,
Clement of Searsport.

Tctal Liabilities and Surplus.$5
James Pattee & Son, Agents, P*3wll

Liabilities and Surplus.. $18,040,850 09
Albert M. Ames, Agent,

Liabilities December

Vale, Mass., where she has employment.

the cost of the pigs the percentage gain ^
she saw a large rat trying to drag away
Based upon the total
was 65 per cent.
the rabbit. She went out and tried to
cost it was a little over 15 per cent.
find a cat but could not, so she took a
swine
profitable
Beside being directly
He
stick and tried to kill the thief.
materially improve farm manure, parturned on her and jumped for her face
ticularly that dropped by horses and
and caught her by the hand once and bit
sheep. It is a conservative estimate that
through one linger. After a good fight
the plant food annually voided by farm
she succeeded in killing him.
animals and poultry in Maine has a podolof
millions
tential value of about 10

I
|

Total

Aaniineu

Lie CALL Patterns fit.

manure

sufficient to more than meet any charges
for investment and upkeep. Based on

|

Admitted Assets.$ 18,040,8,-0 09

I

lotal liabilities

Join the 1,300,000 women who turn to
McCALL’S every month for correct lashions, for patterns, for economical buying,
for fancy needlework, f<?r good stories—for
pleasure, for help, for gtyle.

better.
Comet Grange held
Saturday, March 23rd

Nearly

_

Years!

50

Maine Central R. R.

j

!

was

Fashion
Authority

Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.,.
All other Liabilities.
Cash capital...
Surplus ovpr all Liabilities.

Gross Assets. $18,102.478 93
61,628 84
Deduct items not admitted.

perhaps

Their burial

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31, 1917.

40,122 83

Liabilities December 31. 1917.
! Net Unpaid Losses.
the
management i Unearned Premiums.
and middle aged men,
! All other Liabilities..
have raised the maximum age limit to 55, Cash capital.
over all Liabilities.
2 or 3 years more. $35 per month Surplus
On account of the war demands for young

Assets December 31, 1917.
estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans
Stocks and Ronds.
Cash in Office and Bank
Agents’ Balances
Bills receivable..
Interest and Rents.
All other assets.

Gross Assets,.
Deduct items in. t admitted.

0 00
114,184 11

receivable.

Bills

ATTENDANTS INSANE DEPT., STATE

of Belfast, also Sumner
O. O. F. of Jersey City.
was

I

....

Moderator, H. P. White; town
IHE McCALL CO., 230-2:0 Wert 37ib Street, New York N. Y.
clerk, W. E. Damm;selectmen, assessors,
overseers of poor, A. T. Nickerson, L. E.
..dU^L-—
McReen, M. K. Nickerson; auditor, Harry
McCall
Cunningham; school committee, E. H. The Republican Journal land the
for
Year
One
lor
$2.25.
Littlefield; treasurer, W. E. Damm; agent,
Magazine
H. P. White; truant officer, Melville
food used cost $121.80. The cost of the
Curtis; road commissioner, Ernest Madlabor was $17.50. These items added to
docks.
the
of
pigs
($48.00)
the purchase price
Mrs. Joshua Littlefield of Waldo, who
made the entire cost $187.30. The pigs
BELFAST AND BUKNHAM
is 78 years of age, had quite an experiat the end of the experiment were sold
On and after Jan. 20, 1918, trains connecting
Her grandson
ence recently with a rat.
for $218.40 leaving a cash income balance
at Burnnam and Waterville with through trains
to
cook
to
her
it
shot
a
rabbit
took
and
was

_

with that of other nations, but they are
patient workers and outside their local |
and congested haunts in cities they have

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

BOOK on treatment of Horses, Cows.
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sen
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Vet
•rinary Medicines. 156 William St., N. Y

Propri.,,B

Real

PHOENIX INSURANCE COMPANY

ami

Oct. 9, 1916, he

come

Opportunity.

“Maine has something to do in the
liild welfare movement when we stop to
consider that approximately 12 per cent
of the deaths in Maine are of children
under one year of age,” said Dr. L. D.
Bristol, Health Commissioner, on Tues“Authorities are
day of last week.
agreed that the majority of infant deaths
children are
when
that
and
are avoidable
well born and well cared for the child
death-rate is negligible. The nation expects to save 100,000 infant lives betv.een
April 6, 1918 and April 6, 1919. We hope
that Maine will go far beyond her quota
of 676.
It is probable that a conference
to lay plans for the child welfare campaign in this State will be held in the
near future.”

umu

Insurance; Statements

Company

SICK BEASTS

buying horses for the company. In 1869
he joined Mariner’s Lodge No. 18, F. &
A. M. of Searsport later affiliated with
Enterprise Lodge No. 48 of Jersey City.
In 1871 he joined Corinthian Royal Arch

As the manure
the total investment.
same way in
in
the
maintained
was
pit
the winter of 1916-17 an account of in-

facing a labor shortage which not Washington says it is swamped with its
vacation? Nineonly delays our war preparations but in work. Why not take a
the stuff printed there goes
farming communities, the shortage is ty per cent of
baskets of the country.
such that it is not easy to see how suffi- into the waste
it except for the purpose
cient food can be raised to meet the de- Nobody reads
inane it is.
mands of the coming year. Even Cali- of noting how
labor.
Chinese
for
Why
out
cries
fornia
longer refuse this labor? We
have opened our doors to the scum of all

10

18 2; house, 18-3.

Agricultural Insurance Compaq ■
Wateitown, N. Y.

statement of the

on

we are

we

Humphreys* Romeo. Medicine
156 William Street. Hew York.

One of the land marks left

by him is the granite bridge over OpeeJune 2, 1884, he entered
chee stream.
the employ of Swift & Co. at Brooklyn,
N. Y., moving to Jersey City stables on
Sept. 1, 1884. In 1887 he took charge of
all of Swift & Co. stables in Greater
He made many
New York territory.
trips

Telephone—stable,

W. G. PRESTON,

—

lishment of fair prices,
The lirst Chinese exclusion act in this
The food hoarder is working against
j
since
country was passed in 1882, and
the common good and even against the
been
made
have
additions
time
that
very safety of the country.
thereto until 1W2 when the law as it nowHoarding food in households is both
unions
stands w-as enacted. The labor
sellish and unnecessary. The Governhave always favored and upheld this law
ment is protecting the food supply of its
ana they still uphold it very strenuously.
S. Food ADMINISTRATION
people.—U.
There has been until recently no considHome Card.
this
law
to
manifested
erable opposition
either by the press or by the people. The
If the war could have been won by
Pacific States, California in particular, sonorous phrases, peace would have been
have been even belligerent against the im- ours months ago. The ramshorn method
portation of laborers either from China was successful at Jericho but with us it
A great many Chinese
or from Japan
We must tight with
has been a failure.
have been smuggled across the Canadian machine guns and
cannon, must fight as
border into the linited States in spite of men
fight for their lives.
the law and many of them have been arto
China.
The
back
government printing office at
Ioday
rested and sent

should

Searsport.

I have single
Your patronage is solicited.

|.,,H

Careful drivers*!:

and double hitches, buckbotrds, etc.

Send Free Sample of Olnlm.ut lo

general

STR^-M

WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN

IS SITUATED ON

mailed.

N. C.. at the
corps, being at Raleigh,
close of the war. After the war he retrucking business at
sumed his

|

Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable. I

Bleeding, Itching or Burning
One application brings relief.
Price 25c., at all druggists or

Searsport.
wagoner of

M<? GALL’S

in the home, is helping to defeat the Food
Administration in its attempt to secure a
just distribution of food and the estab-

ASIATIC LABOR.

as

(COMPOUND)
For Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

Camden and t wo sons were born to them. first 6 months, then $40, including board,
reported in Bulletin 260. In i Mr.
Ames was survived four days by
to
was
it
keep
room, washing and mending; 60 hours
necessary
that experiment
Mrs. Ames and they are survived by two
the manure well worked over and at the
weekly. Confer by letter with undersigned,
sons, A. E. Ames of Essex, Conn., and
same time compacted so as to prevent
H. F. Ames of Jersey City, N. J., and who will arrange for personal conference
As it was thought
losses from heating.
EDWARD L. BENNER,
two grandchildren, Mrs. F. T. Courtney Andress
that swine might do this work at a less
and Miss Althea Ames, both of Jersey
221
High Street, Belfast, Maine.
cost than for man labor, pigs were kept
3w20p
Mr. Ames leaves a brother and
City
An exact account of
upon the manure.
Mr. J. B. Ames and Mrs. Mial Sarsister,
feed and time for care was made and it
both of Searsport. Mrs. Ames leaves
for gent,
was found after making allowances
a brother and sister,
Mrs. Oliva Farnscertain unusual losses that the swine had worth and H. G.
both of CamCollins,
MAGAZINE
been kept at a profit of about 15 per cent
den.
was at Camden.

This

and outgo was kept as follows:
November 5, 1916, 16 eight weeks old
aeaper
for S3 each, placed
I pigs were purchased
,f a plant for building concrete ships
and kept there unti
Efforts have been made to provide upon the manure
need not be more than one twentieth that
they were sold May 21, 1917. The swine
of a piant for building of steel, much of means for our soldiers in Europe to vote
as the superintendIt has were fed and handled
the labor needed is unskilled and the ma- in the election next September.
In general the
been decided that this is not feasible. ent found convenient.
ter.a! used in making concrete is comwere fed cooked turnips with the
swine
these
true
the
men
to
is
because
This
In
probably
addition
pare ively cheap.
addition of ground feed. Corn on the
cost factors the plants will be located I will be so widely distributed along the
in
cob was occasionally thrown over the
near where a very large part of the con- lighting line and are co-operating so closemanure to keep the swine at work stirstruction material is abundant and there ljswith the troops of England and France
the manure. During the little over
will lie a great saving in the cost of rail- It would be difficult even at the present ring
swine were fed 600 pounds
road transportation.
Perhaps of greater ! time to poll the vote of our boys over 6 months the
cull
of
potatoes, 9130 pounds of
small,
be
menthere, and the difficulty will doubtless
importance than anything we have
1375 pounds of middlings, 103
tioned is the fact that ships like the Faith largely increased before the coming bat- turnips,
of soy
A tles are over
It is probable, however, pounds of corn meal, 300 pounds
can be built and launched in 90 days.
corn
of
and
2090
meal
bean
pounds
op
stec
ship seldom is seaworthy after 25 that the soldiers who are in this country
corn on the cob included
It is a well known fact that con- in September will be allowed to cast their the cob. This
vears.
the soft ears and nubbins and smaller
crete improves for at least, nine years : votes.
had
ears after the better part of the corn
after it is moulded and it is reasonable
HOARDING FOOD
for seed. It took about 15
selected
been
will
outa
concrete
that
ship
to
uppose
minutes a day to feed and care for the
It seems, therefore, that
las* any other
Anyone buying and holding a larger swine and from one to 2 hours a week to
a gr-st change in the ship building busisupply of food now than in peace time, cook tlie mash. The total time spent on
ness is at hand if the Faith proves seaexcept foods canned, dried or preserved the care and feeding was 85 hours. The

worthy.

to

UIVfc>

WITCH HAZEL OMUffiNT

street, Bloom12th, aged 80
days, after a
He was born
Me. Soon af-

Co. I. 4th Maine Infantry. July 19, 1864,
he was discharged, having served as
3rd Army
wagon master of 3rd Division,
Corps. At once he returned to the army
s
as civilian wagon master of Gen. Ferry

Chapter No. 7
Are Swine Profitable in Winter? Lodge No. 180 I.

Her carry-

hour.

P. Palmer

HUMPHREYS’

OBITUARY.

.

\I1 other assets.

7<’

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

4.29
30.'

Admitted assets.

J

H

$3 91

Liabilities December

31, 1917.
^et unpaid losses.
1

Jnearned premiums.
Ml other liabilities.
’ash capital..
surplus over all liabilieies.
Total

95

1,44
399
500
75«'

liabilities and surplus.$3,919
3wll

i
-'

LINER FLORIZEL WRECKED ON REEFS
rnFlTfiROSS
"J----r-.i,..,

OFF CAPE RACE
....

..

The

APRIL 1 LAST DAY
FOR FEDERAL RETURNS

I l-l

Dr. Chapman’s mother was
formerly
Miss Anna Frye, elder daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. John Frye of
Belfast,
and lived in the house now owned by Dr.
Elmer Small on Miller street.
The beautiful memorial chapel at Stanford was the scene last Tuesday of a
quiet wedding, uniting the lives of Miss
Sarah Louise Simonds, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Gallatin Simonds of
San Francisco, and Dr. John Frye Chap-

Penalties for Income Dodgers Are
Severe—Get Your Return
in if You Are Liable.
April 1, 1918, Is the final day allowed under the federal income tax
law for the filing of federal income
tax returns. Persons who are required to file returns under the provisions
of law and who fail to get their returns in on time are subject to severe penalties, as follows:

^fis. Croup and Catarrh Reliev,n T* o Minutes.
at

voiles that compete successfully with

sore?

.Hyomei.
•atarrh?
Hyomei.
•ough?
Hyomei.
i,...
»j.

French productions.
Plaids and blocks of all sorts

are

ex

hem stitching are among the smartest
trimming devices. Girdles of satin or
linen that slip over the skirt, are liked,
and narrow ties of black satin, or beaded
ribbon set them olf to great advantage.
Gamps of organdie and other washable

tremely modish. Silk ginghams vie with
their cotton phototypes in pattern and
colorings and are extensively used for
afternoon frocks, blouses and linings.
Striking Foulards
Very much desired are satin foulards in
strking patterns that make up with'stun-

old?

Hyomei.

the one treatment for all
It does
ad lung troubles.
y cocaine or morphine and
fcessary is to breathe it
nttle pocket inhaler that
h outfit.
outfit costs but little at
where and at A. A. Howes
Hyomei is guaranteed to

coughs, colds,

i, croup,

ning effectiveness,and need
garniture. Few dresses are
durable

and

useful

extraneous

The groom wore the uniform of
the medical reserve corps.
The bride’s parents were formerly
prominent residents of this city, her
father is a director of the First National
Bank, and has large orange interests
here. The family removed to Pasadena
several years ago, leaving there for Los
Angeles, from which city they removed
to San Francisco about a year ago to be
near their two sons who are in the
Navy.
Dr. Chapman is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Chapman, the former a well known
attorney of this city, and is the nephew
of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Bill.
Both he
and his bride graduated from Stanford
with the class of 1916, he having taken
his medical degree at that time. His interne course was taken at St. Luke’s and
Lane hospitals in San Francisco. About
six months ago Dr. Chapman enlisted in
the medical reserve corps, and was assigned for duty at Fort McDowell. The
young couple have started housekeeping
at Officers’ Quarters at that place. On
March 6th, Dr. Chapman received his
appointment as captain.—The Redlands
Daily Facts of March 11th.

so

universally

wrai

cape

new

The Blue

velopment in modish

some

accessories.

Lucy carter.

Seen

Fifth Avenue.

on

!^o More Rheumatism

—

Practical Smartness the Prevailing Note of

NEW York, March 25, 1918.

IN

BALE

K

ESSIE P. CARLE
;ai

arrangement has all the

attems all the time.

mbroideries

V.

on

Diaphan-

Sport Suits-

Materials.

absorbed

are

m

the

success

activities, quite the contrary, they are
adding to their duties and proving that
under pressure one can accomplish the

the most,

mgs and Quiltings to the Fore,
Patterns in Satin Foulard.

S

country,

Ameri-

everywhere else in

Efficiency Not Stacking.
Efficiency is the watchword, work without talking has been found to accomplish

Tricotines.

and

our

as

impossible.

V\ A1TING TO SEND.

lersfvs

women

so

sees

one

groups of

women

automatically as machines,
and with hardly a word spoken. Heads
up, shoulders back, eyes forward, with no
sign of slacking, no note of depression
working

as

'fjondenco

March 25, 1018. Imports
seriously interfered with by

s:

-marines and lack of foreign
here is no end of attractive

it'-

rials.

Many of them

are

THE

re-

d weaves, given a new aspect
,sh models that employ them.
ounungs

lings that

some

number

a

of

of

us can

re-

up

on

such smart lines that it

Triconsiderable elegance.
en in both wool and silk, are
i.nably endorsed, and Jerseys

i.‘
«

much to the fore, not
suits, but for general wear,

very
n

^

i

Design

McCall

visible, though anxiety may perch on
many shoulders, that never before felt
snch

a

load.
trim and becoming beachieved when fussy

Attire is neat,

yond

anything

elaboration

was

the

rule.

Touches of

bright color, in effective contrast with
the tone of the frock, make for the cheerful smartness, that women are determined to maintain as part of their contribuNot
tion to the morale of the nation.
afraid and not downhearted, that’s the
note women are striking.

IIUIU
*1X0-8226-8211

7

blouse

models elaborately embroidnarrow soutache or silk threads,
e

I.

introduced into many of these
es with excellent results and

worn

made

with

it.

use

strike at the seat of the trouble.
are often the symptoms of weak
kidneys and there is grave danger in delay. Doan’s Kidney Pills are especially
prepared ft>r kidney ailments—are endorsed by over 50,000 people. Yourneighbors recommend this remedy—have proved its merits in many tests. Belfast readers should take fresh courage in the
straightforward testimony of a Belfast
citizen.
Guy A. Gray, proprietor of barber shop,
50 Union street, Belfast, says: “I suffered
from kidney trouble for about four years
•and tried most everything to get relief,
but nothing did me a particle of good until 1 used Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured
from the Old Corner Drug Store. There
was a deep-seated pain in my back across
my kidneys and I was laid up with this
trouble for months at a time. My kidneys were in bad shape and the kidney
secretions were too frequent in passage;
off color and contained sediment. Doan’s
Kidney Pills gave me relief in two weeks
and I was eventually cured of all kidney
trouble.
1 am now sound and well.”
Price tiOc. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Gray
had. Foster-MilburnCo., Mfgrs. Buffalo,
N. Y.

becoming by the
One well known

place on the avenue coniines their showing almost wholly to white waists in
batiste and voile made pretty with eyelet
embroidery, hand tucking and hemstitching plain in-patterns. Sport waists are
in radium silks, broadcloth-silks, habutai
and shirting crepe, in tailored models that
are almost all white. It is only in the more

patterns in quilting ornament
»its and suits of satin-in matlasse

often made in slip over models in
modish colorings, trimmed with tiny picot

and

are

frills of white organdie. Organdie is exceedingly smart and is used for dancing
frocks, blouses and in combinations of
Cotton Camouflage.
the sort where we have been accustomed
cns have taken on new aspects in
to seeing georgette employed.
that resemble wool so closely |
Eton Effects.

ht'1

that prophecy the return of that
Modish material.

J1

takes the sense of touch to dehiair successful camouflage. Weaves

than half silk masquerade
‘“"'esgfully that they bring high
*
a«d American mills are turning
more

Many blouses show Eton effectsacbieved in various ways, some of the simplest'
by over-hanging tucks. Nearly all

show!

o

mbinations of material,

tax

is

j

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTORIA

Gross assets.

Deduct items
Admitted

j

Liabilities

“This tax Is distinctly a war measand will be In effect during the

ure

war.

“This is a people’s tax—It reaches
right down Into the pockets of the
small

wage earner; It makes him a
the job of winning the

partner In
—a.

vnur.

;

»»

j

not

admitted.

7.843,868 04
41,661 00

assets..$7.802,21704
December 31, 1917.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All o'her liabilities.

Cish capita).
burp<us over ail liabilities

rka|||i||*tJid[^eeniiiaJ*l nwa 1
IkPinaTofaGapiBy. BoealS^i

For. Sale

Fire

Phenix

...

617.663 21

Gross assets.

16.796,473 74
1,718.143 12

Deduct items not admitted.

Admitted assets.$16,077,330 62
Liabilities December 31, 1917.

unpaid

losses..
Estimated expenses of investigation, etc.

j Unearned premiums.
i All other liabilities.
| Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

j

Fattee & Son, Agents,
3

A

Belfast,

Me.

Incorporated

li

March

!

i

All other assets.

18,606

Gross assets.
Decuct items not admitted.

4,693.964 71
434,969 54

Gross assets. 694,423 22
Deduct items not admitted. 37 301 34

|
J

j

Old Colony Insurance Company,
Boston* Massachusetts.
81, 1917.
0 0(
Real estate.$
16,000 0C
Mortgage loans.
0 1C
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,. 1,871,496 88
229 159 54
Cash in office and bank.
187,847 23
Agents' balances.
1,586 3*7
Bills receivable.
11,892 33
Interest and rents.
10,606 3S
All other assets.
Assets December

Net

unpaid

losses.

Unearned tremiums.
Ail other liabilities.
Caeh 'capital.

Surplus

over

all liabilities.

fireman’s Fund Insurance Company,
San Francisco, California.
■Incorporated

in

Capital Paid
Assets

up in Cash

$2,309,550 28

Bills receivable.
267.562 14 j Interest and re: ts.
other assets,.
All
740,920 86 J

0
0
0

404,000 00
1.905,515 16
180.125 00
8.230.885 30
3,640,267 98
2,98l 193 76
183 965 30
152.159 98
22 53o 34
■

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

156.274 lo
894,985 41

2,783*207
11,040

0
37
0
88
64

Admitted assets.$ 2,722,166 74
Liabilities December 31# 1917..
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums....
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

41,527 18
464,788 66
397.8 0 75
1,000,000 00
818,086 16

My (tore aad cottage at herthoert Caaip.
Total liabilities and surplus.$ 2,722,166 74
groand. lo be aold with a'l of the faraJ. W. PRICE,
James Pattce & Son* Agents, Belfast, Me.
Ipbiega. f pply to
•
Swll
15 Pearl Street, Belfact Me.

length

]

8 foot and up.

i

pay

market

Will

price, spot

cash.
MATHEWS BROS.
-'ii

—

Cows for Sale
I have

some

excellent bargains

in cous. Bet er lo >k them
before purchasing.

over

HERB BBT F. HANSON.
Belfast, Maine.

2.727,1*5 97
7,665,291 9i
995.500 00
1.500,000 00
750,000 00
750.000 00
2,331,924 74

Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

....

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
....

112,9?’82
349,026 70
12,640 5ft
29,08614
2,170,82 ) 85
64,079 63

Admitted assets,
$2,106,750 22
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 111,94436.
Unearned premiums,
954,521 07
All other liabilities,
137,673 8!
Cash capital,.
500,000 DO
Surplus over all liabilities,
402,605 98
...

Total liabilities and surplus, $2,106,750 22
R. W. Rogers, Agent, Belfast.
3wl2

WANTED

Total liabilities and surplus.$16,719,842 62

James

any

trom

Assets December 3!, 1917.
$1.667.153 6$

j Gross assets.$17,706.71 4i
986,873 80
j Deduct items not admitted.

Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast
3wll

2,173,836 50

end,

small

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

r.

8,111

18 inches in diameter at

Island Insurance Compare.
Providence, Rhode Island

Admitted assets....-$16,719 842 62

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,(actual market
value, Dec. 31, 1917).
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balance.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents--.:.
All other assets^.

dry cord
wood; also birch, maple
and oak logs not 1 ss than

Rhode

December 31, 1917,

Real estate. $
Mortgage loans.

Cash in office in bank.
Agents’ balances.

loans.

111

carloads

Ten

$1,500,000 00.

liabilities and surplus.... .$2,309,550 23 I
I
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
Colcord, Agent, Searsport, Me.
3wll
I Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
I All other liabilities.
American Eagle Fire Insurance Ctirpary I Cash
Capital.
1 Special reserve fund.
80 Maiden Lane, New York.
! Guaranty slirplua fund.
Assets December 31, 1917.
Surplus.

;B.

j=

Wanted

J. B. LeVISON, President.
Louis Weinmann. Secretary.

Collateral Loans.
Stocks and bonds.

Total

=

1863.
Commenced Business in 1863.

2,328,588 7£
19,038 51

18 806 55
600,000 00
682 260 73

=

h

14 820 69
Net unpaid losses.
Unerrned premiums. 319,757 34
96,862 19 »»
All other liabilities,.
Surplus over all liabilities. 226.681 66

j

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31,1917.

Total liabilities and surplus,
$878,608 66
R. W. ROGERS, Agent, Belfast
3wl2

Liabilities December 31, 1917

December 31. 1917.
;
Net unpaid losses..
219,812 6!
Total liabilities and surplus.$657,121 88
Unearned premiums,... 1,933,215 70 i
Ail other liabilities..
48.284 71 I The unused part of the premium is returned
For over
Cash capital... 1,000,000 01
to the policy holder at expiration.
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,062,682 01 40 years, not less than 20 per cent has been returned on one-year policies, 40 per cent on
Total liabilities and surplus,.$4,258,995 11 ! tbree-year policies, and 60 per cent on five*
3a* 11
I year policies.
3wll*

Gross assets..».
Deduct items not admitted.

....

Admitted assets. $657,121 88

Liabilities

I

Admitted assets,
$878,608 66
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
$ 63,563 37
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
365,247 64
All other liabilities,
55,281 80
394,510 85
Surplus over all liabilities,

84

assets.$4,268,995 11

Admitted

Gross assets,.883,100 96
Deduct items not admitted,
4,492 30

31, 1917.

..

!

....

3, 1826,

Real estate. J 25,909 35
17.526 00
Mortgage loans.
Corporation loan. 10,000 00
Stocks and bonds. 588,768 84
Cash in <ffice and bank. 11,398 90
Agents’ balances. 18.337 40
6,5l3 56
Interests and rents accrued.
16,970 17
All other assets....

Assets December 31, 1917,
estate.$ 178,307 8£
t
Monga^e loans..
(
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 3,292,863 3!
643 459 01
Cash in office and bank.,.
500.324 2f
Agents’balances
Bills receivable.
2,849 64
57.553 64
Interest and rents.

I

....

3wll

Real

j

62

Agents’ balances,
Ail other assets,

Middlesex Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Concord, Mass.

Assets December

1

60,000 00
6,062,098 16
1,563,386 91
1,000,CC0 00
2.541,987 09

$646,078 7S
66,603 61
154,272 6!
16,14-596

....

bank,

Cash in office and

J, B. Friel Co., Agents, Waterville. Me.

j

Orient Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn.

j

Assets December 31, 1917.

Stocks and bonds,

James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me

Belfast, Maine.

James

3,859,858.46

surplus.$15,077,330

Total liabilities and

61 576 04
1 250.001 00

2,384,971 20

407.923 60

Net

Companv

Insurance

of Paris, France.

assets.

| All other

3,588.006 59

Real estate.$

H,, extr.onim—fy

Company

As6ete December 31. 1917.
Real estate.f 1,268,833 45
33,174 89
Collateral -loans.
j Stocks and bonds. 12,022.902 19
446.638
69
I Cash in office and bank.
2.608,124 48
; Agents’s balances...
108,976 44
i Interest and rents.

surplus_ $7,802,217 04
Dickey-Knowlton R. E. Co., Agents,

| Mortgage

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Diuolved in water for douche* (top*
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam■nation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten year*.
A healing wdnder for na*al catarrh, j
•ore throat and aore eye*. Economical. I

and Casualty

Total liabilities and

*2000 exfmution.

authority.

Fidelity

i

:

one

Under the law the head of the family is the one whose earning power contributes to the family's support.
Similarly a widow .with small children to support can take out $2,000
exemption and $200 additional exemption for each of her children under
Thus it is intended that
eighteen.
the law shall work uo hardship to women having to struggle to get along.
But each must hie return if her in-

ness,

of wool embroideries
i1
k, modishly placed on silks and
for both hat and dress garni- I formal waists that color appears to any
great extent. These are of printed georg
ettes with hand made collars and cuffs,
(.>uiltings and Matlasse.
great

out

These

The vogue of suits fits in with present
demands, since a well designed suit of
good material goes anywhere and can be

freshened and
McCall Designs

ARMY.

backache, urinary troubles,
you
days of dizziness, headaches or nervous-

Blouses Pretty and Practical.

December 31, 1917.
$1,074,129 63
2,301,450 00
Mortgage loans...
Mocks and bonds.
3.507,142 22
Cash in office and bank.
227.728 55
596.349 97
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rente.
42.007 24
All other assets.
95.060 33
Assets

Rea] estate.

man

districts.
The children will be in charge of 40,000 teachers and there will be four or five
is $1,000.
general superintendents in charge of the ! come
A man whose wife dies and who is
districts into which the country is to be
divided. The campaign will be marked \ left with small children to support
by competitions and honors, and prizes upon a moderate income may also take
of distribution will be given the winners.
full exemption under the new tax law
Members will be permitted to display the and also claim $200 exemption for
insignia of the new service ”U. S. M. erch of his children under eighteen.
A.”
The widower under the law Is a
The announcement says that officials
single man and must make lax reand dignitaries from Pres. Wilson down,
Married men need
turn accordingly.
are taking an interest in the plan. Cardinal Gibbons has answered for the partici- not file returns unless they are earning $2,000 or more.
pation of parochial schools.
“This is as much a national obligaIt is planned to make the garden army
a continuing process.
Every generation tion as the reporting for duty of a man
of children will be brought into the army drafted for service with the colors,”
as soon as they reach a certain age.
says D. C. Roper, commissioner of in“As it stands, it is
ternal revenue.
STRAIGHTFORWARD
much a matter of the man or woman's own conscience, it is for him
TESTIMONY.
or for her to determine Just how far
he Is liable to the tax. He must figure
Many Belfast Citizens Have Profited By It his own Income and If It reaches the
figures named In the law must make
faithful report upon It to the proper
have
If

•8225

Firemen's Insurance Company,
Newark, N. J.

which recognizes
wouieu as on an equal basis with men.
The unmarried woman or the married
woman with a salary must make tax
return just the same as any man. Only
the woman supporting her mother or
other members of her family may take
This

Statements.

Mice

or

the man who is able to bear a share
of the burden has been reached by
the new law, and he should accept his
responsibility In the same patriotic
spirit that our young men have shown
in offering themselves for this great
purpose of the country to make the
world safe for people of all kinds to
live in and to govern themselves.”

The

of New York.

who is barely making a
barely supporting a family
But
is not affected by the 1917 law.

plying of the family of each member
with vegetables, small fruits and eggs
d. ring the summer and fall was announced Thursday by the Department of
the Interior. The department is organizing the children in cities, towns, villages
and suuurban homes, while the Department of Agriculture is doing the same
work with the children of the farming

ks and suits, where the marnbined with satins and silks,
!

“The

living

dren and having for its purpose the sup-

exceptionally

before Anrll 1.

the drafts for men and the conservation of foods and fuel. "The war must
be paid for." says Commissioner Roper.
“Congress has as much right to conscript a just portion of Income as it
The tax
has to conscript our boys.
for, 1917 is designed to reach moderate as well as large incomes, so that
all persons who are in financial position to hear a portion of the heavy
government expenses can he assessed
in proportiori to their ability to pay.

Formation of the “U. S. garden army,”
with a membership of live, million chil-

mounts,

anu

GARDEN

The effort at “pleasing mother’’ should
be cultivated in the childish heart. Early
in life they should begin the cultivation
of thought and effort with reference to
the gratification of her wishes and of
making her happy. If they would do
this they would find daily opportunities
for speaking kind words and rendering such helpful services and showing such noble traits of character in
dealings with others, as would gladden
the heart and lighten the cares of mother
in a way too often thought of. If boys,
if girls, could but realize their indebtedness to
their mothers, they certainly
would generally be very much anxious
about pleasing them. The great men of
the world, who have acknowledged their
indebtedness to their mothers, took delight in pleasing them. But most of all
their noble lives* their courage in doing
right and their honorable achievements
in public life were especially pleasing to
their noble mothers.
Hardly a higher
tribute can be paid to any young man’s
success in life than “It pleased his mother.”—Houlton Times.

It Is pointed out by Commissioner
Roper that it is Important that the
people comply with the federal laws
as fully as they are complying with

j

If you have rheumatism in any form,
A large
don’t delay—try Rheuma today.
bottie, sufficient for two weeks’ treatment is not expensive, and your money
back if it does not give you quick and
joyful relief

Journal.]

HK,
l:

Vanish

ma.

—

of The

Joints

At last a real remedy for rheumatism!
And a good one it must be when A. A.
Howes A Co and good druggists everywhere sell it on the no-cure-no-pay basis.
Rheumatics should hail the news with
great rejoicing, for it is surely a remarkable remedy and has a record of almost
unbelievable cures. Read what J F. Oliver of Albany, Ga., says about it:
‘‘I had sciatic rheumatism for two
years, and tried every medicine offered
Tried many doctors,
for rheumatism.
was treated at one of the best Southern
if
I improved any I did
and
sanatoriums,
I am a conductor on the
not realize it.
Central of Georgia Railroad, and had secured a pass to Hot Springs, Ark., to take
treatment. About that time 1 saw RheuI
ma advertised and concluded to try it.
abandoned my trip, took three bottles,
I
am
ever.
as
well
as
and now feel
going
to make everybody I see who has rheu1 would not take a hunmatism try it.
dred thousand dollars for what Rheuma
I would rather be dead
has done for me.
than live as I was before the use of Rheu-

of the war, and are bending every energy
to do their utmost to achieve it. Not
that they are letting down on customary

BY

BELFAST

here,

can

Pains and Swollen

When Rheuma Is Used.

The Journal.

ft'orrespondenee'of

10c. and 15c.

Torturing

Blouses.

tones.

^

of the many shades shown in such

profusion of dyes

MOTHER.

PLEASING

The internal revenue met are now
completing their tour of the country,
during which they were in touch with
the people of every city and town. If
you failed to get in touch with 'the
deputy which visited your section it is
Consult
not too late to get advice.
your postmaster as to where the nearGet your blank
est deputy Is now.
form, study the directions and the requirements as shown thereon and
make your return without fail if your
income was sufficient to come within
the hounds named In the law.

familiar in old Chinese porcelains Everyfind a becoming tint in these in

Spring Styles. New Wraps. Vogue
of Pekin, Turquoise and Peacock

is

on nr

one can

Verona Clarke.

sore

Note.

All the green blues are very much used,
from turquoise to the deep Pekin tones

the latest de-

are

much in demand and

to keep a blouse or frock looking
fresh with the least possible trouble.

these old time

as

that

s

never so

Collectors of internal revenue are
authorized to grant extensions of
more than 30 days, but the commissioner of internal revenue has authority to grant a reasonable extension
beyond 30 days in meritorious cases.
If you desire an extension of more
than 30 days your request should be
addressed to the commissioner and
should contain a detailed statement
covering the reasons which make it
Impossible for you to file your return
not

serve

favorites, that now are among the most
oostlv of the silk weaves, and that make
exceptionally desirable linings for the

A
nchitis or money back
cr lasts a lifetime and extra
mei can be obtained from
rui-''

no

stuffs were

E.

C.

roses

if on account of illness or absence
from home you are unable to render
your return within the time prescribed
by law you may obtain an extension
of 80 days if a request therefor is filed
with the collector of your district beIn
fore the due date of the return.
this request you must state the reason why the return cannot be filed
within the time prescribed by law.

Brilliantly colored georgettes and organdiesform attractive models. Narrow knife
pleatings and narrow picot frills, with

and Mrs.

ing,
The bride was gowned in a dark blue
travelling suit, and carried a bouquet of

For failing to make return on time,
less tliaii $20 nor more than $lj000, and, in addition, DO. per cent, of
the amount of tax due.

out

Mr.

The ceremony took place at 5 o’clock
in the afternoon, in the presence of the
relatives and a few close friends, with
the Rev. Dr. Gardner of Stanford officiat-

not

THROAT

of

son

Chapman of Redlands.

and. In addition, 100 per cent, of the
tax evaded.

sORE

the

man,

For making false or fraudulent return, not exceeding $2,000 or not exceeding one year’s imprisonment, or
both, in tlie discretion of the Court,

survivors, till who were left of the ship company of littt. wore taken from this ill-fated lted Cross
The survivors were taken
which struck a reef north of Cape Race, N. F„ during a terrific blizzard.
v
of the Prospero. which was sent hy the government to the scene with special live-saving apparatus,
harbor.
is shown here as an ice breaker in New York

Chapman-Simonds Wedding.

HAND GOODS of

Association,
Worcester, Mass.

The Masonic

Protective

Asset* December 31,1917.
Stocks and bonds. $494,240 00
Cash in office and bank.238,682 53
8,270 07
Interest and rents...
Gross assets,... 736,192 60
Deduct items not admitted. 20,501 38
Admitted assets. $716,691 22
Liabilities December 81,1917.
Nat unpaid losses.. 147.682 28
Unearned premiums. 222 262 00
All other liabilities. 27,888 04
Cash capital. 100.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 218,008 90
Tots) liabilities and surplus* *.716,691 22
8wll

every descri'p**
SECOND Furniture, bedding, carpets,
stoves,
lion.

etc. Antique furniture a specialty. If you
have any thing to sell drop me a postcard and
you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H COOMBS
Main Street, Belfast.
64
249*3

L. H.

BOYINGTONT

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF

THF

B0YLNUT0N OPTICAL CO.,
44

Soatb Main Street, Wlaterport, Mala*
omci DAY*. MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

Republican Journal

The

J3ELFAST,THURSDAY, MARCH 28,1918

Republican

Journal Pub. Co.

BROWN,

A. I.

that you are thin-blooded and anemic.
Exhausted thin blood gets thinner,
low vitality falls lower, poor appetite becomes poorer. Then the thoroughly exhausted system can no
longer resist, and on comes the prostrating illness or serious disease.
Treat the half-sick, Spring-tired
'•ondition with that splendid course of

A

LIBERTY- LOAN!

NEW

Liberty Loan of $3,000,000,000

new

is called for and the drive to obtain sub-

medicine—Hood’s

scriptions will begin April 6th.

fortify

of interest will

be 4

1-4

cent.

per

be found to be

In

good investment, but
this view is not the first or most important lo be considered by our people. To
subscribe for this loan is both a necessity
and a duty. The committee who have in
charge the raising of the quota of Waldo
a

county should have the earnest co-operaThe
of every patriotic citizen.

tion

German domination was
great as at the present time.
Even if the present crisis is safely passed
the need of money to continue the strugso

ind

GREAT BATTLE.

Knowing that the army making the
offensive must suffer disproportionate
losses we have hoped that the Germans
would make a general attack. Since the
recent German drive we have therefore

of

“Manoeuvre”

a

reserve

army

grandparent.

He

was

ind Mrs. S. E. Whitcomb and Mr. and
drs. J. A. Whitcomb of Waterville; spray,

Ml

go to press
that the Gerheavy night attack on the
As

The Journal has the

news

made

mans

a

Somme and

were

we

repulsed.

Heavy light-

ing is still going on but the* German assaults are less vigorous and their losses
■1 the last 2t hours have been appalling.
BUILD SHIPS
The world's ship tonnage since the submarines begun their destructive work, has
been reduced 11,827,572 tons.
6,606,275
tons have been built and 3,589,000 tons
Of seized tonnage
have been seized.
2,589,000 tons were taken from the GerThus
mans and 1,000,000 from Holland.
net loss is 1,682,297
tons and the most of this loss has been
suffered by the Allies. Even if the sub-

■

t

will be

the

seen

be

all

destroyed the
shortage of shipping would be serious,
but with the present rate of sinkings and
the strikes and delays in delivery of mamarines

terials

to

were

and Harold Whitcomb;
lasket piece, Silver Harvest Grange. The
uneral services were held at his late
j lome, Rev. Nathan Hunt of Morrill

the

in

shipyards,

rhorndike.

For 50 years she had been a
eader of The Republican Journal, and

and that the time has

the copies until within a
ew years.
Funeral services were held at
ler late home March
19th, conducted by
tev. E. E. Harris, pastor of the federat-

the situation is

come

:d churches of

Robins

lames Marden.
Mr.
Inox

and

Mrs.

were

John McKeen of East

Sunday guests of Mr. and

Mrs. Fee McKeen.
Mrs. Charles Thayer are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
0-pound boy, March 22nd.
Mr. Jacob Cunningham is very poorly.

Mr.

Drs. Tapley of Belfast and Watson of
Monroe operated on Clarence Grant last
A trained
Monday for appendicitis.
mrse

war

who has been in Bangor
it work for some time, is spending this

Croton oil and belladonna were

put into the water which they drank.
Whether any one has been arrested for
we

do not know.

Indeed

an

week

this sort might easily have been commitwithout leaving any clue as to the

are

more

numerous

It.is not good policy
to announce them in most instances, because detection is more likely to follow
a secret and unheralded investigation.
A
law is now before Congress which provides capital punishment for the people
who are detected in sabotage, bombing,
poisoning and other German secondary
than

we are aware.

and secret warfare in the United States.
It should be possible to enact this law in
30 minutes. The people expect immedaction

on

matters of this kind.

They

feet that this law should have been put
into our statutes several months ago.

They

see

the law

no
or

the law.

reason

for argument about

delay in passing it. Give
Somebody will be caught in

destructive and wanton act.

Then

there will be the firing squad. Then there
will be one dead German agent and several hundred frightened plotters.

OBITUARY.
Kdmund Cross of Waldo died at his
late home March 20th, at the advanced
age of 85 years and 7 months. He was
born in Belmont, but came to Waldo
was a young man, where he has
resident until his death. He leaves

when he
a

to mourn their

loss, two sons, Nathaniel
Cross, both of Waldo

■C. and Freeman A.

\

ith his parents,

or camp

*,«d

plosives and poison

Riley,

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Charles Riley, as he is one of the boys to
eport at Belfast March 30th and start

act of

'perpetrator. Doubtless treasonable and
.lawless acts of destruction by fire, ex-

is in attendance.

Charles

April 1st, for training.

Comet Grange held an all-day session
iaturday, March 23d, with Frederick
fitchie Grange in attendance by special
1 nvitation.
A line program was given
ind the sisters furnished a fine dinner

1

as

isual and all report a good time. The
[range will hold its next all-day session

Vpril 20th.
HORSES OVER THERE
Horses are playing a very important
1 >art in winning the war—a much more
mportant part than many people realize,
'or every four men in the American ex| leditionary force in France there is one
I lorse.
England alone has over a million |
I lorses behind the battle line, while France
,
' tas nearly as many more. While motor
Iriven vehicles are being used in ever inireasing numbers there are many things
vhich they cannot do and which horses
j ire called upon to do. If a heavy gun is
0 be moved to the front in a hurry along
1 road which is impassable for a motor
ractor or which is much exposed to the
inemy’s fire horses are sent forward to
lo the work. Without them the Allies |
vould be unable to maintain their posiion in France for a day, but^with plenty I
if good horses they are able to not
inly hold the line but to consolidate the
renches which they gain from the enemy
ind to bring forward the ammunition and
lig guns to hold them when they have
leen taken.
Then, too, the cavalry,
j vhich for over two years was held in reerve and not made much use of, is toay being brought up to its former
trength and efficiency and when the
Teat day comes for an advance through
he Hindenburg line the horse soldiers are
i
c xpected to head the way.

j

{

SERVES EVERY PURPOSE OF CREAMERY BUTTER.

De

!

a

--__=================

M.

F. Elwell

Miss

Minnie

Webb,

trouble with her eyes, has gone to Boston
to see a specialist.
Mr. and Mrs. Ashby Nash from SearsMr. and Mrs. K.

port were guests of
Bangs, March 19th..

and Mrs. Seeley from Montville
Prescott

Mr.

were over

guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Rowell March 19th.
were

Horace Tyler, a student of Oak
Grove Seminary, is passing his vacation

||

Sinking

Fund

on

this Preferred Srock

with his parents.

Net

leaseholds are in excess of $1,02?,678,
this Preferred Stock.

Mr. Harry Walker, who works in the
Iron Works, was the week-end

to

good will, trademarks, and

assets, exclusive of

tangible

equal

standing.

2°7o of the amount

Mr. Eddie Clement from Boston visited
his aunt, Eliza E. Vose, recently, for the
first time in nineteen years.

fc.

cn

Cumulative

Mr.

or over

?1>7 per share

on

Price:

Bath

guest of Theodore Rnowlton.*

In “Blocks” of 10 shares 7% Preferred i

The Red Cross furnished supper for
the annual K. of P. ball Friday evening,

|

Common

5

Special

March 22nd, and cleared 128.

many

Mr.

several weeks.

Walker has rented Lottie

triends

oi

L,ee

Aenney,

Circular

on

QOCi
$ qrOOU

& Accumulated
Dividend

Request.

COCHRANE, HARPER & CO.,
60 State

Street, Boston.

I

Fred

Vose

from

will be

held

has

in

the

Sunday morning, March 31st.
Rev. E. E. Harris will have a special serThe male quartet will
mon for the day.
furnish music.
church

last

Wednesday.
Mrs. F. E. Harding and daughters,
Phyllis and Maxine of Brewer are spending their Easter vacation with the former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ira. Ward.

Mrs. Charles Sampson spent the past
week with Mrs. James W. Libby in
Unity. She returned home March 24th

Mrs. Jennie Dockham was hostess for
and will attend store for Mrs. Hattie
the Red Cross Auxiliary March 22nd.
rhe resignation of Mrs. L. A. Bennett as Wiggin, while she is in Boston for her
president was accepted, and Mrs. H. A. spring and summer millinery.
Blanchard was elected to that office.
The many iriends of George Gowen
Mrs. Clara Cummings entertains the
j were saddened to hear of his death at
Auxiliary next Friday.
the home of his daughter, Ora Chalmers,
in California. Mr. Gowen was a resiHe
dent of this village for many years.

Rheumatism Yields

Only* rheumatic sufferers know
the agony of its darting pains,
aching joints or twisting cords.

a
a veteran of the Civil war and
charter member of Dana B. Carter Post.
was

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nichols passed Mr.
Nichols’ 57th birthday with his children
at the home of his daughter, Mrs. I* red
Murch of Unity. Two of his grandchil-

But some few have not known that

|

in such rich, concentrated form
that its oil gets into the blood to j
alleviate this stubborn malady.
Get a bottle of Scott’s Emulsion or advise an ailing j
friend. No alcohol.

dren and two of his great-grandchildren
A chicken dinner was
were present.
served and all the good things that go
with it.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR

Ferguson, Franklyn
Farnum, Charles Ray, Benjamin Chapin
and Others in Big Attractions Now Be-

ing Offered.
Harold Lockwood has been seen in romantic drama, melodrama and farce, and
in

“The

Square Deceiver,”

I A

Easter Gloves
We have the exclusive sale of

Ireland Wash Kid
Gloves
Quality, fit and style guaranteed.
LET US FIT YOU.

MRS. E. P. CARLE

latest

his

tind him playing

a

y

I

Francis
from
novel, “Love Me for Myself Alone,”
which the photoplay was adapted, as a
love.
joyous comedy of youth and
True Boardnian in his popular role in
“The Further Adventures of Stingaree”
and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in a Metro
comedy will complete this line offering.
“The Songs of Songs,” the Artcraft
picture starring Elsie Ferguson, offered

am

^

can

be

Apply

to

They

j

seen

as

a

husband

multi-millionaire,
takes

a

an

ex-senator who is

“the

woman

hand and cunningly contrives to

place the young girl in a comnfomising
husposition and the jealous and elderly
band casts her off. Then follows a series
of sensational incidents in which the
beautiful Miss Ferguson displays her talents as an emotional actress.
Saturday, smiling, athletic Franklyn
Farnum will be shown in a delightful
comedy-drama, “A Stormy Knight” a

wants to see is the attraction.
1300 children appear in the cast of this
sumptuous and elaborate play which is
offered at our regular prices. Also 4th
episode “A Daughter of Uncle Sam.”
Wednesday, June Elvidge in the five
the
part drama, “The Strong Way” and
latest events in the Hearst-Pathe News.
—Advt.

fresh

rjft

zzioi.--; V

L. P. Zwicker anil children.ol

NORTH PORT.

dike spent Sunday in town.
Mr. Rufus Ward of Aroostool

Charles

Herrick,

who

was

with the

physical

Mrs. Cleone Hills Whitmore received
in
notice laat Friday of the safe arrival
France of her son, Herman Wallace WhitHe is with the 7th Regular U. S.
LeavenEngineers and had been at Fort
worth, Kansas, since last June.
more.

have been

for a week’s vacation.
A. R.

Bailey and Holman Lovely

are

hauling ice from Brooks.
Monroe
Mrs. Carroll Knowlton of
visiting Mrs. Levi Stevens.

is

for

a

few day-

Mr.

anil

Mrs.

J.

H.

McKinh

daughter Doris spent March 24
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Page
Mr. Harry Burdett of Troy is
the Japhath Grant faro

move to

is Mrs. Burdett’s old home.
The selectmen

have

called

a

Town Meeting to be held March
the purpose of choosing third selr
Mr. C. A. Pollard having resigned

two-act comedy entitled Melinda’s
Courtship was given last Friday night in
Elwell’s hall, Saturday Cove, for the

The students of B. S. H. are at home

in*town

Miss Mabel Edwards visited M
nie Brown of Swanville last week

A

benefit of the East Northport auxiliary
Many local hits and
of the Red Cross.
Bluebird play of unusual fascination. A musical numbers, including the trials of a
Fox-film two reel comedy will also be country band, were introduced. There
Islesboro
shown.
were delegations present from
Monday, Thos. H. Ince presents his and Lincolnville and many from all parts
boy wonder-star Charles Ray in a typical of the town. Ice cream and cake were
America? play “The Son of His Father.” on sale and dancing followed. About $2y
Benjamin Chapin will also be shown in were netted for the Red Cross fund.
another story of the Life of Lincoln, entitled, “My Father.”
JACKSON.
Tuesday, the big ten-reel spectacle,
“Jack and the Beanstalk” the play that

everybody

are

and

afternoons.

:rr=51[alfol|c;

—

ir-

a

scorned”

cows

I

R. W. PATTERSHALL.

Friday, presents an unusual story. Just drafted men at Camp Devens and later at
a sigh of relief at the
as you are heaving
Washington, D. C., has arrived in France.
F‘“.’
tnumpn OL Lilly ivfliuua—wic
Washington F. Sleeper, who has been
by Miss Ferguson—in baffling the human with the drafted men at Camp Devens
wolves who beset the path of the girl who for some lime, was not able to pass the
begins as a salesgirl and succeeds in win- last
tests and has returned home.
ning

my milk route

discontinuing

and shall offer for sale 18
Seven ot the cows
a bull.

com-

but of the light and breezy variety.
“The Square Deceiver” is described by
Perry Elliott, the author of the

101~

Cows for Sale

edy role.
True, there are impressive dramatic
moments in which Mr. Lockwood ligures
for the
in “The Square Deceiver,” but
is a
most part his role of Billy Van Dyke
comedy character—not the broad kind

y.fcmifolc:

Ip

Metro wonderplay, which the managebooked
ment of the Colonial Theater has
we

",

...toczz

[(

Harold Lockwood.Elsie

for Thursday

Winslow

the Freedom Lumber Company.
Easter services

--IS
COLONIAL THEATER.

a

rented the parsonage and will move his
family sopn. He has employment with

Mrs. Rosa Cummings entertained the
W. C. K. Club March 20th, and Mrs. L.
C. Dow will be the next hostess.

MAINE

}

this Lsue for year ending January 51, 1918,
six times dividend requirements

Earnings

to repair the church windows.

Ames is at home from
Hartford, Conn., where she has been for

BROOKS,

The Lamson & Hubbatd Corpora'ion is a consolidation of
the business interests of uamson & Hubbard, Boston, organized
18b2, Balcii, Price & Co Brooklyn, organized 185 5, the Bryan
Fur Trading Posts, and provides for other acquisitions.

who has serious

I. P. GrilTies gave ah entertainment
and box social in the Academy Tuesday
evening, March 19th, the proceeds going

Grace

Law,

TAX EXEMPT IN MASSACHUSETTS

March.25th.

emy

fast from his operation for appendicitis
and other troubles.

Miss Ada Boyd of Frankfort, recently
visited her grandparents, W. S. Killman
and wife.

Attorney at

7%-CUMULATIVE PREFERRED STOCK

Mrs. Olive Stewart commenced school
in the primary grade in Freedom Acad-

Miss Hazel Sparrow, a student of
Farmington Normal School, is passing
her vacation with her mother, Mrs. W.
R. Sparrow.

Master Jerome Harris of North Stockton was a recent guest of Earl Dow.

Seth W. Norwood,

ffe:

from Northport is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Gustave Bellows.
Mrs.

past graduate of Freedom Academy, are
pleased to hear that he is gaining very

Bloomfield, N. J. 17-g?

1

gree team.

PKOaPEC f.

Scott & Bowne,

Storey

LAMSON & HUBBARD CORPORATION

Mrs. Walter Bessy, who has l)gen sick
for several weeks, is convalescent.

ihe

The Norwegian cod liver oil in
Scott*» Emulsion is now refined in our
own American laboratories which
makes it pure and palatable.

at Our

o n

horse of

Dirigo Grange is still flourishing, taking in new members nearly every meeting, and they have organized a fine de-

p. m.

has been correcting this trouble
when other treatments have
"v
utterly failed.
Scott’s is essentially blood-food

t rat i

m o n s

Vose’s store and will open up a fruit and
meat market the first of April.

fancy costume sociable. A fine program
has been arranged. The usual games will

scorn
EMULSION

GIVE IT EVERY TEST.

DIRECT IMPORTING OO.

Vose from Houlton is

Frederick

Mr. Herber

prayer service at 7.30 theme “Garden
On Thursday evening the
thoughts.”
Woman’s Missionary society will give a

visitors in Belfast

NOW

IT

TRY

Mr. Robert Fuller and C. E. Rnowlton
in Waterville March 20th.

of every soul.” The music will be appropriate to Easter. This, Friday, evening instead of Thursday the weekly

business

cooking, cannot be distinguished from
butter, by the most critical.

use or

the best

were

two churches will unite in Communion.
At 3 p.
m., Palestine Commandery,

were

I

Mr. Wheeler lJanforth and Seth Banton were in Belfast March 19th.

daughter, Mrs. Guy Marden and little
G. L. Dockham, W. S. Killman, F. T.
laughter of Auburn, are with him for ten Haley, B. G. Bachelder and F. L. Ward
lays.

PRINTS

FREEDOM.
•

minister, Rev. A. E. Wilson, on the subject, ‘The Glory of Easter,” Rev. W. T.
Hawthorne conducting the devotional
service. At the close of this service, the

Mrs.

Mr. and

is reported that 500 horses at Coving1011, Ky., have been poisoned by German
agents. These horses were owned by the

been

March 22nd.

I

FOOD VALUE OF BUTTER.

Beulah Walton from Unity is visiting

meeting at 7 o’clock Sunday morning.
Preaching at Northport church at 2:30

Guy Marden of Auburn was a weekend guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.

JOB FOR CONGRESS.

purposes.

Cordially Invited

Mrs. Charles Bellows.

week.

It

some

were seen

POUND

A REAL ECONOMY.

USE IT ON YOUR TABLE.

j

Admission 10cents.
follow the program.
C. E. Society will hold an early prayer

Frank Riley of Bangor is visiting his
larents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Riley, for

when it is no

government and had been bought for

are

L===!

Mis
A

us

Freedom and

SWANVILLE center.

done.

rate

Thorndike,

inox.

longer a question of daily wages but of
liberty and life. The government should
realize that we needs not yards for use
next year, but the speediest possible
building of ships wherever it can best be

this

all

fl

MAINE

MILLINER

Knights Templars, will hold their annual
Ehster service here, Rev. A. E. Wilson,
preaching on the subject, “Concerning
the Cross,” Rev. W. T. Hawthorne assisting in the service. The united choirs
will sing at all the services. The afternoon meeting as well as the morning is
lor-grangers.
ppen to the public and all are cordially
i
invited. Sunday school session will be
[ Matilda A., wife of Joseph Gilman Cil- ! oniitted.
I ey, died at her home in Thorndike March
First Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor
7th at the age of 84 years, 1 month and
residence No. 1
5 days.
She was born in Monroe and Richardson, minister;
This j
narried Mr. Cilley, then of Jackson, July Northport a ve., telephone 212-3.
a
cordial welcome to
church
extends
II, 1851. Of their 67 years of married
to worship j
ife 59 were spent on the Cilley farm in those without a church home
are free both !
The
with
them.
sittings
Cast Thorndike, which they cleared from
and evening. Sunday morning
wilderness. Besides her husband, aged I morning
preaching services at 10.45. Minister’s
; 17 years and the oldest man in Thorn“The first Easter morn,” a comfort- I
like, she is survived by four children, topic:
ing sermon for people who think of absent
, wo
sons, Augustine of Portland, George
friends. At 12 o’clock m., the Bible school
J., who cared for her in her old age, and
in the vestry. Classes for all ages.
wo daughters,
Mrs. Caro Roberts of begins
welcome for visitors.
At,
3rooks and Mrs. Olive Sherman of Burn- A cordial
in the
meeting
Young
People’s
6.30,
lam.
She leaves many grandchildren
All young people cordially invited
ind great grandchildren.
A wide circle vestry.
service. Sunday evening
>f friends cherish her memory. She was to a splendid
at7.30. Minister’s topic:
service
preaching
member of the Methodist church in
“Nature’s revelation of the immortality j
; Unity and of Harvest Moon Grange of

alarming if not really critical. TLe government is trying to build and equip a
great shipbuilding plant at Hog Island,
and is spending large sums in equipping
yards elsewhere. It now seems evident
that no ships can be. launched from the
Hog island plant for about a year. This
will be too late to help win the war with
ships. One ship between now and the
•ith of July will avail more than five
ships next year. Before the Ides of
March, 1919, the American Eagle will be
proclaiming victory from Quoddy Head
to the Golden Gate, or the mailed fist
will be knocking at our doors.
Every
striking ship worker should realize this,

CONTAINS NO ANIMAL FAT8.

Mrs.F.G.Spinney j

Easter Union services of the Congrega-

^

rreserved

POUND
PRINTS

For table

come.”

j

BELFAST,

STREET,

CHURNED FROM NUTS AND MILK

Sunday morning, 10.45, preaching, “The
Sunday
Power of His Resurrection.”
school 12.00. All invited. Sunday evening
7.30, preaching, “Come Thou With Us

Chester Cross

I

SAVES YOU 26c lb. ON YOUR BUTTER BILL AND HAS ALL THE

wailing to strike the Huns when the
strategic hour arrives, the Kaiser's cause ifliciating and Mrs. Hunt
rendering apis hopelessly lost. The tide of battle is
iropriate selections. The bearers were
soon to turn.
At this hour, Wednesday
^ ferbert F. Smith, Hferbert E. Wentnoon, the news indicates that the force
worth, Leslie B. Smith and James H.
forcemuch
less
jf the German drive is
( Gilley, who were his four nearest
neighful and the Allies are developing a more |
effective resistance.

10 MAIN

March 30

The People’s Methodist church. Rev.
Charles W. Martin, pastor. Parsonage,
No. 7 Court street. Telephone, 213-11.

1

I

SWEET-NUT MARGARINE

March 30, At Our Store

a

respected Topic, “A House Built in the Sand.”

a

ind Mr. and Mrs. Eben Whitcomb; spray,
dr. and Mrs. Rexford Ryder; spray, Mr.

It

Foch, the hero of the Marne, is at the

always

Whitcomb; basket, Mr. and Mrs. A. R? tional and Unitarian churches will beheld visiting his uncle, E. J. Vose.
Whitcomb, Mr. and Mrs. George Her- in the Unitarian church. At 10.45 a. m.
Rev. E. E. Harris bought
>ert, Mr. and Mrs. Merle Whitcomb, morning worship with preaching bv the Charles Thompson March 23d.

nave

bead

was

I

Beautifully Chased Sheffield BUTTER KNIFE

TO EVERY PURCHASER OF

fast.

leld. They were as follows: Pillow,
<311181061 and Freeman Cross and Abbie

The old
been inclined to be optimistic
saying that “he who fights and runs
away will live to light another day”
seems to apply to the present situation.
is evident that thus tar the Germans
been tremendous losers of man
power, and if the report is true that Gen.

frequent visitor here.
Mrs. Pearson was formerly Miss Edith
Field, a niece of Charles H. Field of Bel-

and

citizen and genial neighbor, ready to lend Special music next Sunday, a double
helping hand to all in need or trouble, ! quartette. Service in the main auditorAll are corind his kind word and pleasant smile will i ium, weather permitting.
le greatly missed by all who knew him.
dially welcomed at People’s church,
l'he flora! offerings speak louder than strangers in town especially so. We try
words of the esteem in which he was to be the “Church of the Cordial Wel-

gle will remain imperative.
THE

and bronze baptismal font. It was given
in memory of her mother, the late Mrs.
George P. Field of Boston, who spent the
years of her early married life in Belfast

to

A

MILLINERY
OPENING

and Mrs. L. A. Whitcomb of Belfast, the
anly Irving daughter; also seven grand- ; and We Will do Thee Good.” (The invichildren and fifteen great grandchildren, j tation of the church defined.) Prayer
who deeply feel the loss of a loving father i meeting, this, Thursday evening at 7.30.

of

menace

never

Sarsaparilla,

-1

SPRING and
SUMMER

Mrs. Horace B. Pearson of Brookline,
Mass., has presented the St. Margaret’s
Episcopal chapel with an Italian marble

the whole body; Peptiron, to
ironize and make rich red blood;
flood’s Pills to rouse the liver to its
"?gular daily duties,—and the half\ 'll revives to
perfect health.
Have you ever tried this potent
eombinatinn of Spring medicines?
Each is valuable in itself but is trebly
so when used in this combination as
a regular course of treatment.

The rate

not far in the future this loan will

years

The Easter service of the Congregational church will be held in union with
There will be no
the Unitarian church.
school. Mid-week service will be held
this, Thursday, at 7.30 p. m. at the home
of Mrs. L. A. Knowlton on' Miller street.

hard-to-describe
state of poor health probably means

months,

ESI

church,

Court street, Easter Sunday, March 31st,
High Mass will be held at 11 o’clock.

neighborhoods.
This indefinite,

Editor.

For one square, one
AdveriiSING Terms.
rch length in column, 25 cents for one week
ird 25 centB for esch subsequent insertion.
SUBSCRIPT! in Terms In advance. $2 00 a
j*ar; $1.00 frrsix months; 50 cents for three

THE

St. Francis of Assisi Catholic

Not Improve

Upon Itself.
In the Spring the depressing condition that many call spring fever
often runs through families and

THURSDAY BY

PUBLISHED EVERY

The

A Condition That Will

CHURCHES.

THE

HALF SICMALF WELL

NORTH MONTVILLl
—

Harold Nutter and Burton Bat
in the sap business tnis spring

Wiggin and Myrtle
teaching school in Freedom.

Roberta
are

Mrs. Emma Busher and M. t I'visited at J. W. Nutter’s last Sund.t
Mrs.

Charles Whitten has bd
past week with

■

sick for the

‘I

rheumatism.
Mr. E. F. Banton visited his son
who is stationed at
last week.
Portland,
Preble,

j

ter Banton,

Thomas Thompson’s house burnt
Saturday afternoon. The fainil'
gone and very little was saved
was

a

small insurance.

^

III

^Mrs. Amos F. Carletou has sold her
home farm in Winterport to Mrs. J. S.
Cyr of that town.

About

Thepid

your children

*

An item has recently been published in
several Maine papers stating that George

of

-s on

Maine Power plant at Bucksport. The
Journal is informed that this is not cor-

he Phonograph with a Soul”
il.Jren

Quickly

Mr. Patterson is still employed as
district solicitor by the compand and

rect.

culture.

genuine

for

,kes

react to good

there is

They select more de,ble playmates; become betmannered. Often their in-

Bucksport.

correct vour foot

The city and district schools will begin

lasting pleasure.

to a

from a severe surgical operation, has
sufficiently recovered to again take charge
Miss
of the Commercial department.

Fred D. Jones,
BELFAST, MAINE.

Thayer,

Beulah

Mrs. Thomas E. Shea are in
several weeks, where Mr.

: ,r

irking the part of a Catholic
an
engagement with John
11. S. freshman class has organihe following officers; Presi-

The annual business meeting offthe
Women’s Alliance of the First Parish,
Unitarian, for the election of officers and

1 lie

ice

condition is

sun

very

The East Hampton and the tug Pejepscot
have tried to cut a channel to the wharves
but have failed. The fuel and food ad-

factory
ruling.

ministrators of Maine and also the same
at the War Department in Washington
have been asked to send relief as soon as

bells

will conform to the

and
new

Letters. The following
mined uncalled for in the Beloffice for the week ending

mtskd

1U1R: Ladies—Mrs. Leroy T.
Louise Nickerson, Hazel Win.ontlenien—Rev. Harry S. Bak-

with Mr. Crowley of the li. S. Shipping
Board at Boston, and later in the day
received word from Admiral Wood of

wr

that the boat “Surf” would be
sent here very soon to cut the channel.
Sunday there were crowds on the ice
walking, skating and ice boating.

meeting of John Cochran
1). A. R., will be held next
■vening at the home of Mrs.
Ferguson. U Church street,
all will be responded to by
Revolutionary soldiers. Mrs.
M Frost will read “The Rising of
Thomas B. Reed; Miss Lucy A.
will read a paper on Belfast’s
..nary

A Democratic caucus

fancy costume sociable
Baptist vestry this, Thursday,
older the auspices of the WomAll the
an Missionary Society.
both old and young, are cordially
a

Cunningham

A

were

|;

elected delegates to

ne

me

cosy

Miss Annie L. Barr
eral short stories in the absence
Willis S. Hatch. Mrs. Thomas
told the twenty little ones
nature stories of the south and
d each with a colored post card

rated her talk. At their
read a story from the Buster
there will be no meeting next

ne

Willis

Mrs.
Malvina

V.

S.

Hatch

and

Parker will entertain

April 6th, at the Peirce school,

V,

pal Louis J. West of the Belfast
hool announced last Thursday
ieir graduation will take place
Kenneth G. Merriam
n the first honor and his subject
‘Our High School Service to Our
v in War.”
Frank F.van Wilson
the second honor and will take
subject ‘‘The Duties of an Amerihzen.” The central thought of

the school.
lose of

the

White

term.

unusually fortunate in their
In addition to the $160
from their recent class play, The
Curdy Girl, they have realized
nances.

which

was

thronged

coffee

was

by

The

en-

j

alternate:

It

was

Donald, who occupied the house for many
years, know nothing about it. The place
Clements by Asa A.
was sold to Mr.
Howes et als.
Naturally Mr. Clements is
not saying what the box contains but
is that it is “valueless” and
one report
another that it “would buy Main street.”

held

The S. of V

Circle,
as

|!

Uj
:

0

I

j

W. Wescott
the result of

a

call

U

Worsted, Silks
and Tub Goods
ALL AMERICAN DYED -DYES ALL

RICHT_

^FOR SUITS AND GOWNS**These we bought early -before the last advances—
A FULL LINE
and have ready for your inspection,

FEATURE STANDARD GOODS ONLY

are

proud of our stock and will take pleasure in
Special attention given to mail orders.

|
n

Very truly

;

y

I will show

^

that

beautiful

an

exclusive line ot

M

ss

L. H.

|

Announces her SPRING

ij
r

5

P.

When she will display a fine assortment of custom-made
She has a good
hats in all the latest shapes and colors.
assortment of Millinery. Housedresses, Aprons. Novelties
and hand-made articles for sale.
The public is cordialiy invited to call at her attractive
store in the Knowlton block, near the Colonial Theatre.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Carle makes announcement of spring »
fabrics, silks and tub goods and is making
This
a special feature of standard goods.
’’
store has the exclusive sale of Ireland
Scouts Knight
the “History of the Flag.
wash kid gloves and also has up-to-date j
and Tuttle were reported sick. The treas!
Dineckwear for the Easter trade.The
the amount of Sti.40 and
urer reported
of a ]
rect Importing Co. makes an offer
that $5 of that amount was on deposit in
knife

free

to

every

on

farm.

will be

a

big public meeting

in

the city

the date of April fith and at that time
there will be presented to the scouts on
the part of someone representing the
on

government,

two

bronze

badges,

as

awards for the sale of at least ten bonds
At the
in the last Liberty Loan sale.

which

was

described to the Scouts.

Mr.

Shaw also told of the methods and manners of living and conducting business on

J.

the pgrt of the Chinese and of the time
he spent in Japan. His address was illustrated with pictures, many of which
were his own photos, and added excep-

[

tional interest to the story. Mr. Shaw
illustrated the work of the Chinese, gave
the boys some conversation in Chinese
and Japanese and explained many of the
pictures and their meaning. The Scouts

=

were

very

enthusiastic for Mr. Shaw to

again and he has consented. Tolford Durham was placed on the investigating committee in place of Rudolph

come

[
:

I

Cassens, who has removed to Atlanta,Ga.
To this committee were referred two applications for reinstatement and two new
names, Herbert Rogers and Percy BoardThe ’committee on literary pro«ian.
gram for the next meeting consists of
Scouts Joseph Nickerson, Wyville Vose,
Nathan Read, LubertSmedberg and Walter Whitehead. George Randall will give

!

W. B. “Nuform

Mr. A. Perry Coombs spent last week
at home.

Corsets”

a

S|

ing.

NORlH lSLESBORO.

Schools in town are closed for
weeks’ vacation.

a
•

for comfort, wear and
'new-form ’shape-mouldWe show models for all
figures, for all occasions.

R.

2

give the “new-form”; the
figure vogue of the moment. Although inexpensive, are as faultlessly
fitting as the most costly
corsets,and are unequalled

Spear of the New
England Telephone Company will speak
to the scouts on the subject of War Savings Stamps.
next meeting E.

&

_

of the bonds of the Liberty Loan on the
coming drive. It is expected that there

Ask for

From {51.00

two

to

{53.50

Warren has returned

Address

:

|jL

WB.j2£0R>>

the Waldo Trust Company. Every scout
was urged to plan to take part in the sale

|

OPENING of

Millinery Goods
Saturday, March 30th

A

£
K

I

jpsmET|

MRS. ELIZABETH SHAW

fit

|S

30th.

Ferguson

im'mi

•

butter

HATS

Saturday, March

poem,

Mrs. E.

1

Strong Way”

PATTERN

“The Raggedy Man” and other
was so
poems for children, of whom he
a more serious nature,
of
others
and
fond,
included

is “The

|§

1918

James Whitcomb
Riley was greatly enjoyed. She gave in
a
most pleasing manner several of his

from China, and was in that country
during the recent uprising in which he
of the sharp fighting and
saw some

[
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Appear in this Wonder Play
Ninety Should See This_
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Spring Opening

on

this city,
part of Richard P. Shaw of
who has but recently returned home

n

yours,

Mrs. E. P. Carle
3r
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was
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-Children From Five To

ot
There was an enthusiastic gathering
a
the Boy Scouts Tuesday evening with
feature
The
principal
attendance.
large
the address given to the boys on the

up.
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COMEDY

from
Mrs. Artha
“X, care
Castine, where she spent the winter.
of
milkmen
Republican Journal.The
Mr. Clinton Smith and family left the
Belfast make announcement of prices for 25th for
Peabody, Mass., where he has
1st....
April
commencing
delivering milk,
employment.
of
card
a
Miss Beth Jackson publishes
Mr. Joseph McFarland, who spent the
thanks.The Belfast Fuel and Hay Co. winter in Castine with Mr. and Mrs. F.
indebted
all
those
W. Coombs, came home last week.
request settlement by
to them by April 30th.
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to work
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| |® “JACK AND THE BEANSTALK”

Gripper
the anmore Store.Notice is given of
the
nual meeting of the corporators of
Belfast Savings bank at 10 a. m. April
10th.See report of condition of the
of
Searsport National bank.See notice
J.
assessors of the city of Belfast.C.
for pure
Clark, R. 6, Belfast, is agent
nut-made butter derived from cocoanuts,
35 cents per
peanuts and milk. Price
of E. H. Boyappointments
pound.See
ington, eyesight specialist, Winterport—
Save your carpets and keep your home
dustless by using an Eclipse Electric
For sale by Penobscot Bay
Cleaner.
Electric Co.See notice of annual meeting of Pythian Building association and
bonds drawn for payment.Man wanted

^

a

fo ;

American War News

their
purchaser of sweet-nut margarine at
foot
store next Saturday.Correct your
troubles by wearing the famous Ground
shoes. For sale only at the Dins-

J

Bluebird!
—
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Sheffield
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P Monday-Charles Ray in “The Son of His Father”
Chapin in “The Son of Democracy”
|f_Benjamin
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Spring Fabrics

We

Sidney

Drew

“Away.”
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and

showing it

Mr. and Mrs.

which

led Capt. Krege
City' National Bank that
in ship build
to come to Belfast to engage
from Bos
arrived
has
ing. Mrs. Hinds
husband
(on and will remain with her
Colonial.
at
the
are
They

It’s

TWO-REEL

poems,

student there. It wa: 1
>
on Mr. Wescott at thi

was a

KNIGHT”

of

From The Stage Play of The
Same Name.

“Stingaree”

S. A. Parker’s paper

a
Bucksport and was the preceptress
Clemen
when
Mayor
Freedom Academy

Having CONFIDENCE that the people of Belfast
Board of
vicinity will CO-OPERATE with the Belfast
their
Belfast
doing
a
Busier
make
by
to
and
Trade
help
in their home
AS
FAR
POSSIBLE,
SO
purchasing,
town, we have bought heavily, and with unusual care,
with this idea in mind, To hold this trade we MUST
have the goods. We are showing a beautiful line of

IFleichers

True Boardman

At the last meeting of the Women’s
Alliance, held at the home of Mrs. Carter and Miss Colburn, March 21st, Mrs.

when he enlisted in the aviation corpi
Univer
and is now in training at Cornell
a girl taught a
when
sity. Mrs. Kreger
n
the East Maine Conference Seminary

Forest Mills Underwear, Gordon Hosiery, Skinner
Silks, Pine Tree Silks and Satins, Nemo Corsets—
back and front laced—R.&G. Cot sets, Ferris Waists,
and Utopia yarn-ball and skein, over 30
shades-McCall Patterns, Bates’ Ginghams, etc.

r-

j

Tuesday,
Washington,
C.,
April 2nd. The reception follows at
Edgemoor, in Bethesda, Maryland.

commander’s
here whih
join her husband and remain
son
the vessel is building. 1 heir only'
ol
Henry L. F. Kreger, is a graduate
ant
Phillips-Exeter, of Harvard College
Harvard Law Schoo
was a student at the
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Song
Songs”
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SILK TAKES THE LEAD
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“The

work

Spring
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Deceiver”

Nearly all ol
of Boston.
Invita ions have been received here
er, Elisha Hinds
which is said from
the
in
is
yard,
lumber
Major and Mrs. Nevit Monroe
the
in the
to be one of the most convenient
Hopkins of Washington, D. C., announcrail conveniences. ing the marriage of their daughter, Anne
State, with water ami
W. R. Kreger of Fairfield, a part i Dorsey to Capt. John Gregory Hope of
of the schooner, the Royal
owner and future captain
Flying Corps. The ceremony
hei
takes place at the Saint Thomas church,
arrived last Monday to superintend
Mr. Thurlow ol
at 4 p. m.,
D.
and launching.

the Atlanof Boston, a representative of
on specia
here
were
Both
Co.
tic Coast
namec
business. The schooner will be
of hei
the Jennie Flood Kreger in honor
wife. Mrs. Kreger will soot

“A STORMY

IN

schooner
Twenty dollars have been donated to
The keel of the five-masted
and the the Red Cross from the sale of a quilt
has been laid in the Frost yard
work will soon be made by Mrs. Eliza Knowlton. Tickets
stagings for the frame
here last were sold in it by Mrs. Mary Robinson.
arrived
The
spars
in place.
About 2C The drawing took place at the Colonial
week and are of Oregon pine.
Theatre last. Saturday, when Charles
crew’ of 75 are at
men of an available
buildMarsano held the lucky number.
of
master
direction
the
under
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Square

Wednesday—June Eividge
§8b 9>emm

Auxil-

assistants.

muster and initiated

a

FERQUSON

“The

Hero

candidates. .The program opened
Mrs. John H. Healey was down town
floor drill
was a
with America. There
of Monday for the first time since her recent
D.
Barker
White
Tent,
by the Emma
the S. operation at thg Tapley Hospital.
V a drill and manual at arms by
V.
AuxilS.
of
the
The Universalist Sewing Circle will
drill
by
floor
of V.; a
Commander F. A. Sew- meet Wednesday afternoon, April 3rd, at
iary; remarks by
If
H. Frisbee; the home of Mrs. George W. Frisbee.
ard; song by Mrs. Della
on PatriotWednesday is a stormy day the session
reading, Frank Downs; paper
Miss will be post^pned to Thursday.
ism, Mrs. Dora J. Bridges; song,
Mrs. Etta
recitation,
Simmons;
Seldon V. Hammons of this city, who
E.
Alice
Miss Ruby Fair- is in the draft, was called to Fort McKinP. Savery; recitation,
the
brother. Remarks by members of
ley, Portland Harbor, last Tuesday and
on account
omitted
were
bodies
R
will play tuba-bass in the military band
G. A.
of which Frank J. Rigby is leader.
of the lateness of the hour.
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and Sons
iary, Daughters

Farnum in
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the Boston firm of Crowell & Thurlow,
her managers, was in Belfast Monday.
He was accompanied by Walter 1). Noyes

him. It
evidently the property of the
Nehemiah Abbott family as the members
of the family of the late Lucius F. Mc-

|

pinks,

etc.

was

from
three members

ELSIE

^

building

was

was

Susie Hanson and Miss Eda Woodbury.

as an

held in position by
The key was still in it. Mr.
Clements says he bought the house and
its contents and that the box belongs to

to

donated

named

foot square.
iron chains.

s

Mrs. Georgia Dow and Miss Eda Woodbury. Assisting in the kitchen were
Mrs. Alice Bramhall, Mrs. Cressey, Miss

for the sale of lunches at the
v____

reopie

newly
Cleveland Swett, Guild Mother, assisted
by the Ladies’ Aid. The committee in
charge, whose indefatigable efforts contributed most signally to the success of
the evening, was composed of the Misses
Laverne and Bertha Whitten, assisted by

They

ii recess.

m the school common the same as last
was
This return engagement
year.
made possible by those who signed the
guarantee last summer.

under the direction of the
organized Dorcas Guild, Mrs.

i-een

'lllli

room

House

tire affair

It had 33 members

past

dining

Dwinell & Wright Co., Boston.

ire program will be Our Country,
eir motto is ‘‘Play Up, Play the
This is one of the largest classes

■

me

floral decorations were the generous gift
of W. E. Hamilton, and the delicious

ii
s

ai

forts called forth many warm commendatory expressions of appreciation. The

June 14th.

l

supper

Gladys Marshall, Ruth Maflit, Laura
Mank, Mrs. Mills and Mrs. Hattie Durost
under the direction of the head waiter
Mrs. Georgia Dow began serving a menu
consisting ofescalloped fish, baked beans,
cabbage salad, war time rolls, olives,
Liberty cream pie and White House coffee; while on the platform Miss Julia Littlefield, Mr. Dean Knowlton and Mr
Benjamin Parker rendered a delightful,
up-to-date and popular musical program
throughout the supper hour. Their ef-

re-

lust

Luoerty

Misses Alice, Leverne and Bertha Whitten, Emma and Ethel Frost, Bertha
Crossman, Eva Wight, Lana Pendleton,

more

jj

found under a carpet near a clothes press
She investia piece of loose floor board.
gated and found a fire proof box about a

its limit by over 200people. Promptly at
6 o'clock the corp of waiters composed of

vacation.

;n

j j

Clements recently bought
the Abbott house at the corner of Main
While
and Congress streets in this city.
renovating the chambers Mrs. Clements

The spacious
vestry tastefully
decorated with flags and flowers by Miss
Lena Sanborn was transformed into a

-lory hour session was neiu ai
last Saturday afternoon instead
jie Peirce school, which was not

|j

roses,

Smiling Franklyn

Harold Lockwood

Everybody's

Ad

THE S. OF V. TWENTY-SEVENTH ANClark Camp,
NIVERSARY. The A. E.
all of the allied
Sons of Veterans, with
a celebration of
G. A. R. bodies, held
in Knights of
their 27th anniversary
Pythias hall last Monday evening. Supat 6 p. m., when covers
per was served
Frank O. Whiting
were laid for 150.
chairman of the committee with

j j seven

Dexter T.

cess.

ki'>

fitted

Walter H. Clark of Lincolnville.
Charles H. Littlefield of Monroe.
Simon Freeman Black of Northport.
Ralph L. Merritt of Brooks.
Clarence E. Hurd of Northport.
Ralph H. Johnson of Unity.
Charles W. Riley of Brooks.
Earl F. Hammons of Belfast.

Methodist church Tuesday evening was
an unqualified and most gratifying suc-

candidates at its last regular
room in Memorial
g in the Post

neces-

are

It seems a far call to announce the return date of the Community Chautauqua
the week of July. 24th. The tent will be

wood B. Thompson, Ralph D. Shute and
Norman M. Staples, alternates. The city
committee for two years was elected as

Misses Alice E. Simmons and
M Kimball. The Tent initiat-

!'

our

For this reason
we carry all sizes, from 22
to 9, widths AAA to E.
For sale only by

inson

good
follows:
during the evening and an adWard 1, Edward A. Wadsworth, Franbe
charged,
,,f ten cents will
cis X. Pendleton, Albert H. Morse, Ralph
White
Emma
of
L.
club
ifternoon
Cooper; Ward 2, Fred W. Pote, M. R.
Amos A. Colcord, H. L. Killent, D. of V., met Wednesday, Knowlton,
Kimball, Roy E.
Mrs. Miles gore; Ward 3, H. J
of
home
the
at
20th,
Sholes, Rufus J. Mayo, Edward G. Wagwere
hostesses
The special
M,n.
ner; Ward 4, Harvey S. Cunningham,
P. Ralph H. Cunningham, Enoch C. Dow,
Aella H. Frisbee, Mrs. Etta
The Fred A. Holmes; Ward 5, H. B. Cottrell,
and Mrs. Emma R. Brown.
Raymond F. Rogers, Roscoe Black, Thos.
S.
wet mg will be with Mrs. Myra
S. Thompson.
who will be assisted by Mrs. Mary
,.r.

they

in

properly.

Pooler, Ralph A. Darby, A. G. Gilmore,
Frank G. Mixer, Orrin J. Dickey, Lyn-

has been arbe followed by games and a
Refreshments will
time.

it is very

as

that

j!

The following drafted men have been
called to report to the Waldo County Exemption Board next Saturday and will
leave here Monday; with Arthur R. Rob-

Portland,
attend the State Convention
April 3rd. with Dr. A. Millett, Chester L.

program

line

held last Sat-

in

■

...

was

urday evening at the Court House with a
Judge Maurice W.
good attendance.
Lord presided and Dr. Adelbert Millett
E. F. Hanson, R. L. Cooper,
was clerk.
Percy S. Edgecomb, Robert E. Ward, D.
T. Clements, M. R. Knowlton, Raymond
F. Rogers, M. W. Lord and Harvey S.

Relics.

ill be

a

Grippers

fitting

Robins in large flocks have been seen
ibout the city trees and their spring song
s a very welcome one.

Boston

\.iril

sary

on

Wednesday M. L. Slugg talked

possible.

Nickerson. Sumner Potkntor.

Ground

Store,

Grippers

insist'

We

serious

forget to comply with the new
aw to set your clock forward
All
next Sunday morning.

hies, church

Ground

committees, will be held at the home of i
I Mrs. Arthur Ritchie, Church street, this, j
1
Thursday, afternoon at three o’clock.
Reports of the work of the Alliance, the j
Junior Alliance Camp Fire Girls and |
Blue Birds will be given, to be followed i
by a social afternoon. Members are re- j
quested to bring their knitting or other j

Tolford Durham; vice presiFogg; secretary, Lillian work.
asurer, Carroll S. Parker,

mes

..hert K

usually fine lot of

I. TV I I

in Auburn.

News of Belfast.

|

Evening at 7.00 and 8.30

Saturday

in

at the

room

M
1

Daily at 2.30

Friday

1

Hamilton
the largest amount
green house contains
The
of Easter flowers in its history.
bulbous plants, lilies, hyacinths, tulips
well and are
and jonquils have wintered
also has an unbeautiful. Mr. Hamilton
The display

Matinee

A TRIUMPH!

Ad

down for a few days
account
conditions, but expect to resume work
to secure a larger
next week. They hope
are voluntarily increascrew of men and
ing the wages of those employed.

troubles,

Thursday

1

of ice

on

\

S

have closed

Co.

Coe-Mortimer

COLONIAL

|
g*

Clara R. Steward, will make their home
with her.
The

i
|

Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Hurd of Northport
have moved to the Kimball house at the
streets. Mrs.
corner of Miller and Cross
Hurd's daughters, Misses Maude B. and

kvrsl

who has been substitut-

ing for her, left last Friday for her home

le

port.

in and let us tit you
pair of the famous

come

the spring term next Monday and will
Mrs. Everett
close Friday, June 14th.
A. Banks, who has been convalescing

in it moulds their entire
And from their taste
,-rs.
good music they gain a deep
•„i

change in the management at

no

along

over

suffer day after day with
your teet hurting you as
much, and not do a thing
for them.
If you would have relief and at ?he same time

M. Patterson of Fairfield had taken up
the duties as manager of the Central

The New Edison

come

the head
would
be
you
mighty indignant. And yet you will
and hit you

main as business manager and druggist.

Pos-

should

anyone

this store for several years and was formerly with A. A. Howes & Co., will re-

nfluence?

standard of a home.

I IF—I

Drug Store has been

sold to Wm. A Banka of this city. Geo.
F. Kent, who has been the druggist in

! |

Are you fostering
,|H.,r interest in this refining
Good music raises

and music.

Corner

The North Church Guild will meet
next Monday evening with Mrs. Herbert
L. Seekins.
Miss Flora Johnson, superintendent of
been engaged as
the Waldo schools, has
teacher in the Nickels school in Sears-

MISS HILTON’S
Waist and

Specialty Shop.

1

A BLACK and WHITE
HOUND with all black
ears and big black spot
Finder will
on one side.

4

please

1

1

i

I

f

|

-AT..

I.

%

i EIBiieiiCosi

I

| Cor. Main and High Sts., f

j SATURDAY, MARCH 30 j
I Mildred E.Sanborn Trimmer |
1«

SOLD HERE.

I LOST

1*

|

W. B. BRASSIERES

All

cordially invited

» I »

l'»H I'V'I'S'I

«I

|

return

to

RUFUS MAYO,
205 Hign St., Belfast

NOTICE
Is hereby given that I have been appointed
inspector of milk for the city of Uellast.
All dealers in milK and other dairy products
must comply with the law. All complaints
of violation of law should be made to me in
E. C. DOW.
writing.
March 20. 1918-2wl2

For Sale
PURE NUT-MADE BU ITER, derived from
cocoanuta. peanuts and milk. Contains no
animal fata. Analyzed and approved at Maine
Experiment Station. Price 35c. per pound.
C. J. CLA! K,
Local agent,

2wl3p

Route 6, Belfast. Maine.

-.~
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A STREET IN PARIS AFTER THE VISIT OF

1

-j-— ;

THE LITTLE HOMES OF FLANDERS.

GERMAN GOTHAS

Save Your
Cash and

In Flanders Land the

lights

ate

quenched,

The lonely hearths are cold;
The children sing gay songs no more,
Their eyes are strangely old,
For war has walked through Flanders,

Your Health

And death’s black wares he sold.

CASCARA M

In Flanders Land the bells are hushed,
No more doth gladness reign;
And lovers twine their hands no more
Along the moon-swept lane.
Where baby faces used to peer
Blood streaks the window-pane.

QUININE

The standard cold cure for 20 years
in tablet form—safe, sure, no ot Mates
»n 3
—cures cold in 24 hours;—gr»p
the
days. Money beck if it fails. GetMr.
genuine box with Red top and
Hill’s picture on it.
Costs less, gives
more, saves money.

24 Tablets for 25c.
At

over

tral

Any Drug Store

heartless ambition. While the CenPowers worship the golden call ot

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry

were

were

badly injured.

No

Wage

Worms—A Danger to Children
No gain in a'child’s health and strength
is possible until all worms are removed.
Signs of worms are: Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour stomach, offensive breath, hard and full
belly with occasional gripings and pains about the
navel, pale face of leaden
tint, eyes heavy and dull,
twitching eyelids, itching of the nose,
itching of the rectum, short dry cough,
little red points
grinding of the teeth,
stiching out on tongue, starting during
of these
sleep, slow fever. If you see any
lose ansymptoms in vour- child don t
of Dr.
other minute, but get a bottle
True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and

Revision Downward.

President Wilson insists that one of
the results of this war must be “the establishment of an equality of trade conditions. That would be all right if we
had an equality of producing conditions
But
equalized to the American standard.
so long as China and Japan produce by
labor that .is willing to accept low standards of living, we can have equality of
trade conditions only by meeting the
Asiatic standards of production condiWe
tions, and we don’t propose to do it.
don’t believe American labor will consent to be equalized to the Asiatic level.

£

What’s Doing “Over There?"

Worm Expeller.
Mrs. Norrat of Houston, Texas, writes:
“I would not be without Dr. True’s Elixir
in my home.” No better Laxative made
for young or old. At all dealers. 40c.,
00c and $1. Write
TREE & CO.,
to us for further DR. J-F.
Auburn, Maine.
information.

Gen. Peyton March, who has arrived
home from “Somewhere in France” to
become acting chief of the general stalf,
made an announcement as he quit his
ship at “an Atlantic port” to the effect
that he thought the censorship should be
relaxed and that the people back here in
the States are entitled to know as much
as possible about the doings of the boys
It is generally recognizin the trenches.
ed that Secretary Baker has been the
chief stumbling block to the removal of
senseless restrictions on news from the
his weekarmy, believing, perhaps, that
ly “communique” is all that the country
requires by way of information. If Gen.
March can overcome his superior s reluctance to “pitiless publicity” he will be
sure of the gratitude of the newspapers
and their readers.
The Swivel Chair

Some of them when the war was declared were given commissions as captains or
Their work has refirst lieutenants.
mained practically the same, the only
difference being that they receive a higher salary and wear a uniform. In addition
to that they will probably be kept at
their present duties for the period of the
same
war, while their companions in the
office without a uniform are liable to be
called for active military service at the
front.
Mr. Kearns thinks that such a
system is in the interests of neither efnor

discipline,
Coal Orders

On and after April 1, 1918,

no

persor,

corporation shall sell
consumer
or deliver coal to a domestic
who does not first furnish to the person
selling or delivering such coal, a statefirm, association

ment

which

MAINE ITEMS.
Brooksville’s tallest man, Blanchard
Leon Austin, six feet tnree and a half
inches in height, was among the recruits
who left Bangor Thursday morning for
Fort Slocum, N. Y., says the Commercial.
Austin, who is only half an inch
shorter than President Lincoln, the tallest
chief executive, enlisted with his brother,
Albert Joseph Austin, of Brooksville,
w’ho is 19.
In taking Blanchard’s height, the recruiting officer, Sergeant Bloom, had to
stand on a stool.
“1 am not going to get out of the army

Corps.

Congressman Charles C. Kearns of
Ohio questions the wisdom of the W ar
to
Department in granting commissions
clerks in its service, evidently for the
sole purpose of giving them an increase
in salary. He says he has personal knowledge of several cases where young men
side by side on similar
were working
duties at SI,000 or $1,200 a year each.

ficiency

or

the consumer

in

declares

writing to be true, and which specifies

iD the amount of coal the consumer has
on hand, <2>'the amount of coal he has on
from
<older and the name of the person
(3) the amount of coal
whom

I

Heroic

An

1918:

Insurance statements

Durham, Belfast, et als., to
Abram Sanson, et al., do.; land in Bel-

-4-----

fast.

Trinity.

A glorious thing, the helmet of Navarre! A glorious thing, too, the straw
hat of the farmer! A glorious thing, the

mechanic’s cap!

trinity that will win ihe

war

Assets, December 31, 1917.
$2,422,755 43
Jacob F. Eames, Searsport, to Albert Stocks and bonds,
and bank,
1,065}287 13
N. Blanchard, Brooklyn, N. Y.; land in Cash in office
820,477 48
Agents’ balances,
Searsport.
302 00
Bills receivable,
George L. Jackson, et al., Searsmont, Interest and rents,
30,136 83
3,149 82
to Benj. W. Parsons, do.; land in Sears- All other assets
Brooks.

ing orders.

....

...

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
....

Liabilities December 31, 1917.
$ 755,831 64
! Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
1,849,582 63
68,165 02
I All other liabilities,
:
Cash capital,.
400,000 00
1,121,000 05
Surplus over all liabilities,
...

Total liabilities and surplus, $4,194,579 34
3wl2
__

Assets December

j
j

years, aud have
found it a perfectly

reliable medicine.
It soon rids the sys-

tem of any traces
of a cold, and prevents serious consequences.
“I began using It
for catarrh, which
I suffered with a
good many years,
but had not
very serious until recently.
Since I have taken Peruna the dropping in my
throat has discontinued, and my head and pose
are not sstopped up in the morning. I am
pleased with the results, and shall continue to
use it until I am entirely rid of catarrh.
“1 heartily recommend it ifl an honest medicine.
What it does for her it is ready to do for you.
■

Total

by independent computation.

_____

woman,

Admitted assets. $961856 75
Liabilities December 3l, 19l7.
42,» 09 93
Net unpaid losses.
374,488 93
Unearned premiums.
71.227 50
AH e ther liabilities.
Cash, capital. 200.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 274,130 39
Total liabilities and surplus.$961,856 75
3*11

;;

853 831 33
1.960 68
47.365 40
7,609 38

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

6,080 136 99
237,663 18

Insurance

Liverpool &|London & Globe
December 31, 1917.

1,326.682 10

?2
96?*i5?
3,974 50

8.823,794 47
2,178,899 66
3 043,465 64
186,999 60
114 636 43

280,814 51

16.927.416 80
Gross assets..
774,348 23
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets.$16,153,068 37
Liabilities December 31. 1917.
Net unpaid losses. 1,530,763 47
Unearned premiums. 9,098,084 60
730 241 96
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 4,793,978 55
Total liabilities and surplus.$16,153.068 57
Jamel Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.
3wll

j

|
+
j

is the heme paper of Eastern, Northern and |
Dally^ews
1 f,rStThT°Bangor first
reach the morning field, lull Associated Frees
Central Maine,
j
fully
Alb towns in Eastern, Northern and Central Maine the
torts
|
paper
the first 3 months
After
correspondents.
sented by regular
1|
month.
sold at SO cents

*

Agents balances.

Real estate.*
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.,.

friends who have found their
homes incomplete, and their
family safety in
danger without
PERUNA.

it.
hmk>mai<UmUklilkl In fat ym «mu». Cm »
filwl miUm attack*.
The Peruna Company, Colombo*, Ohio

*

Hills receivable.
Interest and rents..
All other assets.

Assets

Company from grateful

profited by

;;

ceuiber 31, 1917.

Company, Ltd.

wiA r— aad U fwtifiW

re-

repre-

is

a

D

$ 3CO.OOO 00
3.349,802 38
1,008,870 58
510,697 34

ters that reach the Peruna

ready to take, preventing the serious effects of colds,
edy.
coughs, grip ar.d derangements of the digestive organa This
proof is published from time to time and many families have

to

s

Real estate.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Funds in hands of U. S. trustees.

The

typical of thousands of let-

to new subscribers,
The Bangor Daily news is making a special clTer
out the enclosed coupon
first 3 months for tl.CO. Any person clipping
News will be sent the
and sending us, enclosing tl.CO, the Eangcr Daily

30 Years.

A

certain

j.
Fro: Me
ourt n* 10 8t He 1 fast, w uhin
iv_r u»e County oX Waldo, on the 12th da
March A. D. 1918'

HARRINGTON of Lin:

ROSA BELLE

purported

instrument

A

d

day

to

be

an

probate with a petition praying that the copy
of said will may be allowed, filed and recorded
in the Probate Court of said County of Waldo,
and that letters testamentary be issued to
Ruth M, Bird of the City of New York, the
executrix named therein, without bond.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively, inTh Republican Journal, a newspaper
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 9th day of April.
A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if a* y they hav*», why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.

I

ville, in said County of Waldo, having
sented a petition praying that G. Loring
ver of
Lircolnviile, or some other su,
person be appointed administrator of the
tate of Charles E. Pendleton, late of Lir
ville.

authenticated copy of the last will and testament and the probate thereof of George Bird,
late of New lork City, in the County of New
York, deceased, having been presented for

|

>

1
I

«

,r.

*
Ordered, that the said petitioner give
all persons interested by causing a co*
this order to be published three weens su<
sively irt the Republican Journal, a newspa.
published at Belfast, in said County, that
may appear at a Probate Court, to be he
Belfast, within and for said County, or -r.e
,e
9th day of Aprii, A. D. 1918. at ten o:
clock betore noon, ana show cause, if any
have, why the prayer of said petitioner s';
not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Jude
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Regisu

Probate

Notices.

WALDO SS In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 12th day of March, 918 Lizzie
M Chase, executrix of the will of Alfred E.
Chase, late of Brooks, in said County, deceased, having presented her first account of
administration of said eBtate for allowance.
Ordered, that ndtice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at bellagt, on
next, and show
the 9th day of
April
cause, if any they have, why the said account
should not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson. Register.

|

_

\

|

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

Attest:
Chas. E.

A true copy.

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
March. A. D. 1918

Johnson. Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of March, A. D. 1918

to

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

-.

to

order

three

published

be

weeks
1

to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, in said County, that they

A true copy.

the 12tb da

Ordered, That the said petitioner give n
ill persons interested by causing a copy

this

order

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

on

cessively in The Republican Journal, a ne-*paper published at Be.fast, in said County,
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
at Belfas-t, within and for said County, on
9th day of April, A. I). 1918, at ten

Ordered, that notice be given to all pera copy of this
sons interested by causing

may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said Lounty, on the
second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the
clock before neon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed and petition granted.

Belfast, withir

ALDAN A BERRY of Stockton Spring
saia County of Waldo, having presented
tition praying that Sidney A. Berry of St
ton Springs, orsemeothtr suitable perst
appointed administrator of the estate of
win C Berry, late of Stockton Springs.

A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Hannah A. Hammatt, late of Frankfort, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for
probate with petition praying that said will be
allowed and that letters testamentary issue to
Robert F. lyler, the executor named therein
without bond, it being so provided in said will.

the clock before

noon,

and show

cause,

instrument, purporting

the

same

should

not

proved, approved

be

j

A

if

true

copy.

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Regist.^

^
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th da.
March, A. D. 19.8.
»

of Knox.
to

Ordered, that the said petitioner give no:
all persons interested by causing a copy

this order

to

be

published

three weeks

suci

sively in The Republican Journal, a newspaj
published at Belfast, in said County, that it
may appear at a Probate Court, to be bet
Belfast, within and for said County, on
9th day of April, A. D. 1918, at ten of the.before noon, and show cause, if any they ha
why the prayer of said petitioner should
be granted
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judg
Attest:
A true copy.
•"has F.. Johnson, Regist*'

and

allowed and petition granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
Chas, E. Johnson. Register.

\

they have, why the prayer of said petit.,
should not be granted.
ELLERY BOWliEN Judg

ANNIE L. DYER of Knox, in said Co.
Belfast, within and \ of Waldo, having presenttd a petition prs:
At a Probate Court held
that Charles F. Thompson of Belfast, or s
for the County of Waldo, on the second
other suitable person, be appointed adm.
Tuesday of \lareh,*A. D. 1918.
trator of the estate of Charles H. Dyer.
to be the
A certain

At a

rrODaie

u»uri ueiu

a

oeiiBBi,

Waldo,

"‘mm

the

second

for the County
Tuesday of March, A. D. 1918.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of George L, Merrill,
late of Searspert, in said County of Waldo, deceased. having been presented for probate,
with petition praying that said will be allowed
and that letters testamentary issue to Abbie
W. Merrill, the executrix named therein, with
out bond, it being so provid d in said will.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order, to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published in
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, withhin and for said County on the second Tuesbefore
day of April next, at On of the clock
if any they have, why
noon, and show cause,
the same should not be proved, approved snd
allowed and petition granted.
KLl.ERY BOW DEN. Judge.
of

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas E.

on

Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court heid at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
March, A. D. 19i8.
EPHRAIM JOHNSON of Waldo, in said

County of Waldo, having presented a petition
praying that Charles R, Coombs of Belfast, or
gome other suitable person, be appointed ad
ministrator of

the estate of Sarah B. Johnson,

late of Belfast.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing s copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newsin said County,
paper published at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County,
1918. at ten
of April. A. U
on the 9th day
of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
of said petiany they have, why the prayer
tioner should not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas E.

Johnson. Register.

and
At a Probate Court neid a» Belfast, within
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
March, A, D. 1918.
ANNA J, McCAMBRIDGE, widow of Alexander R. McCambridge, late of Frankfort, in

said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that an allowance
estate
may be made to her out of the personal

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.

hereby
duly appointed

scriber

EDITH

The
gives notice that he has
administrator of the esta

MERC il, late of Brooks,

in the Count) ol W aide, ut n astd, and
Ail persons K>
hoi ds as the law dincts.
demands against the *stnle of saio dec« h»re desired to prtstnt iht etme foi settl*
and ail indebted thereto sit it quest* o u

immediately.
CtiAKL.ES H, KOBEI
Brooks, Maine, March 12, 1918

payment

The
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
hereby gives notice that he has

scriber

duly appointed

administrator

the

ol

esta

^

VAUGHAN, late of Belfa.
the County of Waldo, dr ceased, and i*

AMANDA 1.
in

All persons ha
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estate of said dectn
to present the same for se:
are desireo
ment, and all indebted thereto are reques
to make pa) ment immediately.

WILLIAM VAUGHa'
Belfast, Maine, March 12, 1918.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NO II E.
scriber hereby gi

ves notice

that

he

The
has

*

duly appointed administrator, with the
anm xed, of the estate of
SARAH E. MAHONEY, late of North

*

the County ot V\ aldo, deceased, Atl per*
having demands against the estate of saui
in

ceased are

Liement,
to make

desired to present the
all indebted thereto

ana

same
are

f”

request

payment immediately.
HARRY N MAHONEY
Northporl, Maine, March 12, 19lfc.

The subscr
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he has been du;_
and test*
last
will
pointed executor of the
ment of

AUGUSTUS H. BAGLEY. late of Montv
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami g:
All persons ha'bonds as the law directs,
demands against the estate of said decea
are desired to present the same for settlemer
and all indebted thereto

are

requested

to min-

payment immediately

CYRUS E TTBBET l
Belfast, Maine, March 12, 1918.
EXECU1K1A S

NUIlt r,

me

»iu >

hereby gives notice that Bhe has been
pointed executrix of the last will and

te*

meat of

CUNNINGHAM, late of Belfae

SUSAN B

Ah Pl
County of Waldo, deceased.
estate
having demands against the
the
to
present
said deceased are desired
for settlement, ano all indebted thereto
requested to make payment immediate!)
BLANCHE C1.A\
Portland, Maine, March 12, 1918.
in the

suns

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
to all persona interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newsin said County,
paper published at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the 9th day of April, A. D. 1918, at ten
of the clock before noon.and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E

Johnson, Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 12th day of March, 1918 Grace
Dow Bachelder. administratrix on the estate of
Marcellus J. Dow, late of Brooks, in said
County, deceased, having presented her second
and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The sub
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
of the estate of
i'!^ duly appointed administratorlate of Stockton
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
SOPURONIA N. KEENE,
weeks successively, in The Republican JourSprings,
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
•!
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
<
County, that all persons interested may atAll
law
directs.
tbe
bond* as
persons having tend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
demands against the estate of said deceased on the 9th day of April next, and show
account
cause, if any they have, why the said
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and
all indebted thereto are requeeted to make should not be allowed.
I.
ii J
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
payment immediately.
cEORGE E. TOOTILL.
Stockton Springs, March 12,1918.

8

to

,»

London & Lancashire Fire Insurance Co.,
Ltd., Liverpool, England.

j

$1.00 FOR ThRFE MONTHS.

j

ni

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in Th*
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, with
in and for said County, on the second Tuesday nf April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,if any they have,why

Total liabilities and surplus.$5,842 473 81
3wll

f
jI

I’li bate Court hud at Belfast, wi'h
on the 12th

a

for the County of Waldo,
of March. A. D. 1918.

1,142.738 82
180,882 07

Gross assets.
Dedu-'t items not admitted.

one

GET ALL THE WAR AND OTHER NEWS FIRST
IN THE BANGOR DAILY NEWS,

At

last will and testament of William Clements,
late of Swanville, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate,
with petition praying that said will be allowed
and that letters testamentary issue to Giirrie
S. Cunningham, the executor named therein,
without bond, it being so provided in said will.

Admitted assets. ...$5,842,473 81
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
Net unpaid losses.^ 324,901 38
93
j Unearned premiums. 3,011,151
78,136 99
! All other liabilities.
00
200,000
Deposit capital.
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,228.263 51

■■■

Signatureof^^^^^^

In Use For Over

31, 1917.
Mortgage loans.$ 41,000 00
872,845 34
Stocks and bonds...
! Cash in iffiee and bank. 48,959 80
Agents’balances. 1.6,142 38
3,791 30
Interest and rents.
Assets December

ever

1

liabilities and surplus. $549 681 29

New York Plate Glass Insurance Company,
63 Maiden lane, Aew York City.

I

given herewith, is

y^

Bears the

at

The great weight of testimony that has accumulated in the 44 years that PERUNA has been on the
market proves it, beyond question, to be the reliable family rem-

I
*
I

584,487 37
34,806 08

3W11

Colds and Catarrh

..

Mtcks ami t< nds. $515,286 85
59.553 99
Cash in office and bank.
Interest and rents.
5,646 63

Admitted assets..$549,681 29
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
98,005 63
Net unpaid losses.
j Unearned premiums. 54,008 85
lo,0;4 99
All other iiubiiiliies.
100,000 00
Cash capital.
32
liabilities.
282,642
over
all
j Surplus

[

Fanuly
Safeguard

The experience of

31, 1917

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

PERUNA in Your Home

The

_

ihe Kidgely Protective Association
of Worcester, Mass.

_

A housewife must give the first aid in colds, coughs and
ether ailments. Her promptness in applying the remedy often
Her experience with remedies has led
saves a serious illness.
her to know that PERUNA is always reliable, that she should
have it on hand for the immediate treatment of coughs and
colds, and that it is. always to her

4,342,158 61$
147,579 35
$4,194,579 34

Admitted assets

Asse

Mrs .George Parker,
419 Water St.. Menasha, Wis., writes:
“We have used Penma in our family
for a number of

--

Western Assurance Company,
Toronto, Canada.

Charles O. Varney, Brooks, to Manter
L. Murphy, do.; land and buildings in

To surge forward in line with brave
men charging evil that good may come—
War
what experience more sublime?
for supreme good is heroic. For anything
less is damnable.
mont.
How the mind of the world has broadAugust A. Ferm, Norlhport, to William
ened in this day of unexampled stress
Ideals pronounced for the F. Hills, do.; land and buildings in Northand struggle.
present world war place men in the field port.
and workshop in a field as heroic as that
Adaline. Cole, Burnham, to Abbie M.
For the
of the resounding battle line.
fust time in history the world’s great Webster, Winterport; land and buildings
leaders declare a man may prove his in Winterport.
heroism and valor to as high a point with
Daniel WT. Dodge, Freedom, to Etlie
hammer or hoe as with sabre or rifle.
The ploughshare has taken its place be- Five, do.; land in Freedom
A. Stevens, Monroe, to
Charlotte
side the cannon, the jackplane beside the
sword in the hall of fame
Searsport
H. Stevens, et al
George
Ships and more ships. Guns and more land and
in
Monroe.
buildings
Food and more food. Demands
guns.
Rose Woodman, et als., Frankfort, to
for these are more insistent and continuTo enlist Etta Benson, et al., do.; land, etc., in
ous than for trained armies.
now in the armies of production is as
Frankfort.
gracious and noble as to enlist in the
Dexter T. Clements, Belfast, to Frank
i erarmies for the destruction of evil,
The National Army L. Whitten, do.; land and buildings in
haps more so.
marches away to the blare of bands and Belfast.
Reshouts of an enthusiastic populace.
Amos Nichols, Searsport, to Edward
cruits to the shops and the hillsides go
L.
But
,Savery, do.; land and buildings in
silence.
to their posts of duty in
the factories that wait the labor of their Searsport.
hands and the valleys that wait the sowEdward L. Savery, Searsport. to Adeling of pregnant seeds for the necessary bert E. Brown, do.; land and buildings in
harvest are no less battle grounds of glory
and honor than those of France and Bel- Searsport.
Clarendon M. WThitney, Unity, to Bert
gium and historic Italy. The men who
supply the soldiers at the front are their W. Clifford, Unity Plantation; land in
comrades in every great event, and are
Troy.
battling with equal sacrifice and ardor
Edwin J. Heal, Lincolnville, to Chester
for the cause of humanity. Their heroism is not less heroic. Great winnings A. Dean, do.; land in Lincolnville.
in the fields and shipyards are as necesGorham P. Grant, Winterport, et al.,
| sary as great winnings in Flanders.
land in
I All at once the straw hat has as great to Edwin F. Averill, Monroe;
significance as its wool brother adorned Monroe.
with its crossed sabres. The smoked cap
above the brow of the mechanic has the
Low Death Rate of Nurses.
same significance as the brimmed cap of
the men who man the big guns.
New York, March 20. The death rate
Men who try for enlistment in the
Army and are turned back for disability among the Red Cross nurses on duty in
need no longer fret under forced inaction. France does not exceed one in one thouThey may still serve their country and
according to a statement issued tothe democratic half of the world, in ac- sand,
of the Amerition just as vital as that they sought in day by the Atlantic division
Mr re than 7,000 Red
arms.
It is now known to be as neces- can Red Cross.
sary to make two bushels of wheat where Cross nurses now are engaged in active
before was but one as to make two less
Five hundred
service, it was stated.
enemies of freedom where the struggle is
the Atlantic
forwarded
through
nurses,
another
as
to
make
more dramatic;
ship
to level an enemy’s work.
division, sailed from the city in February,
Put them aloft, side by side, the straw according to the announcement, and anof 1000 is awaiting sail! hat, the brimiess cap and the war helmet. other contingent

until I see Berlin,” _h£_-told Sergeant
Bloom and added, “f would have enlisted
to
ago only I wanted my brother
! come along with me, and as he was not
we
j ready, I waited until he was, and here I
are both ready to tight the Germans.
as good as any two Ger| consider my self
I am as tall as two Germans, and
mans.
believe me, I can handle a pair of Huns.
‘‘By the way, Sergeant,” he asked the
! officer, “do I get more money than my
! hrother?”
"Why should you? parried the serI
I geant.
“Well, I’m as tall as two soldiers."
“We don’t pay by the size of men,”
was the reply.
“Will the government give me a decent
talkative
sized bed?” continued the
“Down in Brooksville, I had a
Y ankee.
special bed made for me, and if the government will let me, I’ll take it with me.
I don’t care what I eat, but I do care for
a
bed large enough so I could grow. I There is the
am told that there was never a taller man
in Brooksville and no one is going to
beat me if I have to grow another yard.”
Austin has served six months in the
United States navy and bought out of
the service in February, 1916, on account
of his father’s health.

! long

ordered,
#10,000 Fire in Town of Winn.
used by him in the 12 months ending
Fire in the
WINN, Me., March 21.
March 31, 1918 and (4) the amount of
house of Frank Fonier destroyed
coal needed to meet his actual and neces- dwelling
that house and spread rapidly to the
to March 31,
sary requirements prior
dwelling of Maxine Herbert, the town
1919; provided however, that this regula- j hall and St. Marv’s Catholic church, all
tion may be modified by any State fuel
wooden structures, all of which were
administrator within his own State under j
flat. The contents of town hall
such circumstances and conditions as he j burned
and the altar vessels of the church, were
may deem proper.
also much of the contents of the
“<D>—On and after April 1, 1918. and saved,
two dwellings. The losses, ail well covuntil further notice, no retail dealer shall,
ered by insurance, are: Town hall, $3,500;
unless authorized by the State fuel adde- St. Mary’s church, $5,000; two dwellings,
ministrator, deliver or cause to be
each. Assistance from Old Town
livered to any domestic consumer more $1,500
prevented a general disaster, Winn bring
than two-thirds of his normal annual rewithout fire apparatus.
quirements of anthracite coal until each
domestic consumer who has placed his
John W. Glover of Rockland, who has
order with said dealer and is willing to ;
receive delivery of the same has received ; been on a voyage to France, has lately artwo-thirds of his normal annual require- rived at a southern port. Jack, writes
ments for the year ending March 31, that he saw a number of submarines on
of the trip across, and that they sank a
1919; provided, however that orders
"A U-boat does not bother
British ship.
six tons or less may be filled in full.
American ships much because the gun
crews are too much for them,” says young
Testing Airplane Motors.
“We have an efficient crew
Glover.
When the lirst Liberty motor was ready with us and they are very fine fellows.
Pike’s Peak
to be tested it was taken to
We saw quite a few German prisoners
while running
that it might be studied
stevedore work, and they were
doing
under atmospheric conditions obtaining rather a stupid looking lot except the ofof
This
bringdifficulty
at high altitudes.
ficers. One of the latter, an Austrian,
is now
ing the motor to the mountain
was of a very distinguished appearance.
Comof
the
Department
at
overcome
Do not worry about me, as the submaat
WashingStandards
of
bureau
merce
rines are not as bad as they appear to be.
to the
mountain
the
bringing
We saw one sunk in the English channel.
ton, by
motor.
The British destroyers dropped a depth
at
the
Airplane motors are now tested
bomb and the U-boat evaporated in small
Bureau of Standards in a laboratory pieces. The explosion was so great we
corresponding
where various conditions
We leave for
thought we were hit.
to high altitudes and low temperatures France again soon.”
in
an
is
placed
The
engine
are secured.
air-tight concrete room, provided among
for 60,000 Drafted
other things with refrigerator coils and a Plans Special Training
Men.
large pump to reduce the pressure of the
air. By use of this apparatus motors
conditions similar
Provost Marshal General Crowder will
may be observed under
which
to those at different altitudes,
begin within a few days calling out for
actual
done
be
only
by
special instruction the men in the draft
might otherwise
needed by thearmy in technical positions.
airplane flights.
A general survey of the educational institutions of the country is in progress,
dry sweeping dangerous.
it was announced Wednesday, to deterand industrial schools
floors and mine what colleges
‘‘Dry dust swept up from
will be available for their training during
is dangerous,
into the air of the house
of Health in the summer months.
says the State Department
Probably 60,000 men, obtained princias
statement issued Wednesday, just
a
pally from class one, will be ordered out
is dangerous
streets
the
on
dirt swept up
Local draft boards
of many for special training.
to the public.” “Th’e germs
will publish widely the opportunity that
dust
on
particles
carried
are
diseases
with a view to
from other is offered to registrants,
brought in from the street or
obtain as many voluntary inductions
When these germs are swept
homes.
there is into the service as possible.
into the air, by a dry broom,
While the requisition for skilled men
created a danger of disease infection. by the war department for the remainder
inof
cases
many
Undoubtedly a great
officials of the
other sim- of 1918 totals 365,000 men,
fluenza or grip, pneumoniA and
provost marshal general’s staff believes
source.
this
to
traceable
are
ilar ailments
reduced when the
or brooms this will be materially
The use of damp cloths
various items are carefully considered.
or in some mild antiwater
in
dampened
It is thought that many cases of dupliby tne
septic solution is recommended cleaner
cations have occurred through the fact
vacuum
State Department. The
ita needs
safest in- that each department arrived at
is mentioned as the best and
atrument for cletoing.

of Deeds for the week ending March 23,
James C.

ALL SORTS

Always Bought

The Kind You Have

March 18th Governor MilliKen nominated Henry E. Dunnack of Augusta as
State librarian for a term of three years,
and Miss Una V. Clark of Augusta as a
member of the board of xamination and
registration of nurses to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of Miss Mabel
Arbuckle of Dover.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

ground

«Just-as-good”

health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

script.

doing
good
and everlasting good.

front a raiding Gotha
One ,,f the streets in Paris showing the damage caused h.v a 200-pound torpedo dropped
and the buildings in the backthe night of January 30. Great holes many feet deep were made by the torpedoes,

Infants and Children.

borne the signaThe Kind Yon Have Always Bought has
under his
ture of Clias. H. Fletcher, and has been made
Allow no one
over 30 years.
for
personal supervision
and
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations
the
are but Experiments, and endanger

O little homes of Flanders,
That cry and moan in pain,
God grant that ye shall one day drink
Life’s loveliness again!
For all the world knows ye have kept
Your honor free from stain.
—J. Corson Miller in the Boston Tran-

emblems
conquest, let us honor these
Let us saupon the brow of democracy.
lute the trinity of shop and field and
Let us acknowledge the heroism
camp.
of all alike, these brave souls of ours
who are
the
lighting for eternal

on

for

In Flanders Land the trees are dead,
And all the flowers are gone;
No more from happy roofs curls up
The chimney-smoke at dawn.
The Hun has ranged his ruthless guns
Across each humble lawn.

A true opy.

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

The subscr.1
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
du
hereby Elves nonce that he has been

appointed
ment

executor of

the last will and

tee-'-

ot

SANBORN, late of Belfast,
County of Waldo, deceased. All per*
having demands againBl the estate of said
sc>
ceased are desired to present the same for
tlement, and all indebted thereto are request*
to make payment immediately.
JAMES L. JAML."
Belfast, Maine, March 12, 1918.
JOHN

in the

su;
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The heei
has
scriber hereby gives notice that she
ot
estate
of the
duly appointed administratrix

GEORGE W. DE SILVER, late of Prospect
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and given
having
bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands against the estate of said deceased
the same for settle
are desired to present
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
immediately,
to make v
payment
ADDIE E. De SILVER.
Prospect, Me., Feb. 12, 1918—10
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v(,, Willis Sanderson of Belof Mr. and Mrs. J.
„el, guests

na'r

ients attending the High
for a
iv have been home

i

vacation

,.Ki

The

of

Bagiev

Bennett

N. Y., is spending a
ith her brother Ray, at

h,
w

old daughter of Mr.
uird Foster, » who was seweek or more ago, is
a
ears

her bed but is recovering,
be exas could

portable

luty, March 2nd, to put
bowl away for an in
It will be sadly

of rest.

hope the time will soon
will again grace the table

accustomed mission. As
are unable to give us
gement.
v

nts

told to plant

more

this

prepare wood for another
will probably be a greater
The war has
ai than now.
pong men,
tore

and it

help.

On

is almost

some

of our

men are too old and feeble
.:i make a small garden for

the women expected to
shoulder the axe anil

\re
tig,

forest and fell the trees?
:1 town meeting was held
18th. Several ladies were

HW'UlStt

“Every village they have paaaed
I through has been the victim of what is
only organized pillage. Every city has
I been practically sacked, ransacked on
system; its citizens plundered, its civil
terrorized, imprisoned, outraged,
After Being Relieved of Or officials
or killed.
The civil populations have
to the usage of modern
genic Trouble by
E. been, contrary
warfare, forced to serve the invading
Pinkham’s
armies, brutally put to death, reduced to
wholesale starvation
and desolation.
Vast tracts of the richest and most industrious districts of Europe have been
Oregon. 111.—“I took Lydia E. Pink deliberately stripped and plunged into
ham’s Vegetable Compound for an or- j famine, solely in order thal the invaders
ganic trouble whicl might make war cheaply.
Irregular
pulled me down un- troops, contrary to all the practice of
til I could not put my war, have been systematically murdered,
foot to the floor and and civil populations indiscriminately
could scarcely do my massacred, solely to spread terror.
A
work, and as I live regular system of ingenious terrorism
on a small farm and
has been directed against civilians, as
raise six hundred horrible as anything in the history of
chickens every year civil or religious wars. Large and popuit made it very hard lous cities have been, not once, but 29,
for me.
30, 40 times, bombarded and burnt, and
I
“I saw the Com- the women and children in them wrantonpound advertised in ly slaughtered, with the sole object of inour paper, and tried
flicting suffering. All this has been done
it. It has restored not in license or passion, but by the calmy health so I can do all my work and culating ferocity of scientific soldiers.,J
The above was not Written, though it
I am so grateful that I am recommending it to my friends.”—Mrs. D. M. might have been, yesterday, last week,
last month, or last year.
It appeared in
Alters, R. R. 4, Oregon, 111.
Only women whohave suffered the tor- the English Fortnighly Review February,
tures of such troubles and have dragged 1871, shortly before the surrender of
along from day to day can realize the Paris. Frederick Harrison, t e writer, is
Its statements were true
relief which this famous root and herb | still alive.
remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable then, are true now. Julius Caesar in his
Commentaries narrates events which
Compound, brouftfit to Mrs. Alters.
Women everywhere in Mrs. Alters’ show that even before the time of Christ
the Germans demonstrated the possession
recomher
condition shoulri profit by
mendation, and if there are any com- of all of the rudiments of their modern
It is no new thing; and hunplications write Lydia E. Pinkham’s “kultur.
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for advice. dreds of thousands of men will have died
The result of their 40 years experience in vain in this war if this sinister thing is
not absolutely and utterly exterminated
is at your service.
forever by the forces of civilization arrayed against it.
WHITE’S CORNER,

1

rn

recently had

a

telephone

home.
The High school teacher,
a week, at her home

uiion of
V

.lie.

Murch and daughter, Flora,
>iiing Mr and Mrs. Elbert
v

passed a few
-r mother, Mrs. Melay in Libquite ill.

!
I

Mrs. R. C. Nealey has been caring for
her mother, Mrs S. P. Stevens in Monroe, for the greater part of two weeks.

ugusta.
Barlow

I

has

j

\

i

Mrs. Thomas Cushman

Bickford

n

have

Nichols who lived just over
Morrill and Belmont

-Iween
;y

last Wednesday after a long
funeral was held at his late

f

he

\

iay afternoon,
a ting.

j

Rev.

Nathan

j very unexpectedly appeared
for a week's furlough. He
on
board a training ship and

me

I

to

a

private hospital in Boston
treatment. He left her

i

of the gun position. "Near a big eampa dozen or more American officers
are grouped around two machine guns
listening to the instructions of an Eng- |
The English officer is a
lish major.
short, spare, peppery veteran with a
raspy voice that he can use for the
same purpose that a mule skinner uses
Macksuake.

This is the watchword, the slogan of today—We
asked to save food, coal, materials of every kind,
yet but little has been said about the CONSERVATION OF TIME, TRAVELLING EXPENSE, etc.,
which are also matters of great importance.
The most effective aid to Conservation

I

I
j

It is surprisingly effective of results, being equal
and sometimes superior to a personal call; it
thus increases business efficiency.
It is economical when

we

consider what

|
can

be

accomplished by a telephone interview of a few
minutes’ duration, comprising several hundred
words of conversation; it, therefore conserves
money.

00

2,000 00
290,205 88
21,560 63
17,281 05

Then why not make “Conservation by
slogan ?

!

Telephone”

your

j
103 70
We’re not having dinner, you know;
4,830 26
we’re killing Boches. What the blink- Interest accrued.
etv-l>lank‘s wrong now? Come, come!
$340,481 52
Carry on ! Carry on!”
Less unadmitted accounts,
6,014 71
One
side
The gun speaks jarringly.
of the barrel spits a stream of yellow
E R. SPEAR, Manager.
$334,466 81
LIABILITIES
cartridge cases over the breast of the
i
!
operator holding the trigger. Three Reserved for losses in process
$ 7,921 92
of adjustment,
hundred yards distant the blade of bul100,918 06
25 PENNIES BUYS A THRIFT STAMP
lets slices the ground before the tar- Premium reserve.
366 10
for unpaid bills,
get and throws up a little line of dust. Reserve
TEACH YOUR CHILDREN TO SAVE AND BUY
1,000 00
The major orders a fifty yard ad- j Reserve for taxes,
The American officers disvance.
$110,206 08
mount the piece, go forward at the
Capital stock,.$100,000 00
double quick and set it up once more.
Reserve District No. 1
The operator pulls the trigger. Noth$210,195 41
124,260 73 N... ,o«
ing happens. He fusses and tugs. Still Net surplus, ,.
REPORT
THE
CONDITION
OF
OF
The English major calms
no result.
$334,466 81
himself and heaves a desp sigh. He
to policy holders,
$224,260 73
looks at the gun crew like a man with Surplus
E. C. Carll, Agent, Augusta, Maine.
no insurance viewing a total loss. “Oh,
3wl2
At
in the State of
at the close of
my eye!” he groans sadly. “How dead
Peerless Casualty Company,
you’d have been by now! All right,
business on March 4, 1918.
leave off. leave off! Never mind.”
Keene, New Hampshire
RESOURCES
Dollars. Ct6
He points to the man who carried
Assets Dec. 31, 1917.
#149,936 33
the ammunition and who is stauding
Foreign Bills of Exchange or Drafts sold with indorsement of this bank
200 00 i Overdrafts secured, none; unsecured, 142 05
142 05
behind the gun curiously watching the Real Estate.$
00
50,000
44,500 00 I U S. bonds deposited to secure circulation (par value).
Mortgage Loans ......
efforts of the crew to make it shoot.
owned
ot
indebtedness
and
00
and
certificates
5,000
bonds
S.
unpledged..
Stocks and Bonds
97,16125 U.
“Next time don't stand up behind the
55.000 00
6,157 07 I Premium on U. S, bonds
Cash in Office and Bank
gun. You stick up there like a dummy Agents’ Balances
2,446 88
Liberty Loan Bonds:
A body would Interest and Rents
in a shop window.
1,308 73 | Liberty Loan Bonds, 3 1-2 per cent and 4 per cent, unpledged. 10.450 00.
think you were an advertisement for All other Assets.
2,500 00 Liberty Loan Bonds, 3 12 per cent and 4 per cent, pledged to secure
10,450 00
State or other deposits or bills payable.
something. You’re not trying to sell
Gross Assets.$154,273 93
the gun to the Bodies, you know.
Bonds, securities, etc., (other than U. S.):
Deduct items not admitted
5,321 60 Bonds, other than U. S. bonds pledged to secure postal savings deposits.. 3,000 00
Standing there giving away the gun
Securities, other than U. S. bonds, (not including stocks,) owned unposition! Next time find cover twenty
Admitted As-ets
pledged. 130,992 74
$148,952 33
Collateral Trust and other notes of corporations issued for not less than
paces to the right or left and try to
Dec.
1917.
Liabilities
ONE YEAR nor more than THREE YEARS’ time. 16.075 00
31,
act like a bit of mud. Yes!”
150,067 74
Total bonds, securities, etc.
$ 11,334 58
Net Unpaid Losses
5,000 00
Stocks, other than Federal Reserve Bank stock
2.250 00
Had Been Through Hell.
Unearned Premiums
6,275 03 Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50 per cent of subscription).
3,000 00
6,225 02 Value of banking house..
famous All other Liabilities.
the
Louis
Raemaekers,
3,000 00
100,000 00 Equity in banking house..
Dutch cartoonist, now iu this coun- Cash Capital.
1,400 00
70 Furniture and fixtures.
over all Liabilities
25,117
Surplus
has
Times
2,250 00
try, whom the London
Real estate owned other than banking house
Reserve
Bank...
13,000 00
Lawful reserve with Federal
called "the only great genius brought
Total Liabilities and Surplus $148,952 33 Cash in vault and net amounts due from national banks.
14,506 59
out by tlie war,” was unheard of beTotal of Items..# 14,506 59
Wm. M. Estes, Agent, Belfast, Me.
On August 1,
fore the war began.
town
of
of
or
bank
outside
and
located
city
reporting
Checks on banks
Lhas. W. Ryder, Agent, Brooks. Me.
382 33
other cash items...... .t..
11)14. he was living quietly with his
with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer.
fund
2,500 uO
Redemption
District
the
M.
A.
Searsport,
tulip
Manager,
Cook,
family, contentedly painting

New England
and Telegraph

Telephone
Company

____

....

|

I

....

—

THE SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK,
Searsport,

THE MOTHER FAITH

Maine,

...

j

....

day;

your tears and cease to sigh, keep
your mother smile,
Brave and strong he will come back in a

Dry

....

....

j

....

families of A. R.

3wl2
fields, waterways, cattle and windmills Me.
of his native Holland. Four days later
he drew the first cartoon, “Christen;
dom After Twenty Centuries,” of a
series that was to reveal him as a
Thomas P, Leaman of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo and State of
champion of civilization and make his
his
mortgage deed dated the eleventh
Mainetby
naiue a household word in every counday of August, A. D. 1916, and recorded in the
investiRaemaekers
personally
try.
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 325, Page 110,
gated the Belgian horror, and though conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain
of real estate situate in Belfast, in the
parcel
bear
a hundred of his early cartoons
j
County of Waldo and State of Maine, and
JACKbUN.
witness to the burning impression hounded as follows, to wit: A certain lot er
made upon his mind, he has only once parcel of land situated in Belfast aforesaid,
Records of the War Department show
I.INCOLNV IL1.E.
and described as follows, to wit: l’he
in
W. E. Gould and J. H. McKinley were that from the beginning of training
brought himself to speak publicly of bounded three-fourths
part of lot No. 19 in the
faeasterly
to February 22, 1918, the
1917,
a
dinner
June,
was
at
It
j
a
this
school
attend
experience.
in Belfast March 12th to
first division of lots in Belfast; also parcel of
talities at military aviation fields in this |
rie Hall is visiting relatives in
the
at
club,
Ihe
artist
first
Savage
I lot No. 19 adjoining
parcel on the west,
given
meeting.
country have been 51; 10 officers and 29
and. pointing to the portraits ! bounded on the south by the county road; on
London,
and
12
killed
in
cadets
training flights,
the west one hunored ninety-two rods by land
The Misses Olive Hatch and Hattie Mcof Peary, Shott, Nansen and Shacklemen killed in unauthorized flights and
ieorgia Woodbridge is quite ill.
formerly of one Putnam; on the north ten
spent several days recently in ground accidents.
ton. Raemaekers said: “I, too. have rods by land of said Putnam; on the east by
Kinley
s of Belfast is attending her.
j
I have ! first parcel, containing twelve acres, more or
be«i an explorer, gentlemen.
Since the training began in the United
Brooks, visiting friends.
less.
Rankins had the misfortune to
aviators have flown con|
it
was terror unstudent
and
a
States,
hell,
explored
■
Star of Progress Grange held its reguAlso about eight acres of lot No. 3, in the
siderably more than 100,000 miles. Hunteam horse, Dandy, last
«*e
speakable.” Raemaekers is in his for- : third division of lots, beginning at the southlar meeting March 16th with Master R. dreds of hitherto inexperienced men have
west
corner of lot No; 3; thence north on west
;
ty-eighth year.
E. Page in the chair. TheGrange is doing been learning to fly. Their early flights
I line of said lot No. 3 to land formerly ot George
of
ink Rankin who has been conare under the guidance
instructors,
| Woods; thence easterly on said Wood’s southits bit for the war. It gave five dollars
Weekly War Story.
and prior to these flights two or more
I erly line, ten rods, to line of William Rust's
e house for several weeks is
a
to the North Waldo Pomona to help buy
From one of tlie training camps full land; thence southerly parallel to said line of
months are spent in preliminary ground
L A, Knowlton;
by treatment of Dr. E. F.
I
of Ohio soldiers comes this absolutely j lot No 3 to land formerly of
Liberty Bond and twenty dollars to our work. There comes a time, however,
thence easterly parallel to south line of said
veracious story:
At the last meeting when every student aviator must take
Local Red Cross.
lot nineteen rods to stake; thence south at
Tlie company cook went to the com- right angles with last mentioned line forty1 Cross dinner at the home of they voted to buy a fifty dollar Liberty his machine up alone, and every precauI
tion has been taken to reduce the numasked
two rod9 to south line of lot No. 3; thence by
and
officer
respectfully
e Mahoney was well patronized
manding
[
Bond.
ber of accidents and safeguard the aviasouth line to place of beginning.
when the soldiers were to be supplied said
m was received for the benefit of
Also one other parcel being the southeast
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Stevens received tor in his solo flights.
with gas masks. The officer answered corner of lot No. 4 in tftird division, bounded
^
j
nary.
March 15th,
a telegram Friday evenbag,
that lie did not know. A week later, on the west by the center line through said
Flower
Green’s
north by said George Wood’s line;
cting was held here on Wednes- from Washington, D. C., stating that
the cook again expressed his desire for lot; on the
on the east by lot No; S; on the south by first
n 13th, following are the officers
officer
the
This
\
time,
hapmask.
a
their son, Corporal Clifford J. Stevens,
gas
Has been used for ailments that are
division line, containing twenty acres.
the ensuing year: Selectmen, Co.
All of the above described real estate being
pened to have a sample of the latest
|
F, 168th U. S. Inf. was killed in caused by a disordered stomach and inacB. Lawrence by
contrivance of this nature, which will the same conveyed to Helen
1st, L. S. Russ 2nd, Henry France March 9th, by an accidental ex- ive
\
constiJesse E Staples by warranty deed dated July
liver, such as sick headache,
probably be used by our soldiers in the 18, 1901, and recorded in Book 263, Page 197,
rd; Clerk, L. E. Rankin; Treas- plosion of hand grenade. The communpation, sour stomach, nervous indigesHe showed it to the cook, of Waldo Registry of Deeds, and the same
trenches.
a Pitcher; Col.,
Ed. Goodwin;
!
ity was saddened by the news. The en- tion, fermentation of food, palpitation of
who immediately usked to borrow it. conveyed to said Thomas P. Leaman by Dana
rn., Frank Collamore.
tire family has the heartfelt sympathy the heart caused by gases in the stomach.
|
Lawrence, widower of said Helen B. Law-1
Inquiry revealed that the cook's idea ! rence,
deceased, in his own right and as guar- ,
I Cross ball which was billed of their friends and neighbors. We think
|
was to put tlie mask on before he
of his children, by deed recorded in Book
August Flower is a gentle laxative, regudian
j
I 308, Page 214 and 2L6 of Waldo Registry of
18th was postponed on account he is the first Waldo county boy to lose lates digestion both in stomach and intackled a big job of peeling onions.
;
Deed'.
An obituary will ap- testines, cleans and sweetens the stomach
■aths of Mrs. Robert Hardy, an his life in France.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
Will Soon Have Sea Mastery.
member of Tranquility Grange pear later.
and alimentary canal, stimulates the liver
I has been biokeh,
Bethlethe breach of
the
of
E. G. Grace, president
to secrete the bile and impurities from
Wilbur Mahoney who died on
j Now, therefore, by reason of foreclosure
of
DODGE’S CORNER.
hem Steel corporation, told the 500 j the condition thereof I claim a
the blood. Sold by W. O. Poor & Son.
larch 15th. Obituaries will apsaid mortgage.
guests of the Allentown (Pa.) chamber ,
A.D
of
1918.
March,
Dated this fifteenth day
Mrs. Nancy Nickerson remains about
of commerce at its banquet recently
CHARLES H. LINDaAY.
STATE OF MAINE
D. & M.
the same.
that the submarine destroyers which
3wl2_
^
PALIRMO.
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
the Bethlehem corporation will build
Otis Colson of Auburn is visiting his
To Augustus D. Hayes, formerly of Helfjst,
for the government are more than all
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eli Colson.
in the County of Waldo and State of Maine.
for girls
of the destroyers now in the world.
turner
qi/> nay and steady work
|
r #% T
and women in large rubMiss Clara Baker is very ill with
Augustus D. Hayes, on the
Mr. Grace said lie regarded the rapid DIUI
aunt, Mrs. A. L. Grotton of |
tarn
O
$10 to
ber shoe factory; experienced girls
twenty third day of November. A,
typhoid fever at Stockton Springs.
construction of destroyers as the soluon.
1916, mortgaged to Fred R Poor and Foster C.
$18 a week; inexperienced ones paid a worth
Mrs. Maria Goodhue has arrived home Small, both of Belfast, in the County of Waldo
tion of the submarine menace. Beth- I while salary and given free board and room
iner man who is
a month;
stopping at from Massachusetts, where she spent the ai d State of Maine, one Bausch & Laumb
|
lehem plants now employ 30,000 men while learning, which takes about
Civil
of
one
set
one
and
live town near large cities; good theatre; line
transit,
transit,
Kings
Mills and hauling pulp wood for winter.
live
with
as
years
ago.
9,000
compared
working conditions; company furnishes hall
Engineer's instruments, consisting of pens,
-wler attempted to break the
Charles M. Schwab, who also spoke,
Mrs. D. A. Lowe, who spent the win- rules, dividers, compasses, protractors, T
for dancing, athletic fields, free insurance and
same property
the
Bethlehem
arrived
attention. Don’t decide now. write
of
the
and
ter
at
has
medical
roll
being
a
March
sai<i
the
triangles,
that
squires
Hampden Highlands,
pay
by making
trip
17th,
for illustrated booklet—"A Good Jcb at
home and opened her house at North owned by Augustus L>. Hayes and used by him
plants is now $100,000,000 a year,— today
ty Sheriff s. E. Bowler appeared
Address Employment Dept.
Falla."
in his business as Civil Engineer, now stored
beacon
Searsport.
Iron Age.
scene and caused him to unload
BEACON FALLS RUBBER-SHOE Co.,
at£Capt. Nathaniel Sholes’.place in said Belfast,
Beacon Falls, Conn.
eleven
4wii
Sumner Nickerson, who has been very to secur£ payment of one hundred and
back light.
ill with rhematic fever at his home in dollars, which mortgage is recorded in the
March 11th, was the day for Prospect, is recovering under the treat- City of Belfast records in Book 12, Page 204!
|
and whereas the conditions of said mortgage
il town meeting but the roads ment of Dr. Fairchilds of Searsport.
FOR
have been broicen:
Now, therefore, notice is hereby given of
blockaded only a few met and afTHE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
W^
Can’t Get Rid of Him.
our intention to foreclose said mortgage for
Ladles! Ask y<
ng G. M. Crommett, moderator,
j breach of its conditions
Chl-ches-ter’s I
until the following Tuesday
u
Fills in Red
FRED R. POOR,
The ArBUENOS AIRES, March 20.
boxes, sealed wi
-mm
FOSTER C. SMALL.
following officers were elected:
Take no other. Buy of your v
is having a hard
March 12th, A. D. 191*.-3wll
and overseers of gentine government
Druntst- AskforCIILCireS.TER'8
u, assessors
rid
of
Count
von
LuxBRAND
in
DIAMOND
PILLS for 23
time
getting
• C.
Jones, H. L. Pinkham and
|
years known as Best, Safest, Always Relial Is
the former German minister. The
AND
'ommett; clerk, H. L. Pinkham; burg,
1
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
the Swedish steamer Valparaiso
treasurer and constable, S. E. agents of
von Luxburg had been
school committee, E. H. Foster; on board which
t*
granted a safe conduct to start on a home'aised $7,508.
ward voyage, now refuse to accept the
We have engines, wood saws, and saw
former minister as a passenger. The Argentine government therefore is making
frames in stock at reasonable prices.
MAINE.
attempts to have von Luxburg leave the
FOR FLETCHER’S
THORNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY,.
country on a Norwegian vessel which is
Belfast, Me.
Masonic
Practice in all of the Courts of Maine
due to sail at an early date.
Portland, Maine.
.ound quite

i

It enables one man to do the work of many and
thus conserves labor.

Fire

ASSETS

the members of the
a good deal, and he
Little mother, through the night of his
C. B. Jewett have been
absence long
quite adventures. They Wellman and
conlined to their homes for two weeks Never cease to think of him brave and
» irginia and a bunch of marines
well and strong.
of Mr. Wellman
ied at a certain place and order- and the youngest child
You shall know his kiss again, you shall
j
bronchial
that place against incendiar- has been seriously ill with
see his smile,
j
out of For
your boy shall come to you in a little
■rders to shoot any suspicious | pneumonia, but is now considered
while.
F. P. Clements and little son
Leo saw a man skulking danger.
—Edgar A. Guest, in Boston Herald.
kept watch of him and final- j Roger were also among the afflicted.
AVIATION FATALITIES.
just as he was setting a fire,

1

f

the

It is the quickest means of communication and
thus conserves time.

Statement December 31, 1917

Loans,.
Stocks and bonds,book value,
Cash on hand and in banks.
Accounts receivable,
Bills receivable.

is

telephone, because—

Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

Mortgages,.$ 4,500

I

are

BOSTON, MASS.

flat on his back with head cradled on
the knees of the miyi feeding. There
is some slight delay and the English
major breaks into song.
“Come, come : Carry on ! What are
You should have
we
wailing for?
killed a hundred by now. What is it?
What is it? My word! Not so slow.

i

j

Conservation!

What is the answer?

50c. a box, G for $2.50. trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES

Druggists Mutual
Insurance Company,

other countries involved in the

with

service of the government ia the business of war.
This condition is likely ta become more acute in the
near future,
Business effort is further hampered by
the cancellation of many trains on the railroads and
by congestion of traffic.

53 Maisokseuve Sr., Hull.
"In my opinion, no other medicine
is so good as ‘Fruit-a-tives’ for
Indigestion and Constipation.
For years, I suffered with these
dreaded diseases, trying all kinds of
treatments until I was told I wa3
incurable.
One day a friend told me to try
*Fruit-a-tives’
(or Fruit Liver
Tablets). To my surprise, I found
this medicine gave immediate relief,
and in a short time I was all right
DON'AT LALOXDE
again”.

United

“Burr-wuff!" he shouts. That’s as
near as I can get to it phonetically.
Two captains leap to their places by
the machine gun. The one who sights
and operates the piece throws himself

ccmmon

World War, the United States is now suffering
from a depletion of its business forces because
of the large number of men who have entered the

The Wonderful Frait Medicine

,flre

a

IN
|

PmnM by “FnNt-a-tim”

staccato chatter of a Colt an^ hoping
that I’m not by any chhnce wandering
on to the private reserve of any busy
Slavens
McNutt
William
bullets,
writes in Collier's.
I I come out of the woods on the rear

bv

er

Little Uncertainty in Hii
There Are Polite Phrases

I make my way through the thick
brush at Camp Upton to a machine
Hie intermittent
gun range, guided by

vdiiiiui oc uurea

Little mother, life's adventure calls your
boy away,
Yet he will return to you on some bright-

as

SUFFERING

in the Language He Employed
in Issuing Them.

little while.
surgical
resting comfortably after a successful Little mother, heed them not—they who
preach despair—
operation and subsequent letters tell of
Y'ou shall have your boy again, brave
her constant gain.
and Oh, so fair!
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey attended Life has need of him toda\, but with
victory won
the funeral of their uncle, J. H York in
life shall bring to you oncejagain
Monroe, March 12th. Rev. F. S. Dollitl Safely
your son.
of Jackson was the officiating clergyman
the faith; not to
and M. A. Haley of this town had charge Little mother, keep
death he goes,
The interment
of the arrangements.
Share with him the joy of worth that
was in Pilgrim’s Home Cemetery, Winyour soldier knows.
He is giving to the Flag all that man can
terport.
give
There is much illness at the present And if
you believe he will, surely he will
of
Nearly all
time in this community.
live.
for

leir home and will stop with
er, Mrs. Emma Woodbury, for

j
i

Miss Mildred Larby is also there assisting with the house work.
W. H. Bickford returned to his home
March ltlth, having accompanied Mrs.

Mrs. Ralph Overlook and ohilh Freedom have been guests
Mrs. George Dow.

I

Orders

local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure catarrhal
deafness, and that is by a Constitutional
remedy. Catarrhal Deafness is caused by
an inflamed condition of the mucous lining
of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube
; is inflamed you have rumbling sound or
imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
closed, Deafness is the result. Unless the
inflammation can be reduced and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing
will be destroyed forever.
Many cases of
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey.
deafness are caused by catarrh, which is
C. C. Clements was in Waterville an inflamed condition of the mucous surMarch 15th to attend a meeting of the faces. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine acts thru
surfaces of the
officers of the Farmers’ Union of Maine. the blood on the mucous
system
The pupils of the Martin school realizWe will give One Hundred Dollars for
ed the sum of -56 from their entertain- any case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
ment and donated the same to the Red
All Druggists, 75c.
Circulars free.
Corner.
at
Cross branch
Ellingwood’s
CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

>10RRILL-

A Man Famine

—-

About as

Winterport.

tdidrnidi Dcdiiictb

KEPT THEM MOVING i II LIFETIME OF

English Major Has Machine Gun
Crew on the Jump.

Lydia
Vegetable
Compound.

ii

is

I

CM CHICKENS

Clerk, J. L. Bagiev; SeGray, G. A. Woods, F.
The Martin school closed March 15th
School Committee, Fred
for one week’s vacation.
Kir.
Fred Myri.'k; TreasMr. and Mrs. A. G. Larby recently
( ook
Auditor, A. I- Estes.
Mr. and Mrs. Svlvanus Ward in
visited
Koadsand bridges, $3,000;
and poor, $1,800; State Hampden.
mamtainance of State aid
Mrs. T. O. Shields of West Winterport
HO; schools, $2,000; books, j visited her sister, Mrs. S. P Stevens in
f
for school buildings, $400; Monroe, a few days ago.
State
superinunion, $800;
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Nealey and son
town debt, $1,000.
Alston of Monroe were recent guests of
v

GERMAN CRUELTY IN THE PAST.

#409 885 07

Total.

Mime

LIABILITIES.

Notice ot foreclosure

WHEREAS,

|

j

fra
50,000 00
25 000 00

Dollars,

pital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits...$ 14,75161
1,191 59
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.
Circulating notes outstanding.
Net amount due to banks, bankers ana trust companies.
$18,987 13
Total of Items.
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Keserve
(deposits payable within 20 days':
C

_

560 02
49.497 50

13

18 987 13

••••

96 057 03

Individual deposits subject to check.
Certificates of deposits! due in less than 30 days (other than for money
borrowed).
Cashier's checks outstanding.
Dividends unpaid.
Total demand deposits,(otherthan bank deposits) subject to reserve,.$ 97,007 42
Time deposits subject to Keserve (payable after 30 days, or subject to 30days or more notice, and postal savings):
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed).
Postal savings deposits.
Other time deposits.

349 95
108 44
492 00

12,607 1 4
1.018 27
142,207 59

$409,885

Total..

07

of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
1, W. R. Blodgett, Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W R. BLODGETT. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th day of March. 1918.
the
of
H.
J.
Searspprt Municipal Court.
SULLIVAN, Judge
)
Correct. Attest: B, F. COLCORD,
D. C. NIC HOLS.
[ Directors.
WM. C. PENDLETON. )

State

■

August

CUISINE RATES

Quarries,
Locations

The following clubbing offers are only lot
subscriptions to 1 he Journal paid one year

Mill Sites,

in advance:
The

Journal

for Summer Hotels

$2.00

and Farm and Home,

2.25 ;
2.35

The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,

j

The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to dif-

Children Ory
FLETCHER’S

CHICHESTER

CASTOR1A

S PILLS

SAW WOOD

F. W. BROWN,

Attorney and Counsellor

!

Children Cry

CASTORIA

j77

at

Lav, Buy

Thrift

Stamps

OK. vV. I LIBBY,

BROOKS,

I

DENTIST.
Temple,

and

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OK THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

ferent addresses.

Send in your subscription now.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL Pl’B. Cm.,

give opportunity
make

a

change

ir

to

those

location for

desiring
a new

to

start

in life.

Belfast, Maine.

WHEREAS

|

Farms,Sites

Undeveloped Water
British America Assurance Company,
Toronto, Canada.

;

Unlimited Raw Material

Assets December 31, 1017.
Real estate,

Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
....

Cash in office and

bank,

Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
....

Power

AND

Nil
Nil
Nil

Good harming Lar.d

$1,656,470 85
308,468 01 j
284,591 58
Nil

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
"Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

are

25,067 53
229 04

Gross assets.$2,274,827 01
233,153 38
Deduct items not admitted,

Admitted assets,
$2,041,673 63
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
$ 267,081 44
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
1,126,721 82
25,442 53
All other liabilities,
200,000 00
Cash capital..
422,427 84
Surplus over all liabilities,

:ndustrial bureau

;maine

central

railroad,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

...

Total liabilities and surplus,
3wl2

$2,041,673

63

WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE
YOUR AD. IN THB JOURNAL

I

____——

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE
_>

Spring Millinery Opening
we

i

today

New

I
1

last Saturday for camp at Fort Slocum,
N. Y., where he will be connected with
the Quartermaster’s Dept., and expects

|

j

1

have entered the service.

deep interest in all her

;

Stockton feels

sons

Miss Annie Paul is
parents in Morrill.

f
of her

the guest

S.

given in Denslow hall, Monday
evening, April 1st. The decorations will
be under the care of Mrs. Wm. Avery.
The following program will be carried
out: piano duett, Mrs. Amy Coleman and
Mrs. Kate Richards; vocal solo, Mrs.
Kate Farris; reading, Mrs. Henry Hulley;
reading, Mrs. Chas. A. Snow; dialogue,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Gerrish.
Following

Maine.

tickets,

second prize had been won by Miss Gilkey who was told to wind and follow a

Miss Thelma Dunnifer is spending her
vacation at her home in Winn.

that led to

which she found
and etched

glass,

a

a

taboret

35c.

on

water set of finely cut
the wedding gift of the

The Stockton Yard Inc., having purchased two large tracts of woodland have

A benefit film will be shown tonight at
Union Hall for Searsport High school.

C. L. Bailey, Mrs. F. E. Whitcomb, Mrs.
E. W. Gilkey, Mrs. I. H- Havener, Mrs.

Dancing wi|| follow the picture.

Delicious

sherbert,

a

one

i S. L. Fairchild, Mrs. E. C. Fairchild,
: Mrs. J. H.
Dundai, Misses Mabel Griffin,

marriage Sunday morning,

that regular

selecting gor. The double ring ceremony was perMrs. Clifton
spring millinery in Boston and plans an formed by Rev. Harold Sternes Capron,
attractive display of her goods in her i pastor of the Hammond street church.
the The bride wore a becoming suit of blue
new shop on Leach street, opposite
taffeta and was attended by Miss Alice
Cleaves residence
Mr. Gilkey is a priis re- | Moore of Bangor.
Prill. Frederick M. Nickerson
vate in the Coast Artillery stationed at
;
labor.
farm
for
cruiting bov volunteers
Fort Williams, Portland Harbor, and was
Those enlisting will be given practical
unable to secure a furlough long enough
to retraining then sent out by the State
in
to
permit the wedriipg taking place
and
Board
lieve the labor shortage.
Before entering the service
cioil.es are furnished in addition io wages Searsport.
! he held a responsible position With the S.
of One dollar a day
1 I.. Crosby Co. Mrs. Gilkey is a graduate
meeting of Anchor | of the Searsport High school and the
M ths
orj Bangor Kindergarten Training school.
Chapter, O. E. S., the degrees of the
der were worked upon two candidates. For several years she has been connected
At the close of the chapter an informal with the Pearl street kindergarten in
Among the out-of-town
chafing dish supper was cooked under that city.
the direction of Mrs. C. E. Adams, assist- guests were Mr. and Mrs. Edward W eled by Mrs. B. F. Colcord, Mrs. Edson come Gilkey and the Misses Sally and
Mrs. Sawy7er was asFletcher and Miss Florence Colcord. Katherine Dow.
Welch rarebit, shrimps and rice, cake, sisted by Mrs. Edward Gilkey and the
cotfee and doughnuts were served.
Misses Dow in serving a dainty wedding
L.

Foster

Fire

entertained

Kanetota Camp
Saturday evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Towers, Misses Marjorie and
A patriotic
Pauline acting as hostesses.
to
program was carried out in addition
Pauline
the council lire ceremonies.
Towers, upon whose twelfth birthday the

j

breakfast.

The bride and groom left

Wellington

was

made. Only strong material can
stand the hard usage that it will receive.
Garments need not be in perfect repair,
be

women

are

given employment makinB

them ready for service. Every home in
town can and should spare something.
If too late for this week’s shipment find
something for next. Leave your bundles
at Clement & Adams’ and they* will be
cared for by the local Red Cross.
Mrs. Alfred S. Trundy gave

a

ful farewell party Friday evening in honor
of Miss Annie Gilkey, whose engagement
to Clarence L. Gilkey had been recently

Knitting occupied the first
hour and was followed by cards. Miss

announced.

Up-to-DaJte

Neckwear
FOR THE

Easter Trade
AT

j^lrs^^\Carle^j

The

month would. Yes, very much

a

j

CARPETS

|

Dustless Home

a

Mrs. Mary L. Rendell of Belfast arrived last Saturday to spend a fortnight with
her sister, Mrs. John C. Rendell. She
will remain until the return of Mrs. Susie
where
M. Rendell from Brooklyn, N. Y.,
she is visiting her daughters, Mrs. George

lage after several days visit here.

with her parents, Mr.

Faustina M. R. Noyes) Mrs. Albert M.
Ames and Mrs. Jessie Marden Berry,
on
leaving in the afternoon for Belfast
his homeward trip. His son, Mr. Elmer
Noyes, is now with the American Army

tributes

were

The

held at the Methodist church

MARKET.

PRICE.

RETAIL

!

flora

very beautiful.

Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt.
Corn,
Cracked Cora,
Corn Meal,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover seed,

on

the

PAID

H. G.

was

ing of March 19th. Dist. Superintendent
Luce delivered a very interesting

\

RETAIL

Company

lOj Rye

Seed,

First
mend their

1 10
8
5
16j17
11
33
1 13
7
265
10

Meal,

31 Wheat Meal,

Mortgage

last year
much

as

as

purchase.
high as 99,

more now as

These
and

to war conditions that the

All persons f ili* g « n< gl- cting to bring m
such lists hereby forfeit thtir right to appeal
to the Assessors or to the County Commissioners or to the Supreme Court, for any
abatement of taxes, unless they tffer such
lists at the time appointed
Assessors
JAMES F. SHELDON,
of
M/PRICE W. LORD. .*
YVM. H. BRAY,
) Belfast,
Belfast, March 28, 1918 13

BORN

;

to

TIBBETTS-W ARREN. In Camden,March
20, by Rev. S. E. Frohock, Artemus
Sumner Tibbetts and Hattie Lyla W arren,
both of Rockland.
_

It is only

due

!■

price is 88.

BELFAST, MAINE.

Therein:

Dirigo hall, Friday evening.
The Assessors of 6aid City hereby notify
Popcorn was you that they will tie in session at their office
The parts were well taken.
on Monday, the
and Milbury Hunt served ice in City Building in said City,
on sale
first day of April, 1918, at nine o’clock A. M..
entertainThe proceeds of the
cream.
and they request you to bring in. as required
and
ment will be used to buy supplies for the by law, true and perfect lists of the polls
all estate, real and personal, of which you may
rchool.
be possessed on the first day of April, 1918. in
said City of B» if-<st.

In Bangor, March
GILKEY -Gilkey.
24, by Rev. Harold S. Capron, Clarence
Loring Gilkey and Miss Annie Grinnell
Gilkey, both of Searsport.
Havener-Da VIS. In Searsport, March
C.
24, by Rev. T. H. Martin, Charles
Havener and Alice Davis, both of Sears-

jjsold

worth

Ilic (11Y Moral Hunk of Belfast

07

CANADIAN
MARES

in

Winterport.

are

CITY OF BELFAST.

The members of the high school prethe drama entitled “A Loyal

of Rockland.
In Rockland, March
Devoe-Smith.
21, by Rev. Howard A. Welch, Charles
Devoe and Miss Florence A. Smith, both
of Rockland.
FOX-WILLIAMS. In Winterport, March
22, by Rev. O. H. Knowles, William Fox
of Bangor and Miss Emily Williams of

they

then.

recom-

bonds

To the Inhabitants of the City of Belfast
and all Persons Liable to be Taxed

sented

DamoN-WELT. In Rockland, March
20, by Rev. W. L. Pratt, Dr. Perley R.
Damon and Miss Doris Emma Welt, both

5s

We offer these bonds at 88 and

Assessors’ Mice

be held.

,

*

CENTRAL MAINE POWER

MARKET.

22a28 Lime.
18«22 Oat Meal,
2 19 Onions,
2 04 Oil, kerosene,
2 04 Pollock,
32 Pork,
3 16, Plaster,

Lard,

even-

A. E.

Spark,”

Electric

Bay

PRODUCER.

10 Shorts,
24 Sugar,
12 00al3 25 alt, T. L,
3 25 Sweet Pot?toes,

Four,

The Fourth Quarterly conference

)

—

Eye-Sight Specialist
OK THF

BOYIMiTON OPTICAL CO..
South Main Street, winteroort, Maine

44

DAY?,

OFFICE

I

MONDAYS

YVlfrl.

AM*

TUESDAYS

Annual Meeting

Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday p. m.,
April 3.
York's Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, April 4.

said meeting, will be hela at the office of
lames Pattee & Son, Tuesday, April 9,

1918, at 3 o’clock p. m.
Bonds No. 5 for $500, and No. 16 for
the trustees and
are payable at the Waldo Trust Co. August
1, 1918, at which time interest thereon

$500,

have

been drawn

by

RALPH H. HOWLS.

shall cease.

President.

2wl3p

|

ANNOUNCEMENT
BY THE MILKM EH OF BELFASF
Cemtnei cii g ihe first day of April, 1918, we,
the undersigned, operating milk routes in the
City of Belfast, will deliver milk loourcustomers on the following terms: Quarts or more,
11 cents per quart; pints, 6cents.

WHITCOMB,
LITTLEFIELD
AND WADLIN.
Belfast, Me., March 27, 1913—Swl3

Having sold our business, to take effect
May 1st, we would request all parties indebted to us to call and settle by April 30,
as

alter that date all claims due us will be

5wl3

left for collection.

a

BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO.

money.

W. L. WEST,

Belfast Savings Bank

Sprina Street.

T he corporators ol this bank are hereby
notified that the annual meeting of the;
will be held at their banking

corporation

W ednesday, April 10, 1918, at
10 o’clock a. m,, to act upon the followring
business, viz:
1st—To choose a board ol trustees (or

Lor Printing Belfast City Annual Import for 1918.

the emuine year. »2nd—To make such alterations in the bynew

as

Belfast, Me., March 25,

I Belfast, according

|

1918.__

i

WANTED

to the following spi

Type, 10 point, leaded.
Printing to be clear and legible.
Stock for body of book, No. 1 low
port.
Stock for cover, Prussian Antique I
60 lb.

Binding, saddle stitched, wire.
Trimmed and delivered to the office

FIRM OFFERINGS OF

City Clerk.
Bids are solicited for price per page
pages to Oe counted.
Price per page for 1,000 copies.
Price per page for 1,200 copies.

Urado Oil
Empire Tire and Rubber

Falls Motors
Grant V otors
Smith Motor Truck

j

Sealed bids will be received by the
Clerk up to 7 o'clock p. m., Monday
1, 1918, for the printing, binding and
ming ot the annual report of the C
tions:

may legally come before this meeting.
WILMEK J DORMAN, Clerk.
—---

SEALED BIDS

|

on

laws as may be required or to adopt a
code of by-laws.
3rd—To transact such other business

priced right.

Have also on hand a few goo
acclimated horses taken in tra<i
at very low’ prices.

m

6.

rooms

ones

If y<
Come in and see them.
buy elsewhere you and 1 both lo>

April

Central House, Unity, Friday p. m.,

Bay State Film Com.
International Text Book

NOTICE

good

5

April

The annual meeting of Pythian Building
Association fir choice of officers and any
other business that may legally come before

The young, sound, rugged, harkind, which are so hard to get
have on hand a new lot of ext

BE AT THE

Fellows' House, F'reedom, Saturday

DIED

_

!

Canadian Securities

delivery to be made within ten day
last of copy is placed in hands of pn
CHrtS. s. BICKHHil) City CU

<

—

The Fttlic is

Invited

Cordially
to

the

SPRING AND SUMMER

I

j

CLEMENTS. In Bucksport, March 13,
11
George W. Clements, aged 71 years,
In Waldo, March 20, Edmund
13
aged 85 years, 7 months and

CROSS.

Cross,

DYER

111 LIS.EIV
of

imported

and hand-made

mcdels in dress styles, also
in tailor-made and ready-towear

hats,

Saturday, Much 30,

in France.

public schools in town began Montheir spring vacation. Miss
after
day,
Laura Blanchard .takes the place of Mrs.
A. R. Fayle as teacher in the Intermediteach.
te; eid Miss Ruth Meirithtw is

and Mrs. H. .M.

ft

Penobscot

at

Bessie Wentworth

George Butler,
of LincolnviJle officiating.

Griffin.

An earnest appeal is made by the Red
Cross branch for patchwork quilts, 5x7

ft., with no wadding or inter-lining;
simply the patchwork with a single lining, properly tacked as they are designed
only for covering and not for warmth.
of
They may be sent to the chairman
our local branch, Mrs. Everett Staples.
Mr. Horace M. Noyes of Vinalhavea
arrived in town Thursday for a brief call
wife (Mrs.
upon relatives of his late

sciatic

slowly gaining

port.

Mrs. Charles Barrows of West Hampden spent several days recently here

|

/

PRODUCE

MARRIED

A. F. Ellis has been confined to the
Mr. Frank P. R. Patterson returned i
March 18th from a two months’ visit h ouse with the grip the past week.
with relatives in New Bedford, Mass.,
Dr. French of the Sandypoint Shipand is with his parents, Capt. and Mrs. j buil
ding Co. is way on a business trip.
F. A. Patterson, for an indefinite stay.
Mrs. James Clifford arrived from BosLast week gave us exceptionally fine ^ ton recently for a visit with E. G. Clifweather for March, the vernal equinox, ford and wife.
the 21st, being a rarely warm, springCapt. Charles Staples left Saturday
in
like day, the water running like rivers
morning for a short visit in Boston and
the
village
in
The
sleighing
the streets.
Bowdoinham.
is practically gone, bare ground showing
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Snow returned
shore roads; and automobiles are
on all
Saturday to their home at Stockton vil-

frequently appearing.

weeks with

The funeral of Mrs. Mildred, wife of

day

A. A. Staples and L. G. Clifford were
on business.

add many months and years to their life.

12 00
Apples.per bbl,2 00a 300 Hay.
14
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
8
50
25
Beans, pea,
Lamb,
8 50 Lamb Skins, I.f0a2.00
Bears, Y. E.,
45a50 Mutton,
8
Butter,
98
Beef, sides,
12al3iOats, 32 lb.,
12 Potatoes,
1 00
Beef, forequarters,
22
Bar'ey, bu,
00,Round Hog,
32 Straw,
8 00
Cheese,
26a30
25, Turkey,
Chicken,
5
Galf Skins,
34’Tallow,
2C Veal,
16al8
Puck,
38
70
unwashed,
Wool,
Eggs,
22 Wood, hard,
7 00
Foil,
5 00
18. Wood, soft,
Geese,

last week for the shipyard.
in Belfast Wednesday

9
§
f

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

FLANDERS. In East Belfast, March 23,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Flanders, a daughter, Roberta Edna.
a
as
In East Belfast, March 19,
ACHORN.
where he received his diploma
Mrs. Walter Achorn, a son,
pi umber last year. He is now engaged to Mr. and
Newell Eugene.
in piping the new vessel in the village
In Orland, March 13, to Mr.
GROSS.
best and Mrs. Frank P. Gross, a daughter.
and
Congratulations
shipyard.
PIPER. In Bluehill, March 13, to Mr.
w ishes are extended to the young pair.
and Mrs. George L. Piper, a daughter.
SPAULDING. In Rockland, March 21,to
SANDYPOIN r.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Spaulding, a son,
Frederick.
STETSON. In Rockland, March 1, to
in
i
Monday
Mrs. Henry Butler spent
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Linwood Stetson, a
Bangor.
son, Harold L., Jr.
Thayer.
In Swanville, March 22, to
Stanley Healey is home from Bangor Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thayer, a son.
for the week-end.
one

ft

§

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

present.

will

Institute of Boston

Ten carloads of timber arrived

PRICE $33.50

and helpful sermon at that time. Next
Sunday an appropriate Easter service

Henry Hulley, who used the single ring
Only the immediate family was
present, his brother, Mr. Norman Griffin,
acting as best man, and his sister, Mrs.
Amy G Coleman standing as matron of
h onor. The bride was gowned in light
grey silk, and the wedding gifts were
numerous.
Following the ceremony,
light refreshments w’ere served and the
newly-married couple repaired to the
home of his uncle, Mr. Loring Griffin,
where they will occupy a portion of the
h ouse at rrcsent
The groom is a grad-

1

1

•

•

Tavlcr who hat enlisted in

Mrs.

service

Miss Clara Baker, the typhoid patient

0

Eclipse Electric Cleaner will keep them
practically as clean as your table linen every
day in the year and you will never have to take
them off the floor. Not only this, but you will

§

Jesse Thomas, was held March 21st at
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

A quiet home wedding occurred on the
evening of March lSth, at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. Levi S. Griffin, when

Ginn aDd Mrs. Perry Sprague.

delight-

J

--

their second
son? Mr. Harold Griffin and
Miss Amy Elizabeth Green of Geneva,
N. Y\, were united in marriage by Rev,

in town,

come.

French behind the lines in the occupied
districts. Today, Thursday, closes the
first local attempt to secure garments for
these homeless people. It is to relieve
great suffering that we are asked to contribute blankets, old ticking,shoes, stockings, used garments for men, women and
children, or cloth from which they can

;

STCCKTGN SPRINGS.

An appeal has been made to the people
of this country to send 5,000 tons of
clothing to the destitute Belgians and

Keep

There will be another dance April 3rd.

yard, mostly pro- |
Maine, only some big pine hav- :

uate of Wentworth

P. Goodton, boarding with Mrs. Russell
welhue. Old friends extend a cordial

9

The old folks ball at Adams’ Hall was
much enjoyed by all.
The amount cleared w-as about 145 for the Red Cross.

The
ing been brought from Oregon.
shipyard is a busy place with all the
necessary buildings, and piles of lumber.
It is inspiring to see workmen from the
yard once more upon the streets of this
old shipbuilding town.

the 1.15 train for Portland.

Mrs. James Morse and Miss Roulstone
were guests of the group.

as

duced in

on

is now reported steadily gainformally promoting.
the
to
Camp
Bird
Blue
group
ed from the
Mr. C. N. Taylor of Wellesley, Mass.,
A pleasing feature of the
Fire circle.
in town two days
evening was a motion song by the was a business guest
Friday for home.
leaving
old
last
four
week,
which
in
year
younger children,
Miss Hazel Hollis, table girl at The
Lewene Towers, dressed as a Blue Bird,
took part. At the close of the program Stockton, was called home to Bangor
ice cream and cake were served. Mrs. last Monday by the illness of her mother.
John Frame, Mrs. Henry McCaslin, Mrs.
Mrs. Jennie (Morse) Bragg returned
Charles Eames, Mrs. Henry Partridge, March 20tli from a winter spent in Bos-

meeting occurred,

|
I
2

one

YOUR

the government service left Tuesday for
Washington, D C.

struction is now in the

is

was

I

by

more

injure the
sweeping than

soon.

necessary

at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Frederick
Kane Sawyer, 706 Hammond street, Ban-

standard time.

SAVE

A

M-.AKSr.UIN I.
been cutting clear as they went using the
large timber for the vessel to be conThe body of Mrs. Charles Bennett, who
structed, and converting the rest into
pulp.wood, box staves and spool wood. died in Barre, Vt., was brought hete for
At present one million feet of boards for burial last week,
box staves are drying in the shipyard
George Butler, Jr., who works in Worready to be sent away by train. Many cester, Mass., came home to attend the
car loads have already been forwarded;
funeral of bis sister, Mrs. Jesse Thomas.
and it is interesting to note how well the
Mr. John F. Paine has been confined to

open

hour faster

it

|

your broom tear and

carpet

over

|

carpets and rugs.

more.

Z

she has employment.

Monday, Apfl) lst, pilkey and Clarence Loring, son of Mr. company is
managing this side line. The the house for two
The opening hour
for the spring term
find Mrs. Pvam L. Gilkey, were united in keel is already laid for a second vessel; rheumatism, but is
will be 8.30 by the clock on the new time
timber for its con- I
March 24th, and the
schedule,

walking

2

Carroll Murray has traded farms with
Frank Gerry of Troy and both will mtfve

were

of
Word has been received of the death
Florence Colcord and Margaret PendleI
Mrs. Robert Ames of Bloomfield, N. Jtori.
Mrs Ames survived her husband five
Annie Grinnell,
Gilkey -Gilkey.
days
daughter of Capt. and Mrs. William E.

Schools will

business caller in

March 23rd.

Carter of Montville visited at
the home of J. L. Ames, Jr., March 28th.

Conditions, at present, indicate a need of great Red Cross activity;
and it is hoped the most liberal patron-

cakes and

crackers

nap of the

|

Lee C.

children.

served by Mrs. Trundy assisted by Mrs. G. R. Wilson. The guests
in addition to those mentioned were Mrs.

j guests.

Cole was

ville, where

Admission to the entertain-

have been made for
Easter, but the day will be Quietly observed in both churches.

special plans

Sweeping with

£

Bert Clifford has bought the Garcelon
place in Troy and is moving there.
Miss Hattie Berry has gone to Water-

ment will be 15c. for adults and 10c. for

age will be accorded these ardent workers in this movement.

No

at the expense of your

#
#

Home-made ice-cream will be on sale
Henry Gregg has returned to Togus afthroughout the evening. Gerrish’s orches- ter spending the winter at the home o
tra will furnish music for the dance— Bennie Getcheil.

won

ball of yarn

R.

Burnham,

the program tables will be furnished in
WTassaumkeag Club room, adjoining for
the benefit of those desiring to play cards.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Gilkey spent
the week-end in Bangor.

#
#

I

jagged straws that can’t even hdf clean
anything, have been worn down and broken off

Chase has been in Massa-

Mrs. E. D.

The Red Cross entertain mdnt and dance

the highest score in an
amusing contest and received a box of
The hostess announced that
chocolates.
Roulstone

SEARSPORT.

Those

£

vacation.

participating

#

chusetts this week.

CO.,

Temple, High Street, Belfast,

Your
Old.
Broom
Con
|
Tell You Something
I

UNITY.

in this noble work.

TERMS CASH

Masonic

daughter
Wednesday

and

home

drive a motor truck for distributing
Wallace Reynolds is in Bath.
supplies. He has had one year’smilitary
Mrs. Olive Wellington is in town for a
training at the U. of M., and with the visit.
exception of five, all of his classmates
Miss Laura Hunt is home for a week’s

will be

H. H. COOMBS

Jefferds

arrived

Brook the winter term is not finished, from Belfast, wheie they have been sevowing to the time lost during the illness eral weeks.
of the deceased teacher, Miss Agnes HarMrs. JJjred Perkins and Master Harold
riman.
McElman recently spent several days in
Monticello with Mr. Perkins who is at
A large delegation from the vi"
work there.
two big loads and several single sle, i:
attended the Red Cross entertainn.uiit
Mrs. Estelle Crosby and Richard Crosand dance at Sandypoint last week, both by who have been living at the home of
I
being greatly enjoyed, the excellent James Eaton during the winter, have resleighing and fine moonlight adding to the turned to their own home.
pleasure of the occasion. It is hoped that
The entertainment given at Griffin’s
our Red Cross entertainment and dance
Hall,
Thursday evening for the benefit of
next Monday evening may be equally
the Red Cross auxiliary of Sandypoint
well patronized by our neighbors.
I was a success in every way. The sum of
Mr. George Avery, only son of Mr. and 568 w*as
taken and thanks are extended
j
Mrs. Wm. Avery, enlisted March 20th in to ail
who helped in any way.
Bangor, returning that night, and leaving

to

Spring Merchandise

We are showing a large assortment of NEW
Waists in silk and voile, NEW Crepe DeChene Underwear, Unionettes, Ginghams, Percales, Wash
Goods, Housedresses, Black Petticoats, Gloves.
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Katherine,

—

1

v\ e feel fortunate in being able to say that
of the
shallf have for your inspection a fine display
reasonable
headwear at very
very latest in ladies’ fine
the unparailel conditions of
of
face
in
prices. This
should be pleasing to our trade.
affairs

Mrs. Albert

:

—

Saturday, March 30,1918
I
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ing in the Roberts district in place of
At Lowder
Miss Glennie Emerson.

The

at

the

corner

of Cedar and Pearl Sta.

MRS. A. B. ^YLUE

In

Man to work

nent
Brooksville 'Cape Rosier),

1
March 15, Charles Dyer, aged 77 years,

becca, daughter
Phillips, aged 17 day®M
In Bucksport, March 20,
Stubbs.
81
Orilla, widow of Aaron Stubbs, aged
years, 10 months, 20 days.
March 21,
TIBBETTS. In Hampden,
Vellie E., widow of Charles F. Tibbetts,
aged 64 years, 10 months.„

farm.

Perma-

position. Address “X,”

care

Republican Journal, Belfast, Me.
Iwl3

mKALER.

In Thomaston, March 21, Ella
months.
Kaler, aged 77 years, 3
John
KNIGHTS. In Montville, March 22,
4 months and
M. Knights, aged 50 years,
16 dayB.
March 20,
LINNIKEN. In Thomaston,
81 years, 8
Capt. Alden Linniken, aged
months, 20 days.
March
In Thomaston
Marshall.
84 years.
20, Mrs. Nancy J. Marshall, ageo
RePHILLIPS. In Belfast, March 21,
of Mr. and Mrs. William

on

DOG LOST
Black cocker spaniel pup, male, stub tail.
Disappeaied from Waldo avenue Wednesday. March 6th. Liberal reward (or return
information leading to return. Notify
142 Waldo avenue, Belfast. Tel. 105-12,

50 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
Phone Main 1902-3

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The eubhe hae been
ecriber hereby gives notice that
of the estate of
duly appointed edminietrator
MARY E GRANT, late of Frankfoit,
and given
in the county of Waldo, deceaaed.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased,
the same for settlea-e desired to present
are requested
ment, and all indebted thereto
to make payment
A GRANT.
Frankfort, March 12, 1918.

immedmtely^

or

or C. E. Havener. American

Express Office.

CARD OF mm
I wish to thank the friends who preill
me with a Sunshine Bag while

sented
at

the*Waldo County Hospital.

TRUCKING

BEYER, LELAND Si CO.,

WANTED

MISS BETH JACKSON.

1

am

prepared

to do

all kinds ot tru>

hurmture and piano moving a spei
a
Have just added to my equipment
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadills
Leave orders at the stable, corc«!>’
cern.
wi
Main and Cross streets, and they
ceiye

prompt

attention.

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZ
126

Waldo

Avenue, Belfa*'

Throbs

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
has been du
hereby gives notice that he
last Will and
pointed, executor of the

of
JAMES H. CLARK, late of Belfast
and
in th. County, of Waldo, deceased.
All porsnna h
bonda aa the law directs
“*d
of
the
estate
demands against
same for settle
are desired to present the
are requested to
an all indebted thereto

ment

FOR SALE
on
The lute home of Mise Phebe A. Steulee,
one
Swan Luke avenue, eeet, tide, Belfast,
mile from Court Bouee. One end one-half
for poultry.
.ere. laud, orchard, good piece
^ BULLEN,
Inquire of
718 Pina Avenue, Chicago, 111.
lltf

payment immediately.

RALpH , M0K-t:.
Belfast, Me.. March 12,1918.
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